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Abstract

lncreasingly, govemment decision-makers are demanding clear and concise economic rationalisations of all

publicly{inanced expenditures, including the provision of conservation programmes. The Deenvood Soiland

Water Management Association has worked to coordinate multi-agency assistance with member farmers' soil,

water, and habitat conserualior/management activities within three suÞwatersheds along a portion of the

Manitoba Escarpment in South-Central Manitoba. This study sought to analyse the success of the Deeruood

model and to provide policy recommendations which may be applicable elsewhere in agricultural rEions of

Manitoba where severe soil erosion and flooding are common.

Evidence supporting the causalÌty and effectiveness of Deerwood's small dam network was collected via a

comparative study approach involving the adjacent North and South Tobacco Creek Watersheds. After

comparing historic streamflows, major runoff events, agriculturalconservation practices, soil types, and

vEetation cover, a control scenario was assumed to exist with the South Tobacco Creek under a management

rEime involving 30 stratEically placed headwater retention structures (Deerwood's smalldam networt).

Suruey data collected from watershed landowners appeared to indicate: significant reductions in downsfeam

erosion and flooding damage; lengthened runoff periods, and reduced creek turbidity. Thæe trends were

supported by recent Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration hydrology modeling which has proven the

effectiveness of Deen¡¡ood's dam's in reducing peak runoff rates following Spring snowmelt and Summer

rainstorm events.

Two Rural Municipalities lying within this drainage area were contacted for cost information relating to the

maintenance of ditches, roads, and stream crossings within the rEion, Defensible estimates of cost reductions

attributable to Deerwood's dams were received from the R.M.'s of Thompson and Roland.

-x-



Economic analysis was carried out based a framework focussing on the tangible benefits of Deerwood's small

dam network (Krutilla and Fisher, 1975). Municipal cost reductions (tangible economic benefÍts) attributable to

Deerwood's dams were both deflated to 1986 dollars and discounted to 1986 as the initial project year.

Economic Payback Period Analysis (Johnson, 1995 and Gittinger, 1994) was used to assess these benefits

and costs. lntangible Deerwood dam benefits reported within the landowner survey were also discussed; as

were some potential intangible costs. The overall impact of the Deerwood dams was then considered in

environmental, economic, and social terms.

It was found that a network of small dams built and operated by and organisation of volunteer landowners can

be an effective and efficient system of lând and water management. Substantial municipal benefits may be

attributed to the headwater storage activities of the Deerwood Soil and Water Management Association. Based

on municipal cost savings alone, it was determined the Deen¡rood small dam network can be expected to have

afinancial payback period of approximately 16 years (undiscounted) and an æonomic payback period of 25

years (discounted at 5%), At the 8% discount rate Deen¡rood's dams nearly pay back capitalcosts after their

50 year lifespan. lndividual landowner benefits can realistically be expected to generate enough value to make

the Deerwood dam network æonomically viable at the 8% rate. Operating & maintenance costs associated

with Deen¡rood dams are typically a landowner responsibility and have been minimal.

Substantial Provincial benefits of Deerwood's small dam network may also exist but; these cannot be

measured at this time due to a lack of information. Given the range of wildlife, educational, recreational,

esthetic, spiritual, and quality of life values reportedly provided to damowners, it is realistic to assume

substantial societal benefits may be generated by Deerwood's dams. Given the importance attached to wildlife

habitat by Canadians and the proven benefits of stored water, it is quite possible that Deerwood's dams may be

economically viable at the 15% discount rate. Further research in this regard is warranted.
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CHRpren O¡¡e: l¡¡rRooucloN

1. lrurnooucloN

"Efficient Use of Resources" is afundamentalguideline highlighted in Manitoba's stratEic planning document

for achieving sustainable development in the Province (Manitoba Government, 1 990)1 . Sustainable

development is both desirable and necessary. Manitobans have come to expect the range of environmental,

economic, and socialqualities, amenÍties, and opportunitiæ associated with residency in the Province. Any

public investments made in support of projects designed to futfill thæe goals will continually be compared with

their associated positive and nEatíve ¡esults. ,

Accurate and applicable tools for tire evaluation of such projects are required if efficient resource use is to be

incorporated into development project planning. Assuming "development projects" may occur in supporï of

conservation-related goals, there is an opportunrty to apply lhe efÍicient use of resources guideline within a

natunl resources management and public policy context applicable to Manitoba.

Severe flooding (Figure 1a), soil erosion (Figure 1b), and degraded water quality have arisen as issues of

concem due in part to naturalconditions and, from the ¡nappropriate application of conventionalfarming

practices during the lastcentury. Historically, extensive cultivation, summerfallowing, land clearing, and

widespread drainage have caused environmentalconcems in many agriculfural areas of Manitoba, particularly

along the Manitoba (or Pembina) Escarpment (MEHSSC, 1988; Carlyle, 1980) (Figure 1c, Plate 1a).

1 The Province of Manitoba and The Manitoba Round Table have furmulated a Provincial Sustainabte Development
Strategy based on ten Principles and six Fundamental Guidelines.
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CHnpnn O¡¡e: lHrnoDucloN

Fþure1a
Areas in Agro-[4anitoba Susceptible to Water and Wind Erosion

Source:Adapted from W.P. Barto & C.G. Vogel, Agro-Manitoba lnformatÌon Package
(Winnipeg: Department of Mines, Natural Resources, and Environment, 1978), Map #ZS
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Areas-in As ro-*5lH: libject to Ftoodins

. 
s.ource : Adapted from w.P.. Barto.& c.G._Vogel, Ag ro-Manitoba info rm atio n package

(winnipeg:Department of Mines, Natural Resources, and Environment, 1g7g), I'iap'na
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Th e " Ma n ito b r" o r " p. nlJ¡gnu.f J!." rp r.nt P hys io g ra p h y
Source: Manitoba Escarpment Headwater Storage Steering Commrttee

Manitoba Escarpment Headwater Storage Study: Main Repoft,
(Winnipeg, Manitoba Natural Resources/Agriculture Canada-PFRA, p.2)
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Various problems associated with these farming practices, as with many other environmental concems, may be

characterised as "extemalities2'" as they have not been "internalised" within any economic markets, within the

accounts of individual landowners, or within the natural resources aæounts of society at large (Friend, 1991;

Randall, 1987; Batie, 1986; and Coote, 1983). Such environmental extemality problems are often chronic

effects; and comprehensive solutions have typically been slow to emerge from the public policy realm.

Rural Municipalities and LocalGovernment Districts are responsiblefor planning and administration activities

within several dozen local politicaljurisdictions of Agro-Manitoba (Manitoba Planning Act, 1992). These

administratÍve botJies undertake numerous naluralresources management initiatives including dninage ditch,

road, and bridge construction & maintenance. Otrer public agencies including Conservation Districts

(Figure 1d) and federal & provincial departments are also respnsible for land & water conservation,

management, and development activities. Such responsibilitiæ are typicalty carried out through ínfrastructure

funding and maintenance, the offering of various programmes. and the administration of policies. Finally, non-

profiUnon-government organisations and local landowners can play a critical role in land & water management at

the individualfarm or rEional level.

It may be assumed that land & water management efforts of hese various groups may result in a number of

positive impacts which may be characterised as environmental. economic, and/or social. Benefits achieved

through improved land & water management may include: reduced peak runoff flows which lessen downstream

flooding and erosion damage; improved farm productivity; increased groundwater re-charge; stabilised water

supply;wildlife habitat; esthetic, recreational, and spiritualvalues to localresidents and visitors;and reduced

maintenance/repair costs for municipal infrastructure (Goldman et al., 1986; USFWS, 1982; and FAO, 19Za).

Optimally, benefits will accrue within a coordinated river basin manaqement system (Lundqvist et al., 1 985).

2 Externalities have been defined by Randall(1987), p.182 as :'a source of market failure which may have beneficialor
adverse effects. The most common form, external diseconomy, refers to situations in which one party creates an annoyance
for others and does not take account of that annoyance."
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Traditionalty, larger-æale, capital-intensive water management projects, such as flood{amagereduction dams

and water storage reservoir impoundments have been considered to provide the most significant contributions to

land & water conservation, management, and community development. lt is often due to the apparent

multiplicity of these efforts that impressive cost-benefit rationalísations can be demonstrated prior to public

investmentand projectcompletion (Newson, 1992;Shabman, 1988;Smih, 1974;and Laycock, 1970).

Significant etforts have been undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of programmes and policies designed to

enhance the sustainability of land & water management of agricultural rEions fl-yrchniewicz & \Mlson, 1gg4;

Prairie Research Associates, 1992: and Josephson, 1992). lt is apparent that the costs and benefits

associated with such efforts rquire furiher study and evaluation; the policy implica:tions could be significant.

The Deen¡¡ood Soiland Water Management Association coordinates and initiales multi-agency assistarrcewith

farmers'soil, water, and habitat conseruation and management activities within three sub-watersheds along a

portion of the Manitoba Escarpment in South-Central Manitoba (Figure 1e). Much of this organisation's work

involves the building of small headwater retention strucfuræ, or "small darns"3 which appear to have significant

environmental, economic, and social benefits (O'Grady, 1 gg0) (plate 1 b).

3 Small dams refer to structures approximately 4m high, with approximately 40 acre feet of storage, and built for
approximately $10.0 K or less.
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MAilI TtlBA

Fþure1e
Project Area of the Deerwood Soil & Water Management Association
Source: Agriculture Canada - Prairie Farm RehabilÍtation Administration

(Winnipeg, PFRA, 1999)
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Problem Statement

Aside from programme delivery reviews, little evaluation work has been done rEarding the physical and socio-

economic effectiveness of intErated land & waterconservation, management, and development initiatÍves

(Biwas, 1985). However, there is an emerging body of literature which suggests that small, well organised

groups of landowners can work together to deliver efficient and effective soil and water conservation

programming on the locallandscape (Curtis & Delacy, 1995 and Sampson, 1992). ln addition, fiscaldifficulties

cunently being experienced within Canada, Manitoba, and many otrer jurisdictions arecausing govemment

decision-makers to increasingly demand clear and concise rationalisations of all publicly financed expenditures,

including the provision of conservation related program mes.

It has become apparent that various impacts of small-scale, sub-watershed land & water management

initiatives may result in positive and signÍficant physical benefits (PFRA, 1gg4; STCpPSC, 1gg2). lt has also

been suggested privately initiated efforts to address environmental problems related to agriculturalpractices

provide benefits which are likely undervalued at lhis time (Curtis & Delacy, 1g95 and Sampson, 1gg2).

The quantification of values extemal to applicable markets has long been a difficult barrier in the formulation of

all public policy aimed at maximising societalwelfarea . No widely accepted evaluation framework exists to

assess the environmenhl, economic, and social effects of local land & water management efforts. Without

proper evaluation however, the effectiveness and efiiciency of many land & water improvement efforts may

continue to be questioned, further delaying the resolution of many management problems within many

agricuftu ral rE ions, including Agro-Manitoba,

4 Theories of Welfare Economics, particularly the optimisation of individual utility, economically efficient allocalion, and
distribution of resourcess and income are the-very cöre of public poticy (Handail,'íggZ, p.St-tSAj. 

- -
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The Province of Manitob a's Sustainabte Devetopment Committee of Cabinet s is seeking to determine Íf the

efficiency and etfectiveness of land & water management programmes within Manitoba may be quantified. The

SDCC is particularly interested in the æonomic value of programmes aimed at addressing land & water

concems which have traditionalty been experienced along the Manitoba Escarpment, such as erosion and

flooding. The SDCC has provided funding to The lnternational Coalition for Land & Water Stewardship in the

' Red River Basin to undertake a research project related to these interests.

An excellentcase study is now available. A majority of smalldams built by the Deerwo¡d Soil& Water

Management Association to address sôvere flooding and erosion along a South-Cóntral Manitoba portion of the

Escarpment have been in place for several years. Additionally, he presence of similar conditions in a

watershed adjacent Deen¡¡ood's most intensive rEion of activity appears to allow forthe ætablishment of a

control scenario; ideal conditions exist for a comparative study to be undertaken.

The following questions serve to clarify the problem statement. bringing its components into sharperfæus:

loryr Mgy tle Land & water Management Efforts of an organisation of
Agricultural Landowners be Evaluated within a pubtic poiicy Context?

Do the Benefits of Deerwood's Efforts Exceed their costs?

Do Appropriate Methods Exist to Quantify these Benefits and costs?

what Relatjonphlp lxists Between Deerwood's water Management Efforts,
and the solution to similar Land & water probrems Exþerienced

Elsewhere on the Manitoba Landscape?

l]lq S_lqq.'s conrPrised of ManÍtoba's Ministers of Education, Environment, Naturat Besources, Agricutture, Rurat
Development, and Energy and Mines. The SDCC makes recommendations to Cabinet regarding iustainabie development
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Research Objectives

ln orderto effectively ræearch the problem identified above, thefollowing objectives were established to frame

the study within suitable terms of reference. Specifically, in order to administer An Econom¡ Evalua¡on of

Water Management Efforts lJndertaken by the Deerwood Soit & Water Management Association, this study

poposed:

1) To become lamiliar with the historic and cunent activities of the Deerwood Soil & Water
Management Association (DSWMA);

2) To review the literature pertinent to watershed management and evaluation;

3) To review the range of water management projects undertaken by the DSWMA;

4) To develop a suitable framework for the æonomic evaluation of Deenvood's water
managementprojæts;

5) To assess if the economic benefits of Deerwood's water manaqement efforts exceed the
costs experienced for their consfuction, operating and, maintenänce;

6) To provide analysis and discussion rEarding economic evaluation data and;

4 To make recommendations rEarding the efficiency and effectiveness of the Deen¡rood water
management prqramme. and its relationship to the solution of similar land & water concems
experienced in other areas of Manitoba.
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Summary of Research Methods and Process

ln order to address the proposed ræearch objectives, the methods utilised to undertake this study included: a

review of related literature; a detailed background study of the Deerwood region and the DSWMA; a

comparative study of two adjacent watersheds; collection of survey data from local municipalities and

landowners and; the establishment of an appropriate evaluation framework. A thorough analysis of the data

facilitated the formulatiqn of conclusions and recommendations.

Assumptions and Limitations

It has been assumed that a high dEree of local support for land & water conservation and the efforts of the

Deenruood organisation generally exists within the prolect area. Every effort has been made to ensure that this

support did not serve to bias the research lhrough the exaggeration of benefits or the minimisation of costs

related to Deerwood's water management efforts. Landowner survey data was generated from a relatÍvely

small sample size, and results must be considered within this context. ln addition, a number of assumptions

were made in support of the establishment of a control æenario between the North and South Tobacco Creek

Watersheds. While many efforts were made to confirm the existence of a control sifuation, there are surely

enors in this rEard. Soiltypes, climatic conditions, and naturalvEetation were allconsidered. ln addition,

some human induced variables such as farm type, application of conservation methods, and clearing of land

prior were considered prior to making the assumption of control.

- 13-
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2. Rrsrnncn Mernoos

Length of Study

The study was conducted over a period of 12 months between June 1 993 and June 1 9g4 during which the

researcher relocated to the study area. lt was believed that better understanding of environmental conditions

and management approaches could be obtained by living in lhe Deerwood rEion. lt was anticipated much local

assistance would be rEuired during the study. Ræiding within a smallcommunity in close proximity permitted

the researcher to act as an onlooker making nafuralistic observations of he Deenivood Soil & Water

Management Association and its activities. The utility of personalised and humanised evaluation has been

extensively documented. Patton (1990) has provided guidelines rEarding the "Known Sponsor Approach."

Discussions with the DSWMA President, Executive, and Technician were easily facílitated due to relocation:

rEular access to a local member of The lntemational Coalition Board was of immeasurable value.

Research Subjects

While Deerwood's network of small dams was the primary focus of the study, the following subjects were all

considered pertinent: The Province of Manítoba was included due to its responsibility for most watenruays

designated third order and above (Figure 2i). The Rural Municipalities of Lome, Roland, and Thompson were

also considered given their responsibility for the administration and management of numerous local roads,

bridges, and ditches within and downstream of the Deerwood region. ln addition, the pembina Valley

Conservation District (PVCD) was included in the research given its complementary role to several

municipalities in he areas of soil and water management. The PVCD also has specific responsibilities for the

building of some headwater retention structures in the vicinity of the Deerwood project area (pVCD, 1gg2).

Finally, all residents living within the Deerwood project rEion whose land is drained by Íibutaries of the Nortr

and South Tobacco Creeks were subjæted to research.
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Procedure

Literature Review

An extensive literature review was employed to assist in establishing the utility of the study within the historical

context of watershed planning and management. Additionally, it was anticipated new ideas and previous data

germane to the study would be revealed. ltwas hoped cunent heoreticalframeworks and practicalapplications

of project evaluation would be available for consideration. Litenture reviews are typicalty valuable for this range

of purposes (Leedy, 1974).

\

Backqround Research

A thorough background review of tre Deerwood project area including physiography, soils, climate, previous

research, and management history was undefiaken. A detailed description of the origins and activitiæ of the

Deerwood Soil and Water Management Association was undertaken. This information proved extremely useful

throughoutthe study.

The Deerwood Executive Committee

The Deenruood Soil & Water Managemenl Association Executive served as a local "sounding board"for

questions and ideas of the researcher. Meetings, at the call of the President, also contributed to a clearer

understand the Deen¡¡ood rEion, its people, and its soil & water issues. As details rEarding the research

methodology largely evolved during the study, the DSWMA Executive was an invaluable resource.

Documentation of Provincial Costs

Discussions took place with Manitoba Govemmentofficials in an attempt to estimate historical and cunent

damage repair and maintenance costs associated with the operation of provincial waterways (third to seventh

orderdrainage ditches)downstream of the Deerwood projecl area.
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Documentation of Municipal Costs

lntroductory presentations to the Rural Municipalities of Lome, Thompson, and Roland occuned, while

occasional contact with the Pembina Valley Conservation District was also maintained. These entities were

informed of plans and requirements associated with the study, while their assistance was often solicited. Much

valuable data was collected.

Once municipal interest in the study had been confirmed, a descriptive survey was distributed employing the

general interuiew guide approach (Patton, 1990). Each Reeve and municipalcouncil, and the pVCD received

the list of general questions which outined issuæ requiring exploration (Appendk I ); follow-up meetings were

scheduled as necessary to further address the questions. The interview was comprised of questions relating to

each municipality's historicalcosts of water-related problems including road, bridge, and ditch maintenance

and/or damage costs; temporal quætions rEarding these costs during the period between 1g8g and 1gg3, and

the municipality's awareness of local social or environmentalchanges at[ibutable to he construction of dams

by Deerwood. Affected waterways included the Graham Creek, and both branches of the Tobacco Creek.
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Documentation of Dam costs and Landowner costs. Benefits. and values

An analytical survey was conducted using a standardised, opencnded questionnaire (Leedy, 1974; patton,

1990). All landowners whose property was bisected by, or adjacent to, either the North Tobacco or South

Tobacco Creeks (or its tributaries) upstream from their confluence were contacted. Through the mail, thæe

landowners each received identicalquestionnaires, with an explanatory cover letterfrom the municipality in

which they paid taxes and a seff-addressed stamped envelope (Appendíx 2). The North Tobacco Creek was

identified as a control scenario because only five dams (one multi-purpose, one dry, and three backfloodso)

have been constructed wíthin its watershed. Conversely, the South Tobacco, with 30 dams in total, was

logically selected as the managed envitonment. '

Allquestionnaires were inconspicuousty codified, as some follow-up was anticipated. The questionnaire was

structured with guidance from Patton (1990), and assistance from the researche/s NRI Practicum Committee.

It was comprised of 32 questions, some incorporating illustrative examples for clarity. No respondent would be

required to complete the entire questionnaire. Respondents were asked to indicate first, whether or not a dam

existed upon their proærty (¡.e. dam ownership). Subsequent instructions directed the respondent to continue

the questionnaire in sequence or, to move to another section of the survey.

Damowners were asked to indicate and describe their use of the dam, assocíated costs, and generalvalue

perception questions (Patton, 1990). Additionalty, all respondents were asked to indicate and describe flooding

and erosion damages which may have occuned during the pastfiveyears (198g-19g3). Nondamowners were

asked to indicate and describe their use of the North Tobacco or South Tobacco Creeks, as applicable. Finally,

severalgeneral information and value perception questions were posed.

6 While 9 Deerwood dams within the natural drainage area of lhe Noñfi Tobacco Creek, only 5 exist wilhin the current Norlh
ïobacco watershed, due to the Roseile diversion n'oted earlier.
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Reporting, Analysis, and Discussion of Results

Survey data derived from Provincial, municipal, and individual landowner contacts were reported, tabulated, and

basic trends identified. lt was anticipated the individual landowner questionnaire would elicit the majority of data

requiring analysis. An analysis framework developed by Krutilla and Fisher (1g75)was employed towards the

evaluation of Deen¡¡ood dam benefits and costs via Economic Payback Period Analysis. Discussion focussed

on the implications of tangible municipal benefits and apparent environmental and socialvalues associated with

the Deerwooddams.

Conclusions and Recommendations

conclusions were provided in response to each research objective ouilined in chapter one. Finally, a set of

ræommendations arising from the research were prepared. The lntemational Coalition wíll incorporate ürese

findings within a widely circulated discussion paper prior to its final project report to the provínce of Manitoba.
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3. Rrvrew oF RELATED LTTERATURE

The Evolution of River Basin Management

Small Scale Prehistoric Gontributions

Bennett (1974) has outlined the importance of analysing prehistoric cultures to leam læsons relevant to presenl

day watershed management. Planners and decision-makers often failto use such data. lronically, it has been

due to the construction of large scale water management project such as the Tennessee Valley Authority works

and the Aswan High Dam that archeologists have been able to trace the early establishment of dams, fishing

technology, and other riverine uses. Along the NEev and Sinai Peninsulas, modern agriculturalwater

development has emulated ancient management efforts in lsrael. In some instances erosion check dams, old

tenace systems, and directed runoff have simpty been restored. Ancient systems in Meso America appear to

demonstrate a sound underslanding of the naturaland managed intenelationships between waterflow and soil

fertility, often on a sub-watershed or catchment basis. These examples also highlight the potential for

archaeologists to become more involved in the long{erm feasibility of alternative water management systems.

A variety of water managementworks have been identified to have existed within numerous low-energy

agricultural societies of the prehistoric world (Table 3a) (Bennett,1974lr
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Table 3a: Prehistoric Water Management Works
Source: Bennett, 1974, p.34-81

1 Diversions of runninq streams into nearby fields;

2. Ponds to hold waterfor later use;

3. Catchment basins for rainfall;

4. Slope development to increase aquifer ræharge by holdinq water in silted tenaces;

5, Dams for divertinq streamflow into ditches for domestic and aqricultural use;

6. Larqe canal and distribution systems carryinq riverwaterto aqricultural reqions;

7. Larqe reservoirs for lonq term storaqe;

8. Devices to tap qroundwater at water table levels;

o Artificial islands used for aqricuhure in permanent, shallow lakes;

10. A larqe varieV of wheels, levers, and bucket systems for liftinq water and;

11. A varieW of drainaqe schemes.

It is noted that few water management opportunities appear to have been missed by prehistoric peoples; the

variety of these schemes arising because of necessary adjustments to compensate for local environmental

conditions. These management systems lvere effætive and efficient in supporting small local populations due

in large part to their simple, flexible, ecosystem-based designs managed by a devoted community labour force.

(Bennett, 1974). The Anasaziof Chaco Canyon, New Mexico ingeniously controlled and distributed sporadic

rainfall runoff within a system of ditches and diversion dams, eventually channeling waterto small agricultural

plots around 900 a.d. The Anasazicommunities thrived for 250 years, until a drought, followed by climatic

cooling, appears to have caused theirdemise after 1150 a.d. (Canby, 1982).

Formerly slaves to a fickle environment, by the 900's the Anasazi began to assent control.
They did it by manipulating water. ln addition to their pueblos, the Chacoans built and
maintained a vast anay of water control devices. They also built check dams that collected
eroding soil and held the waterlhatcanied it. Though individually small, these devices
sometimes numbered in the hundreds within a single community.

-21 -
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Laroe Scale Hvdraulic Civilisations

The centrally controlled civilisatrons which arose at other periods in history were often dependent on large,

brittle, complex, labour intensive systems. However, signÍficant advances in engineering technology and

inigated crop production developed due to these efforts. Centralised political control lvas a key factor during

this period (Bennett,1974). Newson (1992) catEorises the hydraulic cultures as "management in advance of

science.' Toynbee (1976) has deduced that a high degree of social organisation was required for the hydraulic

civilisations to function effectively during their existence. The scope and magnitude of these projects required

foresight and coordinated planning, even without the support of æience.

As early as 6000 b.c. various forms of water manipulation were occurring in order to sustain settled agricultural

communities. lrrigation and elementary flood controlwere practised in the lndus region, China, Egypt, and

Mæopotamia. (Newson, 1992). Major flood damage reduction initiatives were undertaken to protæt the city of

Mohenjodaro on the lndus River, while the residents of the city itself enjoyed a well established sewage system

some 2500 years b.c. (Hamblin, 1973). The Romans are recqnised fortheir hydraulic contributions in Europe.

The Nile River was managed to a great dEree, both in its headwaters and downstream, for f lood protection and

inigation, and land drainage activities were carefully planned to prevent erosion (Bennett, 1974). Sennacherib

the Assyrian built a dam to destroy the city of Babylon in 689 b.c., later surveying and designing numerous dam

construction and irrigation schemes (Smith, 1972). Biswas (1967) has tabulated the development of the early

hydraulic civilisations (Table 3b). The magnificent growth of these hydraulic civilisations were often followed by

equally spectacular dælinæ. After lhe fall of the Roman Empire, a dark period bEins for water management

and hydraulics (Newson, 1992). Flood-proofing works for the ancient city of Mohenjodaro 0n the lndus River did

not address headwater managementwhatsoever, and evenfualÌy failed without upstream controls. The Roman

systems failed after losing controlof large slave populations and through resource exhaustion. Sumerian efforts

on the Tigris-Euphrates system eventually failed bæause of poor information transmission created by the

fragmentation of their society into smaller city-states (Toynbee, 1976),
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Table 3b: Key Dates in the Development of Hydraulic Civilisations
Source:Biswas, 1967, in Newson, 1992, p.3

3000 b,c. King Menes dams the Nile and diverts its course;

3000 b.c. Nilometres used to record risinq levels of Nile River;

2800 b.c. Failure of Sadd el-Kafara dam on Nile:

2750b.c. Oriqin of the lndus Valley water supply and drainaqe systems;

2200b.c. Various walerworks on the "Great Yu" River in China:

1850 b.c. Lake lVoeris and otherworks of Pharaoh Amenmhet lllin Eqvpt:

1750 b.c. Codification of Sumerian and Babylonian water law by King Hammurbi;

1050 b.c. Water metres used at Gadames Oasis in North Africa;

714b.c. Dætruction of qanat systéms at Ulhu (Armenia)by Kinq Saraqon ll; ,

700 b.c Qanat systems qradually spreadinq to Persia, Eqypt, and lndia and:

690 b.c. Construction of Sennacherib the Assyrian's channel.

The Catchment Concept

Although knowledge of various aspects of the hydrologic cycle appeared to be evident since antiquity; it was

not untilthe 1500's that a comprehensÍve understanding of the entire process @an to emerge. da Vinci's 1502

sketch of the Amo River Basin is the Íirst recorded image of a watershed system; it depicts how slopes and

channels influence the headwater sources of the Amo's tributaries (Popham, 1946). ln 1580, Palissy provided

the first accurate description of the runoff process (Ward, 1982), Finally, in 1799, John Dalton quantitatively

linked the processes of rainfall and runoff (Dooge, 1974). Unfortunately, human understanding of the

intenelationships between soil type and land use is relatively recent (Newson, 1992).
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Smith (1969) has offered several reasons why attention gradually began to be paid to the "catchmenf'or

"basin." He suggests river networks served t0 integrate societies sharing lhe same drainage areathrough the

provision of water power, inigation, domestic & agriculturalwater supply, fish & game supplies, and

accessibility - either by valley floor or the river itself. More specifically, Pereira (1973) maintains that above all

else, irrigation has been the driving force behind historical efforts to manage and/or develop the resources of a

watershed rEion. Additionally, he adds, the flourishing of inigation agricutture has gone hand in hand with the

existence of a stable and vigorous central government.

Newson (1992) suggests the first r,Eion to adopt an institutional approach to watershed management was

Southem England. The emergenceof problematic land and waterconcems created by intensive population

grow'th and industrialdevelopment nææsitated coordinated action. Parker's account (1976)documents serious

flooding and erosion issues within the catchment of the River Rhee in Cambridgeshire, the cause being upland

forest-clearing. As early as the 1300's local manorialcourts began to enforce laws to prevent the pollution of

important small streams (for community health purposes). The development of sewers in England can be

traced to the 1400's. lntensive land drainage and irrigated agriculture became widespread after the 1600's. The

first modern dams were used for collecting fish (weirs) and for milling power, as evident by the 1700's.

A number of conflicting and competing uses for waler resources in England were evident by this point. This

trend lead to the entrenchment of the lEal concept of Riparian Rights in 1859 (Wisdom, 1 979).

Whatever the purpose of river rEulation, no scheme could fulfill its potentialwithout the
cooperation of allinterests involved. A balance had to be struck between the protection of
individual rights and the furtherance of the common good.

(Sheail, 1988,p.222)
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Modern River Basin Manaqement

Wengart (1980)deæribes three distinct eras of river basin management in üle United States. The

"Preparatory Period" may be traced to the late 19th Century, with John Wesley Powell's 1879 report on lhe

development potential of the Western U.S. "Arid Lands." The Preparatory Period was characterised by the

urgency of immediate development and sim plistic project rationalisation.

The "Development Period" occurred from approximately 1933 to 1965. During this era, the US Federal

Government gradualty took responsibility forthe nation's water ræources and theirmanagement. Goals for

regional socio-economic development were added to multi-purpose planning; and federal investments provided

benefits including. flood plain protection, free navigation, irrigation water, and hydroelectric powergeneration

(Wengart, 1980; Allee, 1987). The early Development Period was characterised by the creation of the

Tennessee Valley Authority in 1935 which opened the way for a basin-wide experiment in multipurpose water

development. The WA was established with the objective of stimulating an underdeveloped section of the

country from the depths of the depression; flooding and erosion damage had severely undermined the ability of

the rEion's residents to eam a living (Galloway, 1987). Restoration of a complete watershed (41,000 miz) was

the goalwhich led to the eslablishment of nine multi-purpose reservoirs, backed by many smallerdams.

Permanent forest cover was also re-established on approximatety half of all highly erodible land (Pereira, 1 973).

With the passing of the US Flood Control AcÌ of 1936 by Congress, water project evaluation criteria were

established and; attention bEan to be paid to the costs of river basin management. At this time, it was

declared that federal supportwould be available only for projects in which 'Ihe benefits to whomsoever they

accrue are in excess of estimated costs" (Galloway, 1987). This marked the beginning of a long history of

project evaluation which, in time, would includeconcepts of: national efficiency, rEionaldevelopment

economics, environmental quality, and social well-bei ng.
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The late Development Period can be characterised by the drafting in 1965 of the Water Ræources Planning Act

(WRPA) (by the Presidentially appointed US Water Resources Council)which, among other recommendations,

called for the establishment of a four objective water project evaluation system (Wengart, 1 980; Allee, 1 984. A

strong emphasis was placed upon basin-wide planning. While #3, was later not accepted by Congress, the

following recommendations definitely encompassed a new policy approach:

1) To enhance national economic development;

2) To enhance the quality of fte environment;

3) To enhance socialwell-being and;

4) ToenhancerEionaldevelopment.
(Dawes,1972)

Wengart's final era of U.S. river basin management is defined as üre "Environmental Tnnsition Period,"

occuning from 1 9ô5 to 1 987. lnitially, the impact of the 1965 WRPA ræommendations ran against the agency

and institutionalview of maximised hydrologic engineering and development. Traditional dam and channelwork

slowed considerably as public investment was expanded in oher important areas such as wastewater treatment

and chemical contamination of water supplies. Unfortunately, üe basin concepts embodied within the 1965 act

became fragmented and disintErated in the 1980's. The Reagan administration dismantled the WRPA in 1981 ;

and the Water Resources Councilcame under critical review. While many environmental programmes have

been initiated and are continuing; it appears coordinated river basin management will onty come about if

identÍfied as a political goal serving the wishes of wellorganised interests (Allee, 1987; Wengarf, 1980).

Fortunately, science seems to have ræponded to the challenge created by this policy gap.
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The Emerqence of a Watershed Discipline

Heindl (1972) suggests scientific study of the watershed concept arose with the rise in public concern relating to

environmental dEradation. Scientists recognised 'Ihe watershed" during the early 1960's as a sensible

framework within which to address intenelated problems such as waterquality and contamination. As any

investigations aimed at addressing such chronic concerns would be both expensive and long-lasting, the

approach of 'Iaking the whole watershed into accounl" emerged as an efficient and practical means of tackling

these issues with the support of science. Two peruasive concepts founded the discipline:

1) The watershed is a closed-system which integrates the physicalforces which act upon it and;

2) The knowledge and experience gained through the study of one watershed is transferable and

thus, may beãpplied extensively elsewhere (also:concentated, small basin study is

applhable to larger ones).
(Heindl, 1972,p.3)

Allee (1987) points to Gilbert White's 1957 paper as the first "pure doctrine" of watershed planning,

management, and development, citing three ideas and two concepts which characterise awatershed approach.

ldeally, any initiative would incorporate mufti-purpose storage projects, basin-widepr@ramming, and

comprehensiveEionaldevelopment. Conceptually, articulated land & water programmes (including irrigalion,

drainage, flood plain management, and erosion control)would be provided through unified administration. lt was

later accepted: that more information pertaining to physical processes was required and; that larger watersheds

may well have characteristics which differ from the smaller onæ of which they are comprised. ConsEuenlly,

great efforts were then made to increase the quantitative understanding of catchment hydrology. Two types of

research became comrnon: experimental (cause & effect) and representative (basins typical of larger areas

were studied) (Heindl, 1972).
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Heindl (1972) identified the following specific watershed research needs applicable as of the mid-1960's:

Economic impact studies;

Nondollar evaluations ;

Mutti-purpse vs. singlepurpose structures/approaches;

Modification of research priorities and;

Enlargement of scope.

Heindl also believed watershed research had not progressed satisfactorily; most relevant findings had not yet

been presented in forms useful for watershed managers. He considered this unfortunate, as many of society's

most pressing problems were related to land and water management (Heindl, 1972).

Agricultural Catchment Management: lssues, Trends, and Research

Direct Problems and Externalitv lssues in Aqriculfure

Pereira (1973) outlinæ the relationship between croplands and water resources.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

The main hydrological effect of arable cropping is on the reception of rainfall and its partition

between oúerland flow and infiltration into the soil. By the exposure of bare soil to rain, sun,

and wind, the capacity to absorb heavy rainfall is reduced, so that immediate overland runoff

can produce sharp priaks of streamflow which may combine, in alarge watershed, into floods.

Cultivation without adequate precautions to prevent surface runoff from reaching erosìve

velocities can result in tiansport of surface soil. This produces sheet and gulley erosion of the
farmlands with consequent deposition of sediment in channels and storage reservoirs lower in

the watershed. Soil in suspension represents a deterioration in water quality.

(Pereira,1973, p.167)
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Coote (1983)and Batie (1986) provide a comprehensive review of the relationship between conventional

agricufture and the extemal environmental costs associated with conventionalfield management tæhniques.

The root cause of human-induced (as opposed to natural) erosion is the application of inappropriatefield

methods in soil rEions where any cultivated agriculture is sustainably questionable (Goldman et al., 1986). For

example, Carlyle (1980)describes the long-time practice, and inappropriateness, of summerfallowing on the

Canadian prairie, a practice which became increasingly popular after the tum of the century. ln summerfallow,

a field is cultivated in the Spring to minimise weed growth, then left uncropped for a season. The goal is to

increase soil moisture and nutrients via-organic matter oxidation. lronically, on prairie soils, summerfallowing is

incredibly dætructive; as fragile soils are left open to the eroding forces of water and wind. Organic material

breakdown occurs, resutting in lost nutrients and soil matter itself (Coote, 1983). Coupled with widespread

drainage of naturalwetlands and denudation of naturalvEetation, soilerosion increased dramatically during the

past century. This was particularly evident as cultivation became more intensive after World War ll with the

widespread availability of highly efficient, mechanised fum Euipment (Shepherd, 1986). lntensive,

inappropriate agricultural development is, in many cases, partially the resutt of numerous macro-economic

forces such as transportation policy and international trade (Sopuck, 1988).

Meanwhile, damage resulting from soil erosion occurs in two forms. a) diræt on-farm losses in soil productivity

through lost water retention ability, deterioration of soil structure, loss & division of cropland by gullies,

salinisation, lost organic matter, and acidification which all serve to cause decreasing yields, crop quality and

eventually, decreasing land values and; b) indirect otfJarm air and water pollution whereby eroding soil particles

can carry soil nutrients, dissolved minerals, animalwastes, and may or may not contain pesticide residues

(lsensee & Sadeghi, 1993) to create the single greatest non-point source of water pollution (Batie 1986;

Madison, 1 983; and; Coote,l 983).
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Natural wetlands have been another specific on-farm casualty of agricultural development. Wetlands often

represent significant unvalued extemality benefits including:groundwater recharge, climate stabilisation, erosion

conrol, improved waterquality, waste management, wildlife habitat, food production (e.9. waterfowl, wild rice),

species protection, education, esthetics, and ræreation. ln addition there are numerous direct economic

benefits such as flood damage reduction, which are likely also undervalued (TlC, 1992; Usher & Scarth, 1990).

Both on-farm and offJarm damages may be ûeated as extemal diseconomies. ln fact, it is the on{arm losses

of soil and wetlands which may hold the key to identifying and accounting for many unvalued benefits and costs

associated with land & water management and development.

Related to soil erosion and wetland loss through agriculturaldevelopment, flooding damage has been describecl

by Pøeira (1973) as "the most dramatic symptom of land misuse." One can trace the roots of flooding damage

from antiquity to the present day.

Failure to maintain irrigation channels of sediment eventually destroyed thirty centuries of
Tigris and Euphrates irrigation agriculture and;continued erosion of the headwaters today has
been known to carry up t0 14 million lons of soil and rock debris past Baghdad in a single day.

(Pereira, 1973,p.23rl

Similar externality problems currently exist within the Mississippi River Basin, problems which became very

apparent during the summer floods of 1993. The cumulative effect of levees built to prevent naturalflooding

along the river since 1837 have served to increase the capacity of the river channel to contain floodwater. This

increased capacity reduces floodfiow velocity, thus disallowing a process of natural erosion to occur along its

bottom and banks. Flood discharges in both 1973 and 1993 occuned at similar volumes to historical large

events, but crested at much higher levels, causing greater damage (through breached levees) than would have

occuned naturalty. Also, as natural headwater retention has been dramatically reduced with the loss of òriginal

wetlands (lowa 89%, lllinois 85%, and Missouri 87% respectively), the natural ability of the river basin system

to accommodateflooding has be undermined significantly through human settlement and agricuttural

development of the floodplain (Common Ground, 1 993).
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Public Values and Private Land Ownership

The on{arm and off{arm dEradation effects of conventional agricultural practices give rise to a controversial

but necessary debate which may well be at the heart of the land & water management externality case. A

clear understanding of the nEative environmental effects of conventional agriculture seem to have been

understood by lEislators and even many farmers since lhe dust storms of the 1930s. This was evidenced by

the creation of a prairie conservation agency under the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act of 1 935 (Coote, 1987).

Farmer acceptance for various types ofsoil conseruation appears to have generalty increased since the 1980's;

although widæpread improvements in agricultural practice have been slower to materialise (Padgitt & Lasley,

1993; Esseks & Kraft, 1993; and Poor, 1987). Virtually all agricultural land is privately held, and landowners

have traditionally retained all rights to its management. Sampson (1992) however, explains the historical

dilemma of attempting to achieve public or social values on private land. The key element is time; conservation

practices typically do not immediately provide measurable returns. When considered over a longertimeframe -a

minimum of Sl0years has been suggested (Johnson, 1994), practices such as conservation tillage, shelterbelt

planting, and maintenance of wetlands may become directly profitable to individual landowners. The problem is

that immediate on-farm costs can ræult in extemality benefits both on and off the farmland (i.e. wildlife users,

downstream property owners, and society at large), while returns to the individual farmer only come much later.

There has been much debate rEarding the pivotal role of property rights in natural resources management.

Pearse (198S) has documented the evolution of this concept, suggesting the human understanding of ownership

is entrenched within Western thought. The goalfor progressive natural resources planning and management

should be an effective, organised relationship between publicly valued resources, (such as soil, water, and

wildlife) and, their maintenance by ûre private individuals owning the land on which they are located. Pearse

does not offer any workable models for implementation.
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Chan (1989) notes the rights associated with the ownership of property have changed over time in the United

States. The 'Trontiei' or resource exploitation mentality has gradually begun to disappear as a "stewardship" or

caring ethic has become more common among property owners, This argument is also supported by Mulvihill's

analysis (1991) which comments that the entrenchment of property rights within the Canadian constitution may

not be an inhibition to environmental protection.

Much work has been undertaken by researchers and conservation farming organisations aliketo comparethe

on-farms costs of conventional versus conservation agriculture in North America (MNDZTFA,1992). There is

now substantial agreement that the total farmer costs of conservation tillage are tairty similar and, in some

cases, comparatively less than conventional methods of agriculture. Capital and variable costs per

acre/hectare are higher for most forms of conservation tillage due to required investments in equipment and

higher herbicide treatment costs. However, these costs are substantially offset by lower production costs

stemming from fewer tillage operations. Labour costs may be reduced by up to 61% annualty when compared

to conventional systems. On some soils, fertiliser costs may be reduced because of a higher concentration of

organic matter (Weersink et al.,1992).

Randall (1 987) addresses the existence and nature of market failure whereby the outcomes of free market

activity result in an inefficient use of resources. "Non-exclusive'goods and seruices (i.e. many resources) are

characterised by "attenuated" (weakened) property rights. Largely due to the characteristics of the goods

themselves appropriate pricing does not occur because it is impossible to collect prices for resource use. Such

resources may include: migratory birds, fish, and wildlife; ambient air; soil, and; water in streams, lakes, and

oceans. Without a price, these resources cannot be rationed among users (resulting in overexploitation -

'Tragedy of fie Commons") and thus; revenue cannot be raised to pay for necessary maintenance and

conservation. Johnson (1993b) also articulatæ the view that environmental goods and services are indeed

publ ic aoods susceptible to overexploitalion through market failure.
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There are emerging natural resources management systems which ræognise the importance and changing

views of private ownership (Scarth, 1984). One method concems the contracted payment to individual

landowners in exchange for management practices which result in immediate off-farm environmental and social

externality benefits. Direct benefits on the farm are also possible in the longer term. Such is the case with the

North American Waterfowl Management Plan (NAWMP), which appears to be proving effective and efficient.

Contracted payments delivered by a consortium of continentalwaterfowl and wildlife interests provide a retum

to the landowner at rates commensurate or above those which could be achieved directly through agriculture

(Josephson, 1992; MHHC, 1992). This is but one management regime which addresses the important role of

private property rights in achieving environmental and socialextemality goals. Under he NAWMP, the

monetary prices for avoiding social and environmental extemality costs associated with conventional agriculture

(i.e. poor soil management and wetland drainage) have been paid directty to landowners in return for improved

land & water management practices which they provide to extemal societal benefactors.

There are numerous examples which provide an altemative, workable method of natural resources management

in certain situations. Berkes et al. (1989) have noted the potentialforcooperative communÍty-based

management of "common property resources." An ethic of shared responsibiltty for resources which are easily

exhausted/dEraded withotit cooperation is a common characteristic in such cases.

Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) outline principles for the evolution of human cooperation. lt is conceivable that

individual landowners working together within a community may cooperate towards their mutual benefit, as in

the avoidance of external diseconomies in agriculture. Johnson (1993a) notes the connections between

extemality problems and common property resources are complex and very difficutt to quantify.
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Natural Resources Accountinq. Ecolooical Economics. and Economic Value

For most nations of the world, the commercial value of the natural resources wÍth which they are endowed have

been catalogued, either by the country itself, or by an external body such as an intemational agency or bank. ln

terms of agriculture, the amount of arable land within a country is indicative of its potentialforfood or cash crop

production. Relative to this research, Canada utilisæ a land quality rating system lo account for its productive

capacity. Ihe Canadaknd lnventory has been supplemented by various newer documents which highlight

rEions where soil salinity, water erosion, and wind erosion are likely to be limiting production factors.

While notyet standard practice, the loss and degradation of natural resourcæ capitalwithin nations has been

the focus of intensive research (World Resources lnstitute, 1991 ; Repetto et al., 1989).

A new discipline has emerged in recent years which attempts to address the 'Values" provided by earth's

natural systems. Gallon (1993) describes æological economics as a means of acknowledging and measuring

society's use of natural capital. d'Arge (1990) traces the origins of the development of æological economics as

a response to traditional macroeconomic models which were unable to provide a framework to define ultimate

resource constraints to economíc growth. Ecological economics is rooted in the classicalwritings of Malthus,

Ricardo, Mill, and Darwin; the first to debate issues of population, living standards, and resource quality.

Most macroeconomic models do not recognise the existence of a natural environment or a set
of productÍve æosystems. Few considerthe availabilíty of exhaustible resources, and none of
the models embodied in textbooks or used by Washingon D.C. policymakers is consistent
with the principles of physics, chemistry, or biology. This has led to growing dÍscontent: the
macroeconomic paradþms are almost valueless in giving any rational or complete evaluation
of U.S. policies, espæially in the long run.

(d'Arge, 1990, p. 430)
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Gowdy (1993) has addræsed biodiversity as one important indicator of natural capital which must be quantified.

Meanwhile, Friend (1991), proposes a more complete nationwide natural resources accounting approach.

Raven (1993) supports this view by suggesting an even more holistic method. Finally, Burgenmeier (1993)

suggests we must look far beyond environmental accounting to a method which addresses social and economic

effects simultaneously.

lndividual consumer preferences are expressed in terms of monetary values. \tVhile some believe the concept

of '?nonetising" environmental benefits or certain damages to be inappropriate, at present it is the best method

by which gains or losses in societal welfare or utility may be uniformly repræented. While the use of alternative

measurement units such as energy and time have been attempted;they fail in the indhation of consumer

preferences (Pearce & Turner, 1990).

An important use for economic value measurements is to demonstrate the effectiveness of environmental

policy decisions. The gains of sound environmental policy do not become evident in the form of immediate

monetary gain, such as wihin the national accounts of a country. They typically emøge gradually through

increases in overall quality of life for a nation's ræidents. As environmental benefits lend to be less concrete"

than marketable benefits, there is a tendency for underestimation (Pearce & Turner, 1990).

Pearce & Tumer (1990) have described the taxonomy of economic values as they relate to the study and

management of natural systems and policy. Total Economic Value equals the sum of the following:

1) Actual Use Value;

2) Option Value and;

3) Existence Value

(Pearce & Tumer, 1 990, p.131 )
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Actual use of the environment quantifies readily measurable benefits which aærue to he use(s). Option value

is a more complex measure relating to the individual preferences of consumers in relation to risk. Gross

Willingness to Pay (VWP)for an environmental good is comprised of the actual cost of acquiring the good ard

the expected consumer suçlus the individual expects to receive from the good (i.e. improved water quality).

The net WTP (net benefit) is Eud to the consumer surplus expected by the individual (the cost of not using it).

However, due to risk and uncertainty, consumers are often wílling to pay an additional amount above their

expected consumer surplus in order to ensure treirfuture use of a specific environmentalgood. This totalWTP

is called Option Price andis comprised of consumer surplus and option value to the individual. lgnorance of

option values typically underestimates the true value of environmental goods (Pearce & Turner, 1990).

Existence value is unrelated to any actual or potential use of an environmental good. This range of values is

genaally supported through various motive of altruism, (i.e. concem forfufure generations, animal wetfare);

although increasing attention is being paid to the concept of stewardship (Pearce & Turner, 1990).

The Role of Economics in Water Policv Evaluation

Economic analysis contributes to the establishment or revision of policy in four ways:

1) lt may lEitimise prior dæisions of the policy client;

2) lt may increase a client's understanding of the policy;

3) lt may lead to a decision changing the allocatjon of budgetfunds or rEulatory procedures or;

4) lt may result in a programme change (budget or rEulatory) which improvæ he welfare of the

intended beneficiaries.
{Shabman, 1 988, p.'l 13)
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The concept of economic justification for projects has been viewed as an important function of economic

analysis. Too often, the employees of water resource related agencies are given to understand all evaluation

efforts should be benttoward supporting decisions which have already been made. Additionally, economic

analysis and economists have frequently raised "annoying" questions which evenfually led to a re{hinking of

development policies and organisationalobjectives through the generation of project alternatives. Finally,

economists have contributed to water resource management and development by being intemal and external

critics working to generally expand awareness of alternative policy opportunitiæ {Smith, 1974).

t

Economics has been used to logically tiå policy decisions to a general theory of production, capital growth, and

overall value determination. ln terms of water management, economics has been employed at both lhe micro

level, through the analysis of biologicalor engineering production and; at the macro level, with the emergence of

"basin analysis," where the watershed is treated as a'lrm" wih the goal of more accurately estimating rEional

or national incomes. Economists have typically been confounded by the necessity of assigning economic

values to the various non-marketed products and services derived from water. Much discussion has occuned

regarding appropriate methods for æmparíng values occuning at different points in time (Smith, 1974).

Addressinq Aqricultural Land & Water Manaqement Problems

The causes of land & water management problems are dÍverse and complex. Long{erm solutions require

coordinated approaches comprising a broad range of disciplines and interæts. Newson (1992) concludes, 'lt is

likely that tæhnocntic solutions will remain influential, if not dominant in a world of teeming population and

widespread famine and disease. But, 'Ihe @e issues ale never far behind the technical ones." With regard

to water management problems, Newson points to the two technical issues rquiring attention:

1)ConÍolling soilloss by erosion and salinisation and;

2) Storing water properly.
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A variety of computer models have emerged to estimate the volumes of soil which will erode off various soil

types under different land management techniques (Cameron et al., 1992). These models are being applied

within small agriculturalwatershed areas with increasing dErees of accuracy; the most prevalent being the

Universal Soil Loss Equation (Mellerowicz et al., 1994). A wide variety of land management techniques may be

utilised to minimise soil loss. These include appropriate land use planning, tøracing & contour cultivation,

reduced tillage methods, crop residue management, grassed waterways, gulley stabilisation, and rotational

grazing. (Newson, 1992;FAO, 1977b; Pereira,1973). Properwaterconveyance, storage, orenergydissipation

may be achieved through the use of natural upland or recreated wetlands, various methods of cropland

management designed to retain water on or wiîhin agrìcultural land, and methods of impounding various

quantities of runoff behind engineered structures such as berms, road gradings, check dams, and sediment

lraps(TlC, 1993;Goldmanetal., 1986;Pereira, 1973). Therangeof possiblelandtreatnentmeasureswhich

may be utilised to combat soil erosion are outlined in Table 3c.

Table 3c: Land & Water ManagementTechniques for the Prevention of Soil Erosion
Source: FAO, 19/7b, ln Newson, 1992, oa

PFINCIPLE OF LAND TNEAN¡E¡¡r Tnrln¡rrur Mensune TREATMENT GROUpI¡¡C

Soil Selection . Selective land management
according to soiltype

Land Management Practices

Soil Management
(SoilCover)

. Cover crop

. Shorterfallow period

. Optimum planting time

. AdEuatefertiliser

. Crop residue incorporation

. lmproved tillaqe practices

Land Management Practices

Soil Management
(Soil Condition)

Water Management
ßetention)

. Crop residue incorporation

. lmproved tillage practices

. Soilamendments

. lmproved rotation

. Strip croppinq

Land Management Practices

Water Management
(Retention)

. Contourcultivation Erosion ConüolWorks

Water Management
lDisposal)

. Grassed waterways

. Gulley stabil¡sation
Erosion ContolWorks
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Goldman et al. (1986) have reviewed the range of structural contols which reduce water erosion and retain

sediment. They fall into three catEories:

1) Conveyancefacilities which are designed t9 carry runoff in a noncrosive manner into a natural

streanior a permanent storm drainage system;

2) Energy dissipation structures which reduce flow velocities to non-erosive rates and;

3) Sediment retention structures which are designed to remove sediment canied in runoff.

(Goldman et al., 1986, p.7.1-8.71)

Headwater retention is typically associated with smallwatersheds as a method forflood damage reduction

andior water supply augmentation for domestic or livestock usage. Recreational and wildlife benefits may also

be seen if water is impounded on a yeaÊround basis (Madison, 1983). Spæifically, three types of water

retention structures exist:

1) Flood Retarding (Detention) sÍuctures may be installed in the headwaters of small' strinm impacts of floodflow peaks by temporarily

holding back floodwaters. Little or no water is stoied as they are designed to slowly release

floodwâers over a period of several hours or days;

2) Water Retention Structures are designed to impound water within a reservoir for ræreational or

water suppty use and;

3)@typicallyprovidesomedEreeofflooddamagereductionandwater,@róätion.anowildlifebenefi[smayalsoberealised.Astanding,

imþúnOment rbpresents only a portion of the total storage.capacity,of the rpeçyot1 The

rémaining portion is reserved foriemporary storage of floodwater, which is slowly released'

(adapted from Madison, 1983, p. 102-103)
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Communitv lnvolvement in Watershed Manaqement

Local involvement in water resources and land management planning has been an increasingly prevalent since

lhe early 1980's. Priscoli (1989) points to the need for engineers planning watershed management to invite

expanded public participation :

Frequently, the major problems faced by engineers and scientists are not technical. They are

prokilemsbf reachiñg agreementon facis, alternatives, and solutions. The engineer, trained

änd rEarded fortec-hn'ióal excellence is frEuently fruslrated by what are percèived.as e.xtra

social ór environmentaldesign constraints. However, far from constraints, broadening the

socialobjectives of engineerirg presents new opportunities for engineering service if one

makes the effoft to look.
(Priscoli, 1989 ín Newson, 1992,p.2741

A numberof modern entities designed to improve and coordinate local river basin management have been

established. The Tennessee Valley Authonty [fVA) is perhaps the most important because:

1) lt was formed to ameliorate existing environmental and rEional economic problems;

2) lt has been influential across the world in promoting successor organisations and;

3) lt has been the subject of studies which reveal, by some definitions, it was largely

unsuccessful.
(Newson,1992, p.24ô)

Newson (1992) criticises the WA as being too dependent on the building of large dams with the goal of rEional

economic restoration. A lack of attention was paid to land & water system energetics and interactions, change,

and he influential role of human decisions.

While a variety of river basin organisations exists, Newson (1992) suggests they all 'Tace profound problems of

scale;" in that land and water issues are widespread, bt¡t the means by which to address them are less

pervasive (i.e. funding). Newson says riva basin organisations willoperate best by owning land and/or

influencing area landowners to concurwith theirwishes for improved watershed management. These efforts

must be undertaken at the small "catchment' level. ln support of this thesis, Konrad et al. (1986) suggests "an

essential feature of large basin management ¡s to set goals for the small (priority) areas first.
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ln an early study, Kaynor (1972) analysed the range, interests, and effectivenæs of citizen input in watershed

management. He concluded local interest and participat¡on was limited, being constrained by fragmentation in

local decision-making and a lack of basin/rEion-wide approaches. Vfhile there was indeed influence at the local

level; it appeared to include elected officials only. Grassroots citizens could only become involved by becoming

local elected officials or'Quasiofficials" through appointment. This fact is largely the case today in many

jurisdictions with land & water management responsibility, such as conservation districts in Manitoba,

conservation authorities in Ontario, and soil conservation districts & water resource disficts in most U.S.

states fl-lC, 1993; Powell, 1983 and; Elliott,1978).

Hoban (1992)suggests any organised group of individualswith an interest in improved watershed management

can work cooperatively. He cites the following stratEies for building the right conservation team:

1) lnvolve the right people;

2) Build a common purpose;

3) Establish attainable goals;

4) Developsharedleadership;

5) Set up a flexible organisation;

6) Make best use of available talents;

n Understand success and fajlure and;

8) Know when teamwork is appropriate.

(Hoban, 1 992, p. 294-297)

Several successful land & water resource management initiativæ undertaken by organised individuals have

been reported in üe literature. One notable example includes a number of Remedial Action Plans (RAPs)

carried out by residents in the Great Lakes area, with the supprt of the lnternational Joint Commission.
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The RAP process applies an ecosystem approach toward the remediation of past and present damage around

the lakes; and attempts to harmonise environmental, economic, and communÍty goals (Hartig & Zarull, 1992).

Several "keystones for success" have been identified including:

1) Continued publicinvolvementof stakeholdergroups;

2) Effætive communication & cooperation;

3) Ongoing availability of human and financial resources;

4) Strong attention to resource needs and;

5) A track record of success.

(Hartig A Zarutl, t gge, p. 263-273)

Similarly, organisations of community interests have existed in a variety of areas to improve watershed

management including: the Red River Basin, Laos, the lllinois River Basin and, lndia (Krenz & Leitch, 1993;

Sharma, 1992; Holling, 1989 and; Singh, 1977). A particularly intriguing example involves the network 0f

volunteer "landcare" groups which have emeçed across AgroAustralia since 1986. These organisations have

been found to be highly efficient and effætive at mobilising community cooperation to achieve sustainable

resource use at the catchment or watershed level. Landcare groups have facilitated partnerships between

agencies, community groups, and researchers (Curtis & Delacy, 1995).
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Research Relevant to Sm al I Aqricultural Watersheds

ln the early 1950's the U.S. Congress approved The Watershd Protætion and Flood Prevention Act(PL- 566}

This lEislation made it possible for soil and water conservation districts, counties, municipalities, or other local

& state organisations to obtain technical and/or financial assistance from the Federal Govemment in the

preparation of soil and water projects which would provide forflood prevention and related wata management

goals. As of November,1971, the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture had receÍved applications for assistance

covering 2,935 smallwatershedsT containing 226 million acres. Some 607" of these applications received

assistance through the prog ramme (Trock, 1 97 2lr.

Jennings et al. (1972)provide some detailrEarding lhe PL-ffi6 programme as it related to the building of

headwater retention structures. Several thousand floodwater retarding structures were constructed on

upstream tributary watersheds by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service during the life of the programme.

A heavy concentration of projæts occuned in the Southwætem U.S., with some 1Sffi water storage structures

built in Texas alone. Typically, these floodwater retarding sfuctures were developed as small reservoirs with

uncontrolled outlets and emergency overflow spillways. They were designed to conlrol flood runoff over some

50% of small watersheds. One prominently featured project area was the Honey Creek Study Area in Texas, a

39 square mile watershed in which twelve structures were built with a combined storage af 7,857 acre feet.

Floodwater controlwas achieved on approximately 20.9 square miles of this area (Jennings e|a\.,1972).

7 These 'small watersheds" averaged 2,000 acres or 120 square miles each. Water storage projects developed under the
PL-566 programme, were also labelled "small" at approximately 1000 acre feet in size. These projects are still much larger
than those located within the Deerwood project area which average less than 100 acre feet in storage.
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Roger Trancik (1986) cites Eaton Centre, Toronto, as a downtown centre that is

fairly successful in integrating with the existing downtown streets. IVhile the centre is

primarily ordered around a central mall, it also has some small shops located along the

outside edge, facing Yonge street. This externally-oriented configuration retains the

physical continuity of the city grid and contributes to the pedestrian environment along the

street (Figure 2.3).

i¡J;L.j="r

Figure 2.3- Eaton Centre retains the continuity of, and activíty along, Yonge Street .t9

19 Trancik, Roger, Finding Lost space (New york: van Nostrand Reinhold, l9g6), page 50.
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Trock suggested some reasons for the variety of findings in his analysis. He noted the workplans prepared by

project sponsors anticipated benefits from land treatment, flood control, and channel improvements which would

include: erosion control; reduction of damages from inundation during floods; and reduction of damage from silt

deposition and channel erosion. However, other benefits were realised from watershed developments which

were not counted or even anticipated. While careful calculation of costs for land treaünent measures was

evident in the workplans for all three watérshed projects, determination of associated benefits was quite

superficial. The following were highlighted as possible reasons for these variances:

1) When a project watershed is located within an active soil & water conservation district, it is
difficult to separate those land treatment measures canied out because of either programme.

2) No ræearch data was available to allow projæt planners to predict the effects of various land
treatments on reductions in peak runotf flows. As such, it was impossible to calculate land
treatment costs and benefits attributable to the project, or in terms of reduced flood damage.

3) ln the hree project watersheds, flood control benefits were attributable to both land treatment
and structural measures. lmplied was an equality of benefits and costs from land treatment
and water control structu res.

4) lnstallation costs of flood detention structures in allthreewatersheds were underestimated,
largely due to design modifications and delays caused by an inability to acquire storage sites.
Total site costs were then calcufated as the sum of discounted net retums forEone during the
lifetime of the dam or project.

5) Operating and maintenance costs were geneally lower than estimated by planners. This was
not a surprise due to the short lifetime of the projects to that point. lt was anticipated that
long-run maintenance and operating costs would be accurate.

6) Considerable differences existed between planners'estimates of flood control benefits
(attributable to land treatment and flood detention structures), and those found in the analysis.
Some may have been due to the limited observations of hydrofogical events during the short
period of evaluation. These differencæ were expected to disappear as years are added to the
project and the anticipated distribution of flood producing slorms is reached.

n The benefits from altered land use and the rætoration of former land productivity were mis-
calculated in that: no significant restoration of previousty unusable land actually occuned and;
such land use changes were not planned with the possibility of the shift which oæuned
(in rEional comparative advantage)with the ability to grow new crop types such as forages.

8) Some significant benefits accrued, due to the use of stored water behind flood detention
structures, which were not counted in the workplans. For example, flood water was used for
inigation of cash crops, recreational uses of the water became available, and a town was
supplied with additional water for domestic and industrial use.
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ln 1972, Heindl noted a major concern rEarding watershed research in that research data collected thusfar had

not been practically applied to improve watershed management elsewhere beyond the research site. He

deemed this to be unfortunate because of the relevance of watershed research to vast numbers and types of

land & water resource management problems.

Most work today continues to be concemed with locally oriented interæts which are
determined by he geographical preferences of a large group of individuals, and the parochial
pressures exerted by the instittttions whích employ them.

(Heindl, 1972, p.5)

Heindl also noted, until the watershed concept bæomes widely accepted and used in planning, the value of

smallwatershed or sub-basin reseuch will remain untenable as a unit or closed system. He suggests data

derived from research within smallwatersheds should be taken atface value. While it may have been

imperfectly measured, imperfectty defined, and imperfectly understood, such studies often provide the best

available valid data. As such, through "intelligent interpretation" it is possible to glean useful information, even

without more detailed studies. A classification system which codifies and quantifies the existing body of

knowledge was called for (Heindl, 19721.

Newson (1992) points to some attempts by watershed research pioneers in the early twentieth century.

Although the river and the hillside do not resemble each other at fißt sþht, one may fairly
extend the river allover its basin and up to its very divides.

W.M. Davis, 1899 in Newson, 1992, p.281)

Paired catchment studies were occuning as early as 1900 in Switzerland in order to investigate the impacts of

forest cover on runotf, strongly concluding the beneficial effects of tree cover. Then, from 1912 to the ealy

1960's the results of 39 similar paired catchment studies in the U.S. revealed virtually he same results

(Newson, 1 992). During the lntemational Hydrological Decade (1 9651974), catchment research continued.
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Ward (1 971 ) highlighted the pitfalls associated with catchment research, and its wider applicability hroughout

larger watershed or river basin regions including:

1) Lackof control concerns;

2) Repræentativenessproblems;

3) Accuncy of data questions;

4) Relative ease of data manipulation and;

5) High costs.

(Ward, 1971 in Newson, 1992, p.289)
l-

While there are many problems with the use of small/sub-watershed/catchment data to make inferences

rEarding a much largøwatershed/basin system, 20years after Heindl, with much frustation, Newson (1992)

also acknowledges catchment level data could be better but, it cannot be þnored. lt is still the best available

Hillslope Hvdroloov

Due to forced rising, approaching airstreams undergo adiabalic cooling, subsequently condensing heirwater

vapour into rain. As such, projecting features of a landscape, whether mountains, hill ranges, escarpments, or

plateaus are often source areas for streamflow (Strahler, 1987 and Pereira, 1973).

As summarised by Chorley (1978), Horton's "infiltration - based" heory has remained the classical hillslope

hvdrobgical cycle model, with some variations, since 1933. ln simplest form, Horton's Infiltmtion Theory of

Runoff predicts prolonged rain falling on the slopes of a drainage basin having a unÍform inÍtial infiÌtration

capacity will ultimately produce "Hortonian overland flow" more or less simultaneously hroughout the basin.

This assumes runoff intensity greater than the threshold infiltration capac'rtyirate, and accounting for surface

storage capacity.
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Horton extended his hillslope infiltration treory to include tre mechanics of surface erosion in addition to runoff.

ln the same way Horton believed overland flow was the cause for hydrograph storm peaks; he also assumed it

to be the sole "motoi'of surface fluvial erosion. He predicted a shear stress strong enough to separate soil

particles would develop at a critical distance downslope from the landform divide. Erosion would occur first as

sheet erosion, then in the form of rills, which might subsequenüy coalesce to form new sûeam channels/gullies.

Overland flow rates have been estimated at speeds of up to 1 0,000 feet per day (Chorley, 1 978; Emmett,l 978).

There are four components to Horton's intricate and composite view of the hillslope hydrological cycle. As

described by Chorley, these include: infittration, interception of rainfall (depending on vEetative cover),

evapotranspiration, and depression stonge & surface detention (Chorley, 1978). The last two factors require

specific definition:

1) Depression storage relates to the amount of water held in surface depressions on the
landscape (natural or agriculfural cover), none of which runs off and;

2) Surface detention is that part of the rainfall which remains on the ground surface during a
storm, gnduafly movíng downslope vía overfand flow, and eÍther runs off or is absorbed by
ínfiltratíon afterthe raín ends.

(Chorley,978, p.8)

Chorley also translates Kirkby's qualifier that Hortonian overland flow will only occur instantaneously within a

watershed if the basin is small and has relativety homogeneous soil, soil moisture, interception rates,

depression storage, and infiltration conditions. Atthough Hortonian overland flow is quite common where

vEetation is sparse and soils a¡e thin, it is rare where there is substantialcover. This may vary dramatically

within a growing year (Chorley, 1978).
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History of Water Management Policy in the Lower Red River Basin

A number of water problems have existed in the Lower Red River Basin since the settlement of agricultural

families in the region. After a period of extreme flooding and drought from 1 965 - 1980, water management in

the rEion was again on the minds of residents and local govemment officials. The Lower Rd RÌver Valley

WaterCommission attempted to develop and implement a comprehensive water plan to replace traditional ad

hoc approaches. The envisioned approach would incorporate dams, drains, diversions, and numerous non-

structural approaches such as zoning and land use planning to achieve a variety of objætives desired by area

residents (O'grodnik, 1984). The reseaich provided by O'grodnik offers a useful history and policy review.

ln addition to records provided by Palliser (Ball, 1995), the roots of water management problems in the lower

Red River Valley may be traced to the establishment of a system which, from 1895 to 1$35, brought about the

drainage of two million acres of inherently wet but extremely fertile land for agricultural development. Three

long-standing concems have existed because of the expensive process of drainage :

1) "Foreign wate/'has rEularly plagued the owners of lowland agriculturalareas;

2) Strong perceptions exist that foreign water problems occur and have bæome worse because
of upland drainage, land use changes, and road constructíon etc. and;

3) Owners of upstream land should be made to pay a portion of lowland drainage costs.

(O'grodnik, 1984, p. 15)

Through decades of study and several Provincially appointed commissions, various aspects of the problem

gradually became more clearty defined. The Sullivan Commission (191&1921) addressed the physical design of

the agricultural drainage system; it was felt a watershed-based drainage system should have been used versus

a gridiron approach. Also, Sullivan suggested upland contributors of foreign water should be paying for fte

opportunity to dump water on those downstream.
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The Finlayson Commission (193S1936)determined downstream flows of runotf were accelerated because of

associated land clearing and road & ditch construction which comprised the upland drainage process. However,

as Finlayson determined, itwas impossible to ascertain the relevant proportions of additionalwaterflows due to

upland development. As there were discrepancies in the amount of total damage, upland areas could not

reasonably be expected to contributefinancially (Oþrodnik, 1984).

For whatever reason, rapid and hþh volume runoff had ræulted in erosion and silt deposition in lowland areas

downsteam. Due to this extra water, local maintenance districts were forced to install more drains, with costs

borne by Rural Municipalities (ultimately localtaxpayers). Rising construction costs augmented these problems

and; as the costs increased, the proportion of Provincial conüihltions for required drain maintenance decreased

(O'grodnik, 1984).

The Lyons Commission (1947-1949) determined upsteam land use and road & ditch work had definitely

affected water flow in two ways: increasing total runotf and increasing the 'brder of runoff" or peak flow during

runoff events. However, similar to non-point source pollution, specific liability for foreign water problems could

not be proven and; it was recommended that the Province bæome responsible for two thirds of all future

maintenance and construction of drains which intercept, collect, and carry foreign water together with local

water (O'grodnik, 1 984).

To address problems of water management in the Lower Red River Basin, two dominant policy themes

emerged over time, resulting in:

1) The transfer of much financial responsibility from rural municipalities to he Province and;

2) The enactment of leg¡slation which permÍtted a more holistic approach to land & water
management (embulied wÍthin the Watershed Conservation Districts Act of 1959, and the
later Conservation Districts Act of 1976).
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$/hile the affected municipalities eagerly accepted financial relief, O'grodnik suggests the establishment of

conservation districts has been a frustratingly slow process. As of 1995, seven districts exist. O'grodnik's

suggestions rEarding the reasoning for his delayed process are:

1) A lack of initiative at all levels;

2) A belief long term benefits and savings of coordinated land & water management are
nonexistent;

3) An inability among Rural MunicipalÍties to cooperate;

4) The fear of a shrft in financial responsibility from the Province back to local govemment or
local landownersand;.

5) A lingering parochialism between Rural Municipalities and the Province:fearing the offloading
or loss of administrative and lEislative rights (respectÍvely)

(O'grodnik, 1 984, p. 16)

Manitoba/Pembina Escarpment Problems: Research and Management

Carlvle's Research

Carlyle (1980) provides a generaloverview of environmental problems experienced in Manitoba along the

Manitoba Escarpment; in which he includes the Porcupine Hills, Duck Mountain, Riding Mountain, the Pembina

Hills, and Turtle Mountain. Water and land management concerns combine to create severe conditions of

erosion, silt deposition, and downstream flooding, particularly alorq the Eastem faces in the Northwest and

South-central rEions. lnterestingly, MacKenzie's travels to the rEion noted serious erosion problems much

earlier (Ball, 1995).

Garlyle points to relief and its subsquent impact on climate wh'ch typically results in higher areas of Manitoba

receiving more precipitation; some regions ræeive as much as 4fflo more rainfallthan nearby bwer plains.
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The following can result:

Mettwaterflowing eastward from the higher parts of the escarpment, which form q major

watershed divide, frequently cause spring flooding of good agricultur:al land east of the scarp

face and in the valleys sepãrating the main upland mãsses. Flash flooding, which occurs later

in the season after h-eavy'rainstorms on the éscarpment, is even more serious. Gulleying and

erosion by water also detract from the agricultural potential of land along the escarpment.

(Cartyle, 1980, p.257)

ln addition to steep slopes and heavy runoff, erosion and sedimentation problems are compounded by the fact

much of he escarpment, particularly in the Norhwest rEion, is comprised of shale. Carlyle also cites

discussions with Thomlinson (1977) and Shortinghuis (1953) which document the process whereby shale canied

downstream during spring runoff or summer rain events serve to clog ditches and sÍeams, destroy crops, and

render some land unusable for agriculture (Carlyle, 1980).

lnappropriate land use, government policy, and water drainage projects have all contributed to the Escarpment's

erosion and flooding problems. The frequency and amount of downstream flooding, in addition to the problems

of shale deposition in the lowlands were hus compounded. Eæarpment slopes were also seen to be wholly

unsuitable for cuttivation and the sowing of cereal crops, the actual and dominant land use of most

escarpmental areas in Manitoba. Additionally, overgrazing by cattle generated increased runoff, erosion, and

flooding in other rEions of the escarpment, particularly in the extreme Northwest and on the Turtle ft/ountain

(Ellis, 1962-1963 in Carlyle, 1980).

Finally, Canadian government immigration policy also assisted in the creation of most land and water problems

in the Northwest escarpment rEion and; the subsequent drainage of land to expand agricultural potential merely

intensified erosion, flooding, and sedimentation on slopes and downstream lowlands on all Eastward draining

Escarpment faces in the agricultural areas of Manitoba (Carlyle, 1980).
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The Wilson Creek Watershed Studv

ln 1957, a joint Federal-Provincial Committæon Headwater Flæd and Erosion Control was struck to analyse

land & water management problems along the Manitoba Escarpment and; to collect long{erm precipitation and

hydrological data which was known to be lacking prior to the study. The Wilson Creek watershed, on üe

Eastem slope of Riding Mountain was selected as a long{erm study area. During the study, the natural

processes at work in the watershed came to be quite well understood. lt was confirmed floods may result from

rapid snowmelt and from intense rainstorms; the latter being the most serious because they atter channelflows,

fill drainage ditches with sediment, and damage crops. The mere præence of the escarpment appears to

enhance precipitation. The volume of flood flows is highly variable and; higher runoff values occur when the soil

is near saturation (CHFEC, 1983). After 25 years'of research, he committee also concluded:

1) The majority of the problem of flooding and erosion originates in the headwaters of the
escarpmental area of the watershed; while the majority of shale sediment which periodically
clogs downstream drains originates in the atlwialfan (of Wilson Creek) at the immediate base
of the escarpment;

2) There is no evidence to suggest any significant deterioration of the natural (parkland)
environment in the headwaters (of Wilson Creek) has taken place which would result in a
nEative impact on nafural water storage or erosion and;

3) lt has been demonsÍated that artificial storage of floodwaters can be achieved by the
construction of detention basins. However, the economic viability of these basíns has not
been proven as their beneficial etfects on flood damage reduction have not been fully
evaluated.

(CHFEC,1983, p.11)

A number of land & water management methods were tested at Wilson Creek. Two headwater reservoirs

constucted in the upper reaches of the watershed are of particular interest. lt was determined, with a

headwater dam and detention basin controlling 1 1 % of the total watershed, peak f lood flows could be reduced

by up to 25% (a31 0 acre foot reservoir was used to conüol a 320 acre drainage area). However, because

stable damireservoir sites exist only in the glacial tills which exist at the top of the Escarpment, only a small

portion of the total drainage area could ever be managed (CHFEC, 1983).
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The Committee appeared to have been disappointed or unimpressed by hese findings as determined by one

analysis canied out as a component of the Wilson Creek work:

The consequent reduction in sediment loading to the agricultural drainage network would not
reduce the costs of channel maintenance sufficiently to offset the costs of headwater reservoir
construction based on costs and damages of the 194&69 period.

{Î,/acKay, 1969 in CHFEC, 1983, p.6)

However, after discussions with local Wilson Creek resident and study participant, J.E. Thomlinson, Carlyle

views the impact of headwater storage as very significant:

Structures designed to reduce runoff and erosion were put to the test ii I gZS, when the
heaviest and most intense rainstorm ever recorded in Manitoba was centred on lMfson Creek.
Analysis of the storm's effects revealed that the headwater dam was üe best, indeed the
only, method to significantly reduce runoff and .rorifðr,ryt., 

1gg0, p.260)

During the Wilson Creek research there was much discussion rEarding the similar relationship between

headwater storage structures and naturally created beaver ponds (Ball, 1995).

The Dauphin Lake Enhancement Proiect

ln 1989, üe Dauphin Lake Advisory Board, comprising area landowners, local govønment officials, and interest

groups was struck to develop a management plan to address key issues affecting this drainage basin of the

Norhwest Manitoba Escarpment (Manitoba Govemment, 1989). After reaching consensus on many of the

problem areas, the Board has recommended avariety of management initiatives to address lake regulation

problems, siltation damage, decreased water quality, and a declining localfishery. lt is clear the most critical

and relevant factor leading to any progress has been the ability of a diverse set of area interests to agree on

common goals (Towle, 1 994),
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The Tonque River Pilot Watershed Proiect

ln the late 1940's, residents living within the Tongue Riverwatershed in North Dakota bqan to address

frustrating land and water management problems along the Eæarpment which bisects the Northeast corner of

the state. ln 1953, three soil conservation districts and two water district boards within Cavalier and pembina

Countiæ sponsored iniüation of tre Tongue River Pilot Watershed Project, one of 50 similar pilot watershed

effortsnationwideunderthePL-566appropriation. TheseprojectswereTS%supportedbytheUsCongress

with üegoalof demonstating opportunities for soilprotection and flood damage reduction on a rEional scale.

Between 1955 and 1961 a total of ten sizable dams averaging some 2300 acre feet were built within the

tributariæ of the Tongue in order to røúce peak stream flows ürrough water retention. Meanwhile, local

landowners had stepped up their own conservation work within the fields, pastures, and remaining woodlands of

the watershed. Altogether the community and sponsors contributed aúul2l%of the total project cost of $+.0

million (1960$) (Askew, 1994; USDA-SCS, ca. 1958).

According to local residents, downstream flooding is a now distant memory (Goodman, 1gg4). Additional

benefits include community water supply and recreation opportunities from the largest dams. lcelandic SÌate

Park along the Renwick Dam upstream from Cavalier is said to be the most heavily visited park in the state.

lnterestingly, it is because of the additional recreation and water supply benefits of the Tongue River project

dams that local agricultural conservation efforts today are focussed on the improvement of water quality. Major

efforts by the Pembina County Soil Conservation District involve the promotion of conservation tillage and

reduced chemical usage. Sedimentation of úre Tongue River Projæt dams results as eroding soil and fertilizer

particles attached to the soil are canied downstream within drainage water. Sedimentation reduces the useful

life of a dam, while fertilizer concentrations in stored water behind a dam promote the growth of algae, reducing

the usefulness of this water for recreation or domestic consumption (Askew, 1gg4).
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The Manitoba Escarpment Headwater Storaqe Steerinq Committee

Following the Wilson Creek report, and likely because of its findings, another committee was struck to

formulate applicable recommendations to üe Manitoba Government. The Manitoba EscarpmmtHeadwater

Stonge Steering CommÌttee was charged with the task of reviewing escarpmental erosion and flooding

problem areas of Agro-Manitoba; investigating headwater storage and altemative measures to address these

problems and; to present recommendations rEarding managemerìt options.

The Headwatø Stonge Reprt defin{ hr Manitoba Escarpment as a "maþr influence on land & water

management decisions in Manitoba" and:

Once he Wætern shore of Lake Agassiz, he Manitoba Escarpment extends aboü 5m
kilometres Northwesterly through Manitobafrom the Canada-US border at l/orden to the
Manitoba-Saskatchewan border befween Swan River and The Pas. Due to its steep slope
and consequent rapid runoff, the æcarpment has a profound effect on the water rEime and

the land-shaping processes associated with the many streams which flow across it.

(MEHSSC, 1988, p.1)

The Steering Committee saw the Escarpment to be comprised of four major sections: the Pembina Hills,

Riding lt/ountain, Duck lvbuntain, and the Porcupine Hills; allof which have basically similartopographic

features (Figure 3a):

1) A rolling upperrEion;

2) A steep escarpment face;

3) An abrupt decrease in slope at the base;

4l A relatively flat area to the East and;

5) Flatter sections (tenaces, benches) mantled by recent alluvialdeposits (i.e. beach ridges of
Lake Agassiz).
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Ihe MEHSSC also summarised the creation of land & water problems along the Escarpment:

(MEHSSC, 1988, p.3)

Additionalty, the Steering Committee tnced the research and policy recommendations presented by the

Drainage Commissions and more ræentstudies (see review of O'grodnik above) and concludes:

Prior to settlement, runoff from the Eæarpment was detained by the beach ridges and alluvial

deposits forming an area of bogs and swàmps. As lands were cleared for agriculture, draíns

wejre extended ihrough the swãmpy areas ahd up the lower slopes of the esõarpment.. Water

that was formerly detáined there fiowed unimpeded into the flat areas of cultivated land.

During periods oï nign runoff, the channels often ovedlowed and eithercaused erosion of
farmãrid of depositfo silt, shale, and debris onto the fields, ln addition to agricultural land,

municipalworlis such as roads and stream crossings have also been damaged extensively.

Despite allthose initiatives, flooding ad erosion problems along the Escarpmentwere not

adequately solved. One solutionfrEuently recommended byfarmers,.municipalcouncillors,
and ötheré concemed with water management along the Escarpment is the construction of
headwater dams to reduce flood peaksõn the streams through agricultural lands at the base.

It is commonly believed that changes in land use in the headwaters are at least paftially

responsible fór the loss of natural headwater storage, and the increase in frequency of

darhaging floods and; this loss can be offset by constructing headwater retention reservoirs.

(MEHSSC, 1988, p.4-5)

The MEHSSC undertook a comprehensive review of potential headwater retention sites. Of 123 sites

considered for headwater storage on the Escarpment, twelve were seen to be effective in solving downstream

erosion and flooding problems. Subsequent engineering surveys, designs and economic analysis showed only

four sites wananting furtherconsideration. Finally, only one sitewas recommended Io be considered for

construction;'with three others ræommended for'Turther study because of uncertainties in the analysis."

Costs for these promising projects ranged from approximately $500.0 K to $1.0 M, with storage capacities of

approximately 1Offi damo to 1800 dams.
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Finalfy, a number of suggestions for management alternatives to headwater storage were collected (but not

analysed) at public meetings comprising part of the study. Common ideas included:

1) Reforesting or planting grass of lower class æcarpment lands;

2) The installation of energy-dissipation weirs in problematic waterways;

3) lmprovedstubblemanagementand;

4) Changes in cropping pattems.

(MEHSSC, 1988, p.8)

Evaluating Land & Water Management Projects

Public Policv Evaluation Frameworks

, Pal (1987) defines policy analysis "as the disciplined application of intellect to public problems." ln terms of

programme evaluation, policy analysis seeks to answer the core questions: Does the programme do what is

supposed to do?; lf not, why not? and; What should be done? Empirical evaluation incorporates quantitative or

rational techniques for analysis. The Rational Evaluation Approach necessarily involving hree characteristics:

demonstrable causseffect relationships, empirical data, and replicable findings. Given this approach, a

'r: 
Rational evaluation may typically be comprised of five steps including:

1) Determination of objectives;

2) Consideration of altemalives;

3) Comparison of positive and nEative impacts and;

4) Ranking of alternatives based on established criteria.

(Pal, 1987, p.44)
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Numerous criticisms of the Rational relate to its apparent overemphasis on technical solutions, the flow of

information, and the assumption of a single decision-making unit. Many theorists have also argued that the

Rational model does not represent an adequate representation of public decision-making. An altemative option,

the lncremental il/odel, attempts to describe the modem governmentaldecision-making process. Pal dæcribes

how governments maintain coordinated policies and decisions, apparently without an organised policy evaluation

and formulation structure:

tüodem govemments have extraordinarily complex bureaucratic structures with overlapping
mandates and fe¡¡ clear centres of control. lt/oreover, policy making is often distinguished by
crisis response, shorttime horizons, and uncertainty, rather than the leisurely pace of
dispassionate assessment implied by the Rational Model. Nonetheless, things stillget done.

(Pal, 1987, p.45)

However, the Rational approach remains a good guide. lts worthwhile contributions include: systematic

problem identrfication and assessment;the provision of valuable, factual information which holds dæision-

makers accountable and limits uninformed debate and;the enforced consideration of benefits and costs (as

opposed to the rhetoric of powerful interests) (Pal, 1987).

Paldifferentiates between two types of evaluation processes, summativeand formative. A summative

approach is a comprehensive assæsment of each of four possible evaluation catEories. Summative

programme evaluation is afinal assessment to aid decisions rEarding the continuation, termination, adoption,

or rejection of particular programmes. lt does not show means of improving programme performance (Pal,

1987). The range of catEories required for summative evaluation, and their assessment components, are

listed in Table 3d. A formative approach is designed to isolate and assess particular aspects of a programme in

relation to overall impact. Consquently, only the necæsary catEories listed on Table 3d would be applicable.
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987. 0.48

Planninq Evaluation Process Evaluation lmpact Evaluation Efficiencv Evaluation

target population staff effort desired results benefit - cost ratio

cunent/future needs delivery mechanisms unintended ræults cost effectiveness

resource requirements information systems explanation of ræults

Table 3d: Categories of Empirical Evaluation and their Assessment Components
Source: Pal. 1987. 0.48

lmpact evaluation seeks to determine if a programme is successfulor not in terms of intended effects. As

such, causality must be determined (i.e. the programme must be identified as the cause of the observed effects

- the programme ís the independent variable). Determining causality is often difficult however, due to numerous

possible interelated effects. Statisticaltechn¡ques may be employed to neutralise extraneous causalvariables.

The ctassh experimentaldesign is tre ideal method for determining causality. Using a randomly selected

group of individuals, the policy is engaged via a programme orother intervention to an experimental group.

Meanwhile a control group is used to determine of changes arising because of the intervention are statistically

significant. However, experimentaldesigns are rarely used in the process of policy evaluation, due in large part

to their high costs and time requirements.

Another method of experimental design is the srngleob seruation or preexperimental desþn. With this mehod,

policy outcomes are measured at some period after implementation. Comparisons between programme

recipients and non-recipients are useful in determining causality. While analyticalÌy weaker, it avoids many cost

or time constraints characterising the classical approach (Pal, 1987).
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Two techniques are useful in Efficiency evaluation: benefit - cost analysis and cosf - effætiveness analysis.

These methods are employed to help weigh and compare costs and impacts among all available altematives in

order to ensure each dollar spent achieves the maximum possible effect. Cost - effectiveness analysis is

designed to assist decision-makers in the comparison of different programme alternatives for achieving a given

set of goals. Without addressing monetary values, cost - effectiveness analysis assumes given programme

goals are valid and assumes the least+ost strategy which will achieve thesegoals (Pal, 1987).

Krutilla and Fisher (1975) offer a unique evaluation mehod which suggests he "ostensible" or tangible benefits

and costs of publicly funded projects snouU be considered prior to attempting Oeta¡tø quanf if ication of the

intangibles. This approach should remove many borderline projectsfrom analysis as; more æonomicallyviable

projects will be able to withstand scrutiny. Every reasonable effort should be made to consider tangible benefits

and costs. Gittinger (1994) provides an excellent guide for the æonomic analysis of agricultural projects.

Benefit+ost analysis is discussed in the following sections.

Overview of Benef it4ost-Analvsis

The Benefit-Cost-Analysis (BCA) procedure has evolved since the U.S Flood Control Act of 1936 (see "Modern

River Basin Management' above)where Congress declared federal support would only be provided forflood

damage reduction projects where:

The benefits to whomsovø they accrue are in excess of estimated costs and; the lives and
social security of people are enhanced.

(Galloway, 1987, p. 31 1 ; James, 1974, p. B)
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There were three aspects to the relevant 1 936 supporting lEislation - U.S. Shtutes #1570:

1) Benefits and costs must express the desirable and undesirable effects of a water project in
commensurable (equal, usually monetary) units in that:

Benefits/Consequences may be positive or nEative and;
Costs relate to all aspects of construction and operating he project;

2) 'Whomsoeved'was deemed to be "in the best interests of humanity," meaning Pareto-
Optimum Welfare, defined as any change/improvementwhich harms no one and which makes
some people better otf and;

3) "Social security" recognises the imposs¡bility of expressing allvalues in monetary units.
Social security was taken to mean 'bne's perception of their own quality of life." The social
security concept was meant to transcend the project efiects which can be assigned a
monetary value, in order to incorporate values traditionalty called Tntangible."

(James, 1974,p.1ù12)

For overforty years since its initial usage, the BCA procedure has undergone numerous reviews. However,

bEinning in 1968, some particularly relevant modifications bEin to emerge. At that time The Special Task

Force of the U.S. Water Resources Council, a Presidentially appointed policy advisory committee

recommended revisions to the formula for determining tre appropriate discount rate on large water projects. lt

was recommended, the rate should be increased to the pointwhere costs and benefits are discounted to

presentday-values (Dawes, 1972). ln 1971, another SpecialTask Force provided recommendations aimed at

addressing a lack of criteria rEarding the intangible effects of water management and development. They

suggested he traditional process of estimating tangible economic effects, accompanied with a description of

intangible effects should be replaced.
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ln its place, it was recommended all effects should be accounted for in the BCA ledgers based upon four

separate, but not necessarity equal objectives/accounts bei ng :

1) To enhance nationalæonomic developmenf (including all project eifæts measurable in
monetary units);

2) To enhance the quality of he environmenf (restoration, conservation, and improvement in tre
quality of natunal and cuftural resources and ecological systems in ways beyond those which
can be expressed in monetary unÍts. Due to the dÍversity of units involved, project desirability
in relation to this account cannot be expressed within a single index. Tndeoffs among gains
and losses must be made by politically chosen leaders ordue public præess);

3) To enhance socialwell-being (enhancing the lives of people in ways which cannot be
measured in monetary units or through quantitative measurement of environmental quality.
This could include: changes in population pattems, security from hazards, æonomic stability,
and educational or cu ltural opportunities) and ;

4) To enhance rqionaldevelopmenf (fairly distributing the benefits from achieving the above
three objectives.

(James, 1974,p.18-?2)

Upon reviewing the 1971 recommendations of the Water Resources Council, the U.S. Federal Office of

Management and the Budget (OMB) did not accept the aspects of social well-being as contained within

Objective#3 (above) and; the OMB would not accept aSluo/odiæount rate (discussed below) ræommendedfor

federally supported water projects, opting instead tor 7%for the first five years, and 10% afterward. These

actions would serve to ignore social benefits whatsoever and minimise long-term economic benefits of water

management projects (Dawes, 1 972).

This effect is also noted by Pal (1987) who points to BCA's tendency to highly rank the most apparently

efficient projects, even if associated benefits may numerically be quite small or of a short-term nature.

Significantly larger benefits may be delivered with other projects which, according to the BCA formula, are less

efficient. Choosing between Pareto Optimalíty and issues of Euity and distribution proves to be extremely

difficult for dæision-makers, and BCA does not provide clear answers in this rEard (Pal, 1987).
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Benefit-Cost-Analysis may be used for a wide variety of applications in addition to its long-time application for

lEislative approval of water management projects. Consequently, BCA findings are both useful and influential.

ln fact, it is due to the construction of larg+scale public waterworks projects ûrat the concept of benefit+ost

analysis was derived during the earty decades of the twentieth century (Galloway, 1988), Three common uses

of BCA are as: a filter; a ranking device and; a contribution toward an informal, multidimensional information

system. The use of BCA canies an 'Tmperative, suggestive force" which contributes greatty toward gathering

support for specific projects (Randall, 1987). The following five statements help to clarify the concept of

Benef it{ost-Analysis :

1) An existing environment may be viewed as an asset, producing services which people value;

2) A proposed projæt or programme is an attempt to modrfy the existing environment at some
cost, changing the services it produces;

3) BCA compares a) the value of the environment changed by the project minus the costs
associated with its development with b) the value of the unchanged environment prior to
projectdevelopment;

4) The complex relationships among natural systems inputs, human controlled inputs,
environmental atFibutes, and the services provided, must be understood and quantÍfied Íf the
results of BCA are to be complete and reliable and;

5) The value of an environment-changing project depends on two things: a) the net value of
services it produces within given time periods and; b)the rate at which future benefits and
costs are discounted.

(adapted from Randall, 1987, p.237 -238)

Practically, Pal (1987) notes two process problems arising with the determination and quantification of costs

and benefits;the selection of an appropriate accounting unit (whose costs and benefits should be measured?)

and, the issue of intangibles (problems with placing monetary values on costs and benefÌts) and/or extemalities

(benefits or costs occuning to third parties without compensaton). ln terms of accounting units relevant to

public policy, three basic choicæ are: the individual; the govemment and; society at large. ln terms of

quantifying intangibles (e.9. people's value of leisure time), beneflrt+ost calculations usually mention their

possible existence, and the probability of their occurrence (Pal, 1987).
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Central to the BCA process is the conceploÍ opryrtun¡ty cosf whereby the forfeiture of public expenditure

aftematives is compared to the project or programme under study. Additionally, extemal vs. intmal costs and

benefits must be identified (extemal costs and benefits are unintended effects occurring outside the project

area). lncrementalvs. sunk costs are also important in that sunk costs have occuned in the past while

incremental costs would be incuÌred if the programme were to be established or continued. Finally, fofal costs

of a programme include he proportion of all operating and overhead costs which could be attributed to its

provision. As total costs would be occuning anyway, marginat costs refer to any additional resources required

for its specific delivery (Pal, 1987).

Numerous authors such as VanDeVeer & Pierce (1986) and Kelman (1986) have intellectually dismantled

Benefit{ost-Analysis, mainly on ethical grounds. However, these papers are critiquing BCA based upon its

long{ime application in he construction of massive water and other development projects. Such articulated

shortcomings of BCA are not germane to this study, given its focus of measuring the values related to small

scale water management and conseruation initiatives.

While Haimes (1988) maintains faulty BCA can occur because there are certain "noncommensurable attributæ"

of projæt developmentwhich cannot be factored into the Benefit-Cost ratio; Randall (1987) acknowledges the

extemality problems (see review of 'Agricultural Externalities in Agriculture" above) which arise with BCA

because of the absence of direct markets for many beneficial and adverse impacts of projects. For these

cases, several methods of non-market evaluation have been developed.
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The Discount Rate

Discount rates are used in Benefit-Cost-Analysis to account for the values of future benefits and costs. The

presentvalues of fufure benefits and costs are determined with the use of discount factor 11/1r+i¡i) where i is

the social discount rate per year and j is the index of the year in which the cost or benefit will occur. As j gets

larger (future benefits and costs are more remote), the discount factor becomes smaller, as do the present

value of benefits and costs. A larger discount rate (i) results in a smaller present value for benefits and costs

occuning in the future (Treasury Board, 1989; Russell, 1988). Additionally, selection of the rate of discount is

critical to the results of BCA because. Higher rates will result in a) fewer project proposals passing a BCA

filter and; b) higher rankings for projects which generate substantial benefits in earty years, with the major costs

coming laterin time (Randall, 1987).

Discount rates are particularly important where govemment expenditures are concerned because the benefits

and costs of government expenditures are often realised over different time periods. As such, temporal

differences may serve to affect the desirability of development projects. Distant benefits are often deemed less

valuable by society because they are not available for immediate consumption, The discount rate is itself the

price paid for the use of public funds which would otherwise be available for other purposes such as

reinvestment flreasury Board, 1989; Randall, 1987).

ln 1971, the Special Task Force of the U.S. Water Council (diæussed above) recommended a discount rate of

Sru% forfederally supported projects and; a requirement that sensitivity analyses be canied out for all projects

(comparisons using several discount rates). The U.S. Federal Office of Management and the Budget (OMB)

instead opted for 7% for the f irst five years, and 1 0% aften¡¡ard (Dawes, 1 972).

The Canadian Treasury Board has sought to enforce a11%diæount rate in he application of benefit+ost

analysis. Many practitioners however, have recommended a rate closer to 7% (Pal, 1987).
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Quantifvi nq Externalities

A systematic method for assessing the management of resources with environmental, economic, or social

externality values requires a standardised method to quantify extemalities. There are several means by which

valuation may occur.

Pearce & Tumer (1990)classify techniques used to economicalty measure externalities as either diræt or

indiræt. Using a direct approach, monetary value for the effect is determined via conslderation of a sunryate

mafuet, where environmental benefits are quantified by examining their importance to other goods or services

which are marketed or; through experimentaltæhniques in which a market is simulated and survey

respondents place hypotheticalvaluations on real environmental improvements.

lndiræt valuation methods are merely an assessment of individual consumer preferences for certain scenarios.

They do not provide a means by which to determine an individual's willingness to pay forenvironmental benefits

which may be provided by a project or programme (Pearce & Tumer, 1990).

lf information limitations are severe and Benefit-Cost Analysis is impossible, value estimates may occur

through other types of analysis such as: proving the existence (without values) of positive environmental goods

and services. Such methods include: sensitivity analysis, cosþeffectiveness, and risk-benefit analysis

(Randall,1987).

According to Cherick & Caverhill (1991) and Dixon et al. (1986) three general methods exist to quantify

externalities. The first, ælling orcontingentvaluation can be employed if 'Ihe polling instrument is desþned

carefully and qualified ræpondents are utilised, and advised of the intended use of results." l\,bnetary values for

externalities may be determined with a representative sample through a consensus or Delphi response

questionnaire technique, or through surveys rEarding tad+off options or willingness to pay/accept questions.

(Pearce&Tumer, 1990)
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Randallprovides a more detajled definition:

Contingentvaluation g$gmpts to determine the amount of compensation paid (or received),
that will restore the initial utility level of an individual (or society) who expérienòes an increãse
or decrease in the quantity of a non-market good (extemality).' 

'

(Randall, 1987, p.260)

Grosclaude (1993) has outlined the applicability of estimating extemality effects through contingent valuation.

ln particular, he offers means by which to identify various sources of potential bias during willingness to pay

studies. They include: strategic bias (in which respondents do not reveal their true preferences); design bias (in

which respondent preferences may be iirfluenced by the nature of questions asked)l hypothetical bias

(respondents, as hypothetical purchasers, will not suffer any costs for poor decisions) and; operational bias (the

dEree to which the hypothetical market actually simulates a realistic scenario). CVM results are most useful

for indicating a respondent's total æonomic valuation of an environmental good or service, encompassing actual

use, option, and existence values (Pearce & Turner, 1gg0).

Randall also outlines several conditions which must be accomplished for successful contingent valuation:

1) Baseline conditions must be established with respectto the physical availability of non-
marketed goods (extemalitiæ) and the institution! which may áttempt to rEutáte access;

2) Changes.which would result from the proposed project or policy must be defined and
described;

3) The context of contingent choices must be made available to the participants (i.e. would ürey
possibly be paying for some options?) and;

4) Participants,must provide statements rEarding their maximum willingness to pay and
m in im um willingness to accept various oþtions.

(Randall, 1987, p.261)
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The second method of implied evaluation or shadow pricing relies on costs of required or anticipated measures

to address or mitigate environmental, economic, or social extemality effects. Property or the measurement of

other land values are one comparison which may be used (Cherick & Caverhill, 1991; Dixon et al.,1986).

Randall (1987) calls this method 'lmplicit" or "Hedonic pricing," which Pearce & Turner (1990) define as:

Using appropriate statisticaltechniques, the Hedonic ryproagh attemptslo a) identify.how

mucñ of å prbperty value differential is due to a particular environmental ditference between

properties and n¡ infer how much peoplq are willing to.pay for an-improvement in the

bnvironmentalquality that they face and what the social value of improvement is.

(Pearce & Tumer, 1990, p.143)

Randall (1987) also offers additional implied evaluation/shadow pricing approaches including:the tnvel+ost

method (Hotelling) and the use of labour market observations to estimate the value of human health and safety.

The last externality quantification method outlined by Cherick & Caverhill (1991), direct estimation, attempts to

identify all quantifiable effects of an extemality as incremental unit values. The sum of individually measured

positive and negative externalÍty effæts reflects totalvalue. This process may become highly judgmental and

subjective. Benheim (1993) has raised a new issue for extemalities accounting, measuring decreased quality of

life due to environmental dEradation.

This would add another element to externalities quantification and may prove useful in identifyirE he effects of

extemalities on both individuals and society at large. Time consumption is also a concem. Opportunity cost,

loss of eamings, or changes in production measurements may be used with this method (Cherick & Caverhill;

1991;Dixonetal., 1986). Shabman(198S)hasnotedthewidesupportamongeconomistsforheuseof

opportunity cost in BenefiþCost-Analysis.
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Valuinq Environmental and Social Benefits

Hovde & Leitch (1994) have reviewed the available literature rEarding means by which to determine the total

economic value of wetlands, then applying a valuation model at five sites within the State of North Dakota.

User, owner, rEional, and social values were ætimated. Annual per acre values ranged from US$4.00 to a

landowners to US$73 on a regional basis. Hovde (1994) has also offered that rnost wetland valuation

estimates, while attracting considerable attention, are not well suited to policy-making because:

1) Economic principles are not stricüy adhered h;

2) Studies are limited by not valuing allcompatiblefunctions orouþuts;

3) Studies are highly site specific and;

4) Studies use uncommon denominators

(Hovde, 1994 in Hovde & Leitch, 1994, p.2)

The maintenance of abundant wildlife populations through habitat preservation has traditionally been a high

priority for Canadians. Typicalty, some 8ff/o of residents voice heir supportfor responsible habitat

management(EnvironmentCanada, 1993). TheStateof Minnesota(1991)hasplacedrestitutiondollarvalues

on various wildlife species as compensation for hunting infractions. Values start at US$20 for small non-

threatened mammals and US$50 for small non{hreatened gamebirds and ducks. Values rise steeply aæording

to wildlife size, rarity, and endangeredness. Dubos (1986) and Taylor (1986) have outlined many of the inherent

and human spiritualvalues associated with nature experìences.
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4. Pno¡rcr BRcxcnou¡¡o

Context

This study was commissioned as the principal research component of a projæt undertaken by The lntemational

Coalition for Land & WaterStewardship in the Red River Basin [flC). TIC received projecttunding from the

Manitoba Government Sustainable Development lnnovations Fund in order to complete A Financial Analysis of

Small Headwater Retention Structures within the Southeastem Rqion of the Manitoba Fscarpment. TIC's

projæt objective was "to quantify in finâncial' terms the environmental, economic,'and social values of water

management activitiæ," as undertaken by the Deerwood Soil and Water Management Association. lt is

anticipated the projectwill be useful in shaping Red River Basin-wide policy through consideration of the

Deerwood model (TlC, 1 992).

Site Description: People and Landscape

The Deerwood Soiland Water Manaqement Association

The Deerwood Soil and Water Management Association (DSWMA) is an organisation of some l50landowners

who farm within an 875 square kilometre area(342 square miles) along the Manitoba Escarpmentwithin the

Rural Municipalities of Thompson and one half of the R.M. of Lome in South-central Manitoba (Figure 1e). An

Executive Committee directs the affairs of the organisation including administration, communication, and

negotiations with govemments and agencies. A salaried Technician is active in the delivery of all programmes,

providing support to the volunteer Executive and its active President.

8 Financial: Monetary values or costs, measured in $CDN.
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Deerwood was formally establ¡shed in 1984 under the Agri-Food Programmq an initiative of the Ca¡nda-

Manitoba EconomÌc and REionalDevelopment Agreemenf (ERDA). The five year ERDA programme funded a

number of research, evaluation, and demonstration projects throughout Manitoba (O'Grady, 1990). ln 198g, the

Agi-FM Programmewas replaced by the Canada-Manitoba Soil Conservation Agreemenf under which the

DSWMA was maintained as one of 44 "Local Organisations" of Manitoba producers to control and coordinate

local programme delivery. Numerous L.O.'s cover South-Central Manitoba (Figure 4a). Local Organisations

(LO.'s) are incorporated and can lEally receive and disburse funds (Prairie Research Associates-PRA, 1992).

Upon completion of the 1989 agreement in 1994, lhe Canada-Manitoba Agreement on Agricultural Sustainability

was established under the Fedenl Green Plan. The role of Local Organisations cnangø somewhat in that

these groups now present annual priorities on a project-by-project basis. L.O.'s now compete for funds wÍth

other conservation entities sponsoring land & water sustainability pro¡ects throughout Agro-Manitoba.

The DSWIT/A has, since its formal inception in 1984, worked to coordinate and initiate mutti-agency assistance

with farmers'soil, water, and habitat conservation and management activities. O'Grady provides a description

of Deen¡rood which is especially germane to this study:

The Deerwood pro¡ect is a prototype of progressive soil and water conservation activities.
Deerwood's activities are intErated into the individual farm management plans of the
members to address soil and water management problems wherethey originate. The
DSWMA has the potential, as a prototype of soil and water conservation þractices, to
demonstrate to other interest groups the means to ensure the agricultural iand base is
sustained, The practical experience of the DSWIVIA members may be used to improve these
techniques and extend their application to otherfarm groups.

(O'Grady, 1990, p.5)
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MAIIIT(lBA

Fguretla
Local Organ ísatíons in South-Central Man itoba

Source: Agriculture Canada - Prairie Farm Rehabililation Administration
(Winnipeg, PFRA, 1993)
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While DSWMA has delivered many land-related programmes, the organisation's focus has been on addressing

the related concerns of erosion by water and flood prevention within three suÞwatersheds draining the Manitoba

Eæarpment. O'Grady (1990) has documented the experience and attitudes held by Deerwood's membership

rEarding soil & water conservalion. He found the Deerwood approach to be effective at intErating and

coordinating resource management planning at the local level. These findings were supported by PRA (1gg2) in

their recommending of numerous means by which to enhance the effectiveness of Local Organisations.

The Deenvood Proiect Reqion: Geoqraphv, Problems. and Manaqement

Physiography

The DSWlvlA project area is typical of many locations along the tr/anitoba/Pembina Escarpment where serious

erosion and flooding problems exist. Since the early 1960s, the area has been studied intensively by Federal

and ProvincialgovemmentdEartments and agencies. Madison (1983) has provided the mostcomprehensive

assessment of the region's landscape.

Three dislnct physiographic units exist in the Deerwood rEion: a)the Upland/Pembina Hills unit; b)the

Escarpment and Lake Agassiz beach ridges unit and; c) the Lowland/Lake Agassiz basin unit (Figure 4b). The

rapid change in elevation is due to the underlying rock formations of the Eæarpment and geological processes

before and afterglaciat'ron (Madison, 1983).
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Climate

The climate is classified by Koppen as Dfb, continental sub-humid with a summer precipitation maximum.

Microclimatic variations exist due to terrain and elevational differences (i.e. faster snowmelt on Escarpment

face and base, retention of snow in tree-covered coulees and valleys). Average annual precipitation is 530mm

(21 in.) with 75% (41Omm, 16 in.) of this falling as rain between April and October (25%:120nm, 5 in. as

snow). However, here is a high dEree of variability in precipitation within a given year, and from year-to-year.

Annualtemperatures range from a mean daily minimum of -2.C (27"F)lo a mean daily maximum of 8{ (47,F).

The avøage frost-free period is 120 days (trost season is from September 4 to May 5) (Madison, 1983).

Soils and Agricultural Capabilitv

A gradually declining number of landowners operate mixed farms firoughout the area (Madison, 1983). Much of

the native vEetation cover of the rEion has been removed, replaced, or modified in some way since the

settlement period. ln terms of agricultural capability, three distinct land ræource units exist within the

Deerwood project area. Thefollowing descriptions provided by Manitoba Escarpment Headwater Storage

Steering Committee (1988) seem to confirm the widely held perceptions of local residents (Alexander, 1995 and

McEwan, 1995) and Madison's findings (1983). Figure 4c indicates the potential for agriculture on the soils in

theDeerwood rEion.

ln the Northwestern portion of the Deerwood rEion, the Black, but lighter (more erosive), sandy to sandy loam

soils of the Almasippi Land Resource UnÍt are most common. Soil drifting and low water retention ability limit

Canada Land lnventory (CLl)agriculturalcapability to 3w and 4em (crop range is resticted, and special

conservation practices are required). With proper conservation , grains, oilseeds, and special crops may be

farmed. However, the lower classes will be limited to mixed farming with livestock forages (Madison, 1983).
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ln the Southwestern component of the Deerwood rEion, the Pembina-Altamont Unit may be found. Black

Soils are widely present, wÍth the other major soils in the unit being the Dark Greys. Loam to clay loam is the

unit texture. Canada Land lnventory soilcapability classes range from 4t to â, with topography being a major

limitation on agricultural land use (erosion problems). Grains, mixed farming, and livestock forages are

recommended (Madison, 1 983).

Finally, in the Eastern hatf of the Deerwood rEion, the PortageAltona Land Resource Unit, with its dominant

Black Soils and flat topography resull in 1 and 2w capability classes (wetness problems). Grains, oilseeds, and

special crops are recommended for production (Madison, 1983).

Surface Drainage REime

Fourwaterways drain the Deerwood project rEion:the Graham Creek, the Shannon Creek, and the North &

South Branches of the Tobacco Creek (Figure 4b). Natural drainage flow is primarily from West to East,

towards the Red River. These streams, for the most part, have their origins on the Upland Plateau and within

the many gullies and ravines of the Escarpment. One permanent water body exists within the Deerwood

region. Lizard Lake lies eight miles Southwæt of Miami, is supplied by local drainage, and drains via Shannon

Creek to the East and Lyle Creek to the Northwest in Lorne Municipality (Madison, 1983).

The Graham Creek Watershed

The Graham Creek Watershed lies South of Miami between theShannon and Tobacco Creek drainage areas.

It drains approximately 130 square kilometres (51 square miles) of the Deen¡rood pro1ect rEion.
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The Tobacco Creek Watersheds

The majority of Upland tributaries draining gullies and ravines of the Escarpment converge to form the North

and Sottth Branches of Tobacco Creek, with theirconfluence approximatety nine kilometres (six miles)

Northeast of the Village of Miami. At ûre confluence, the Tobaæo Creek drainage area comprises some 308

square kilometres (120 square milese) of the entire 875 square kilometre Deen¡rood projæt area (S42 square

miles). At some points along fre Escarpment, thæe tributaries may descend in elevation as much as 130 m

(430') over eight km (5 miles). The North Tobaccol0 drains approximately 174 square kilometres (68 square

miles), with the South Tobacco Creek draining approximately 134 square kilometres (52 square miles)

(MEHSSC, 1988)(Ptate 4a). ' ¡

Comparable streamflow data for he North and South Tobacco Creek Watersheds is available between 1g65

and 1970. Environment Canada monitoring stations (#050F018 and #050F019) existed on each tributary just

above the confluence during this period. This data assumed the drainage areas discussed above: i 74 kmz and

134 kmzforthe North and South Tobacco respectively. lt is possible the North Tobacco diversion occuned

before 1965 as; the date of diversion construction could not be ascertained from government officials, local

municipalities, or area landowners. As evidenced by the six year period denoted by Table 4a, it is clear the

North and South branches of Tobacco Creek each experienced similar runoff events, either due to Spring

snowmelt or Summer storm runoff. The two creeks also had similar flow capacities.

I Wnie the combined natu.ral.drainage area of lhe North and South Tobacco Creeks is approximately 
.120 

square miles (30g
square kilomefes) above their confluence, a diversion Southwest of Roseile, MB transfeid a Northwóst portibn of the Ncìrtñ-
Tobacco drainage into the Roseile Creek.

10 As noted above, the current North Tobacco drainage area is somewhatsmaller by approximately 31 square kilometres (12
square miles) due to the diversion to Roseile Creek. 

-
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While monitoring at the South Tobacco site #050F019 did continue past 1970, the North Tobacco site #050F018

was monitored until 1992. Also, an upstream South Tobacco moniloring site near Miami (#050F017) has been

in operation since 1 963. Comparison of #050F01 7 and #050F01 8 data between 1 965 and 1 992 proved usetul

(Table 4b). Even with the smaller South Tobacco Creek drainage area above #050F017 (76.9 kmz¡ being some

40%lo 50% smaller than the monitored North Tobacco drainagel l, similar fiow Fends were obseryed at both

stations until 1979, when severe flooding exceeded monitoring ability.

Peak flows in the North Tobacco virtually disappeared between 1980 and 1982, although comparable maximum

daily discharges were noted. From 1983 onward, North Tobacco peak flows remained low relative to the South

Tobacco, and beginning in 1984 and 1985, dramatic reductions in maximum Norh Tobacco daiÌy dischargæ

occuned until the end of the 1992 monitoring period. lt seems unlikely that localised storms and rapid runoff

periods were concentrated only in the South Tobacco Watershed.

11 Depending on whetherthe diversion to Roseile Creek is considered or not.

Table 4a: North(+os0F01B) and South10s0F01e) Tobacco Creek Streamflow Discharges (m3/Ð'1965 - 1970
Source: Yarolski, 1995: Environment Canada Streamflow Monitorinq and Deerwood Rainfall Station Records

Yea

and

Twe

North Tobacco

Maximum Daily

Discharqes

North Tobacco

Maximum Peak

Discharqes

South Tobacco

Maximum Daily

Discharqes

South Tobacco

Maximum Peak

Discharqes

1965 vett 12.7 (April 13) 13.8 (April 13)

1966 ¡¡ett 6.34 (May 5) 12.7 (7:00an, May5) 12.0 (May 5) 16.6 (4:30am, May 5)

1967 na¡n 11.9 (April21) 17.a (April21)

1968 Rain 10.1 lAuo.25) 23.2(7:300m, Auq.24) 19.1 (Auq.25)

1969 Melt 19.4lApril 10) 22.7 Aprill}\ 20.0 (April 11)

1970 Melt 17.1 (April30) '1 8.5 (7:35am, April 30) 21.1 (April 26) 26.6 (5:20am, April26)
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Table4b: North(*os0F01s) and South1os0F0i4 Tobacco Creek Streamflow Discharges (mþ:196F1992
Source: Yarotski, 1995: Environment Canada Streamflow Monitorinq and Deerwood Rainfall Stationrce: 95: tnvrronment L;anada streamilow Monftofrnq arrd Deerwood Rainfall Station (5020720) Records

Yea

and

Twe

North Tobäcco

Maximum Daily

Discharqes

North Tobacco

Maximum Peak

Discharqes

South Tobacco

Maximum Daily

Discharqes

South Tobacco

Maximum Peak

Discharqes

1965 ¡¡ett 12.7 {April 13) 7.93 (April 13)

1966 ¡¡ett 6.34 (May 5) 12.7 (7:00an, May 5) 8.35 (Mav 5) 14.8(1:30am. Mav5)

1967 Ra¡n 1 1.9 (April 21) 15.0 (April20) 24.4{3:Ct0pm. Apr.20)

1968 Rain 10.1 (Auo.25) 23.20:30on Auo.24) 18.6 (Auq. 24) 24.6(7:30am, Auq.24)

19@ Mett 19.4 {April 10) 22.7 Aorill}\ 10.3 (April 12)

1970 Mett 17.1 (April30) - 
1 8.5 (7:35am, April 30) 12.8 (Aoril29) 13.4 (3:50am. Aoril29)

1971 Mett 9.71 (April9) 13.4 (1:00pm, April9) 1 1.4 (April 8)

1972 Melt 4.16 (March 19) 6.06 (April9)

1973 tr¡ett .436lMarch 14) .51815:10pm. Mar. 15) .255 (March 11

1974 nain 19.3 (April21) 22.1 (11:20am, Apr. 21) 14.9 (April 17) 17.9 (1:12am, May 21)

1975 Rain 3.96 (June29) 4.50 (1:13am, June 29) 4.11 (June28) 14.2(2:20on, June28)

1976 Mett 4.45 (Aoril3) 7.82(2:41pn, Apr.3) 6.20 (April5) 9.94 (11,,27pm,Apr.4)

192 Rain .73 (Sept.26) .869 111:56am,Sept29) .923 iMav 18) 1.70 (6:05am, May 18)

1978 nain 3.43 (Mav 26) 5.18(11:59am, May26) 8.55 (April6,) 11.6(2:25an, May26)

1979 Mell 26.8 (April20) Maximum Record 28.0 (April 19) Maximum Ræord

1980 ¡¡ett 1.46 (Aoril 7) 1.50 (April 5) 2.05 (11:39, Apr. 6)

1981 ¡¡ett .339 (March 16) .267 (March 15) 1,30 (6:45am, June 24)

1982 nain 1.16(April14) 2.43(Apnt12) 3.62(11:07pm, Apr. 11)

19831¡etr 3.71 (Aprill) 4.75(3:22pn, Apr.7) 4.46 (AprilT) 11,2 (B:57pm, Mar. 30)

1984 v¡n .290 (Mav 6) .714fil17om.Mar.27l 1.09 (June 22,Rain) 3.60 (3:30am,June22\

1985 Rain 4.05 (Auq. 1B) 4.96 (3:45am, Auq. 1B) 15.0 (Auq. 171 23.5 (B:05am, Auq, 17)

1986 Høn 7.65 (March 24) 8.45 (4:45pm ,Mar.24) 16.9 (May 5, Rain) 28.5 (4.08am, May 5)

1987 tr¡elt 3.20 (April6) 3.43 (8:49am, Apr.6) 5.39 (April5) 6.66 (10:00pm, Apr.5)

1988 vetr .475 (Aoril3) .931 (8:02am. Aor.5) .375 lAoril3)

1989 Mett .894 (April17) 1.18 (10:30pm, Apr. 17) 1.44 (April 14) 2.Ufi1:52pm. Apr. 15)

1990 r¡¡n 2.74 (Aorilll 3.17 (6:40am, Apr.2) 4.56 (June 12, Rain) 18.3 (1:16am, June 12)

1991 nain 2.24(Julv 13) 2.87 (2:00pn, Julv 13) 2.94 (July 12) 10.5 (3:28pm, June 13)

1992 tvtelt 2.30 {March 7) 4.76lMarch 7) 8.52 (9:150m. Mar.7)
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It is possible the upstream diversion of the North Tobacco occurred at some point after 1979. Assuming this to

be the case, it was important to note that substantial Summer storm and Spring runoff events influenced the

Tobacco Creek Watershed from 1979 to 1988. Additionally, between 1989 and 1992, three sizable runoff

events occuned on: June 12, 1 990; June 13, 1 991 and; March 7,1992.

Furher review of Tobacco Creek area rainfall intensity data between 1979 and 1991 was canied out (Table 4c).

A one inch (25.4 mm) rainfall oæuning over a six hour period may be dæcribed as intense for the Tobacco

Creek rEion (Harden, 1995). Ten of twelve years contained storm events of this ¡ntensity. Both 19Bg and

1990 also contained substantial sizablá Summer storm events. 1991 to 1994 storå intensities were also

significant and are discussed and the end of this chapter and in Chapter Six. Runoff and storm event trends

were considered important to the establishment of a control scenario between the North and South Tobacco

Creeks overtime.

Table 4c: Tobacco Creek Watershed Six Hour Rainfall lntensity (mm): 1979-1991
Source: Yarotski, 1995: Environment Canada Deerwood Rainfall Stal

Tobacco Creek Soils

As commonly perceived by local residents (McEwan, 1995 and Orchard, 1995), erosion and naturalwater

retention ability of soils appear to differ between the two sub-catchments of the Tobacco Creek watershed.

The soils of the North Tobacco Creek are represented for the most part by the sandy characteristics of the

Almasippi Unit, with the Pembina-Altamont Unit most common within the South Tobacco (Fraser, 1994;

MEHSSC, 1988). Somewhat greater erosivity in the North Tobacco is also represented by Fþure 4d, which

indicates the ptentialfor wind erosion in the area, a key indicator of lighte/sandier soil texture.

: YarotsKt. 1995: ion 15020720) Records

Yea 1979 19æ 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1988 1989 1990 1991

Rainfall 374 331 42 æ8 422 æ9 8t5 24 trace 21.7 n4 337
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The significance of soil differences may well be otfset however, given a marked natural vEetation cover

differential between the two catchments. Table 4d shows greater relatÍve forest cover reduction in the South

Tobacco since the introduction of the bulldozer after World War ll (Madison, 1983). As discussed earlier the

elevation of 1125'(375m) separates the Lowland from the Escarpmental physiographic unÍt in this region of the

Manitoba Eæarpment. Much of the North and South Tobacco drainage areas lie above this elevation in the

form of Upland and Escarpment physiographic terrain. After 1948, a dramatic reduction in the percentage of

naturalvEetation cover above this elevation occurred within both watersheds. However, denudation was much

more prominent in the South Tobacco as evidenced by the percentages of remaining critical cover in 1980.

Cunent estimatæ of remaining vegetation cover are provided in Chapter Six.

Table 4d: Natural Vegetation Cover Reduction in the Deenttood Region 1948 - 1980
Source: Modified from Madison, 1983, p.59

Water Problems and Damage Costs

Madison describes the precipitation regime of the area as characterised by winter snowfall; long, low intensity

rains in the Spring; short high intensity thunderstorms in the Summer and; long, low intensity general rains in

the Fall. Surface runoff is highest in periods of snowmelt and early Spring rains, moderate during the Fall, and

very high during exlreme Summer storm events. Two significant effects result from the region's runoff rEime:

1) High velocity streamflow in the Upland and steeply sloping Escarpment rEions which has
resulted in erosion of drainage channels, roads and farm propefi, washouts of municipal
stream crossings and;

2) Reduced velocity of streamflow in the Lowland rEions which, coupled with he reduced

capacities of drainage channels, may result in widæpread flooding of farm property (with

sediment damage or weed contamination), and clogging of municipal culverts.

Gatchment DrainageArea

Above 1125'

ForestedArea

1948

Forestedfuea

1980

Reduction of

DrainaqeArea

Reduction of

1948 Extent

CriticalCover

as of 1 980

North Tobacco 11,520 acres 5,155 ac 4,215ac 8.2% 18.2% 36.6olo

South Tobacco 17,280 acres 5,294ac 3,040 ac 13.1% 42.6% 17.æ/o
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Topography of the area, denudation of natural bush cover, and inappropriate field management techniques such

as summerfallowing have combined to produced sever sheet, rill, and gulley erosion problems on agricultural

lands the Deerwood rEion. While soilconservation measures have gradually improved, water management has

been of longstanding concem to area landowners. Channelerosion of natural and artificialdrainage systems in

the Escarpment rEion has also arisen as a major concern for the Rural Municipality of Thompson. Water

erosion problems have been welldocumented in the rEion (Figure 4e) (Madison, 1983).

The Lowland rEion of he Deerwood project area contains he most areas prone h flooding. Prior to

agricultural development and artificial drainage, the Lowlands were typically represented by a seriæ of 'Tlat,

marsh-like areas which acted as temporary storage reservoirs retarding the speed of surface runoff." Madison

paints a clear picture of the flooding problem in Deen¡rood.
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Until recentty (early 1980's), drainage channels and ditches along road allowances to facilitate
landdrainage and to speed up the riownstream passage of watei was the prime concem of the
Municìpal Govemment. Little thought or consideratioñwas given to the siile effects such
undertakings. mig.ht have, forexample, increased erosion or [he impact on water supply.
Farmers worked individually in eFforts to drain their own land withoüt consideration bf tíow their
drainage systems would affect their downstream neighbours. Many of the channels and
ditches yere designed lo facilitate land drainage and so do not havê the capacities to convey
floods. To compound this problem further, gpring snowmelt and its accomþanying runoff ottên
occurwhen downstream channels are not clearóf snow and ice. Under súch óonîitions,
these snow and ice accumulations often cause blockages which result in channel overflows.

(Madison, 1983, p.86)

Specific instances of flooding and eroslon damage within the Deerwood rEion have also been welldocumented

financially. ln 1979, a 50 year Spring runoff resulted in the Municipality of Thompson claiming damages under

the Manitoba Flood Damage Assistance Plan totaling $24,850. While area producers claimed only $12,g00, it

has been noted many other farmers may have been eligible to claim, but were unaware of üre programme.

Actual productivity losses to erosion in 1979 are not known. However, it has been estimated municipal claims

accounted for only 3% of total damages (MEHSSC, 198S). Silt and debris deposition problems have also been

extensÍvely chronicled in the Lowlands. (Madison, 1g8g).

Erosion and flooding problems have been well documented within each branch of the Tobacco Creek. At one

site on the North Tobacco, total damages for the 1979 event have officially been estimated to have occurred

over 580 ha. (1440 ac.), with associated total costs of $320,000. Additionally, a second site on the South

Tobacco experienced flooding and erosion over 30@ ha. (7500 ac.)with damages estimated at g1 ,200,0@.

This site also experienced a severe thunderstorm event in 1986, affecting 1800 ha (4500 ac) and costing

$340,000. Total average annual damages in 1986 dollars were: $55,000 on the North Tobacco and g210,000 on

the South Tobacco (MEHSSC, 1988) (Figures 4f,49).
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Planning and Management History

The extent of severe erosion and flooding damage in the North and South Tobacco Creek Watersheds has

given rise to a variety of research and management initiatives canied out in the Deerwood rEion.

Public sector entities such as Manitoba Agriculture, the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration of Agriculture

Canada, Ducks Unlimited Canada, the Manitoba Habitat HerÍtage Corporation, and tire Pembina Valley

Conservation District have promoted soil conservation and water management throtEh information extension,

funding programmes, and long-term habitat lease agreements with private landowners.

Construction of headwater storage structures in the Upland and Escarpment Units has long been viewed by

area residents as the 0nty permanent solution for erosion and flooding problems along the Manitoba Escarpment

(Madison, 1983). Consequently, the Deerwood rEion has been intensÍvely studied by both PFRA and the

Water Resources Branch of Manitoba Natural Ræources. ln 1971, PFRA canied out engineering feasibility,

effectiveness, and cost analysis studies in the identification of 15 potential sitæ on Tobacco Creek for

headwater storage ræeryoirs, each designed to hold several thousand acre feet of water. While this large-scale

approach was found to be feasible, costs could not be reconciled with anticipated benefits (Madison, 1983).

ln 1981 the R.M. of Thompson requested the Province of Manitoba to establish a Demonstration Soil & Water

Management Project in the Tobacco Creek Watershed which would include a headwater storage pilot project.

The Tobacco Creek Steering Committee, comprised of Federal and Provincialofficials and one local elæted

official, was subsequentty struck to initiate a resource study of Ìhe area. After reviewing several sites identified

in the 1971 PFRA study, the Steering Committee determined that three Upland sites on the Graham Creek

should be ruled out because of limited storage capacities and small drainage areas (Madison,1983).
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After careful analysis of aerial photographs, three "headwater storage concepts" on the Souh Tobacco Creek

were selæted for fuñher study. Due to geotechnical and hydrological characteristics of the watershed, the ratio

between flood runoff and drainage area is large, resulting in high costs for dam construction (Madison, 1gB3).

The three headwater storage concepts were:

1 ) A Combined road/dam structure on P. R. f24owhichwould have a heiqht of 20 m (65'). storino
22Ðdams (1820 a.f.), flooding 85 acres at tull supply level, with a toial cost of Sì.S C (1982");

2) A 9 m (30') high dam located 1.5 k (1 mile) downstream from P.R. f24\,with gB5 dam3
(815 a.f.) of storage, flooding M acres at a cost of 9730.0 K (1982) and;

3) n ryYgk of U¡lqnd sites located up,sJleamfrom P R. f24}witha combined storage capacity
of1200dam3(992aJ.),andcosting$S50.0t((19S2).,

(Madison, 1 983, p.10$1 06)

Similar to the Graham Creek sites ruled out earlier, the South Tobacco network of smaller dams was not

considered in further detail. lnterestingly, the Steering Committee determined, the largest and most cosily of

the three concepts, the P.R. #240 structure, would be the most cost-effective in reducing downstream flooding

and erosion damages. However, as project benefits could not be comprehensively quantified, this large projæt

could not be rationalized (Madison, 1983).

ln 1988, another review panel, the Manitoba Escarpment Headwater Storage Steering Committee. reported on

their analysis of two possible storage sites in the Tobacco Creek Watershed. A 28 m (90') dam was

considered for the North Tobacco (Figure 4f) and preliminary dæþns were canied out for a reservoir storing g40

6tps (760 a.f .), flooding 72 acres. At a cost of $1.42 G (1988), the dam could not pass the benefit cost

analysis (BCA)filter. A site on the South Tobacco was also considered, with a ten m (33')dam designed to

impound 1100dams (910 a.f.) at a total cost of $980.0 l( (198S). This is the identical site 1.5 km downstream

Írom P.R. f24\,which PFRA had reviewed in 1981 (Figure 4g). According to economic analysis, this site

passed the BCA tæt. However, the MEHSSC apparently had concerns with the data, and only ræommended

further study (MEHSSC, 1988). No further actions have been undertaken with regard to his site.
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1979 Flooding and Erosion on the North Tobacco Creek
North Tobacco Dam Site Considered bv the MEHSSC

Source: MEIISSC, 1988, Manitoba Escarpnent lieadwater Storaqe Studv
PFRF/Manitoba Natural Resources, p. 49
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The Deerwood Soil & Water Management Association bEan establishing parrrerships and delivering

conservation programs in 1984. Between 1985 and 1992,45 small headwater retention structures (small dams)

were constructed, primarily on the Upland tributariæ of the Graham and South Tobacco Creeks (plate 4a). 30

dams are located in the South Tobacco Creek Watershed, with five dispersed sites in the North Tobacco, four

in the Roseile Creek watershedl2, and six stratEically placed on tributaries of the Graham Creek. A total of 42

Deerwood dams have management impacts on the Graham, North Tobacco, and South Tobacco Creeks,

although efforts have largely focussed on the Graham and South Tobacco. After the l gBB construction

season, n þ2%) of these were completed. Three basic designs exist (plates 4tr4e):

1i Multi-Purposg DEr,ns holo water for various seasonal, domestic, àno irriqation uses. Each is
designed with a 3@ mm (1 2") drain pipe, gate, and stand pipe. 

' 
The staid pþ lJ usø to 

-
rEulate-seasonal storage, to controispring flood water, to'release excess ðtowty, ãnã to store
water for summer use. Stockwatering, wildlife habitat, and fish rearing are otheióommon
uses. The dams are totally drained in tne fatt to prepare for fullflood ðonûol potentiál ín the
Spring. The av.erag.e corstruction 

-cost 
is $S527 (ranging from g3826 to SØ,7æ1, wìlh àn 

-
average capacity of 12.54 a.f. (1 0.36 dame);

2) Pry Dan/Fþod Control Structures serve to decrease peak flows during Spring runoff and
Summer ninglo_ry gvenlsgr^qai¡iqgïitg1lorjlqhcirt period ottíme,'añä reãuðing ftow
rates. Costs llllgg from $2536 to g23,tlS3 ($1 1,270 aveiage) and; haúe an average"capacity
o117.4 a.f (14.38 dama).

3) Pac,fq$ PaIS retain water at a shallow depth over large acreages of cropped or pastured
lands. Water is retained for at least two weeks before bõing rebãsed, theiäby é"åy
increasing soil moisture in tfre flooded area to the benefit oicrops and wildlife. inerdare
several backfloodprojects, ranging in cost from $1044 to $10,362 ($Sl æ avøage) anO; nolO
an average of 36.79 a.f. (30.4 dams).

(O'Grady, 1990, p. 22-23; STCPPSC, 1g92, p.3t3,t+

12 While these dams exist within the ¡atural hydro.logical boundaries of the North Tobacco Creek drainage, a diversion built
several years ago now carries water from the Ñorthw:est portion of the watershed into the noìãie Cieer.

13 Costs deflated to 1986$.

14 1 ¿¿re - 1.21 acre feet.
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The 1988 report of the Manitoba Escarpment Headwater Storage Steering Committee recommended the

establishment of representative pilot watershed projects whereby:

The interæt and initiative of local conservation groups and the potential of he watershed for
developing solutions.which could be transfened-to nèignOourinçi basins. Once implemenied,
these,pilot,projects.should be monitored on a continuiñg basis ãnd periodically eväluated to 

'

establish the effectiveness of the measures underconõideration.

The South Tobacco Creek is one area recommended for a pilot project. The watershed is
physically representative of the Manitoba/Pembina Es_cqrpment'and; there is great local
interest in soil & water conservation. The Deswood Soil & Water ¡¡anaqemdnt Association
and PFRA have already undertaken an intEnted land & water managerñent programme in
this area íncluding the construction of severä dozen very small headúater storag'edáms. An
evaluation of the effectiveness of these dams should bsincluded as part of the pÌbt projæt

1-

(MEHSSC, 1988, p.77)

ln 1991 , the South Tobacco Creek Pilot Project was established through a consortium of govemment agencies

to improve fie understanding of runoff characteristics of smallwatersheds and the physical procæses which

cause flooding and runoff erosion along the Manitoba Escarpment (STCPPSC, 1992). The pilot project is also

providing critical precipitation and streamflow data which has been historically poor.

Numerous methods to address Manitoba Escarpment erosion and flooding problems are being assessed

through ínnovative testing and monitoring studies. A major emphasis has been on chemical and nutrient

migration via water under various land treatments. While South Tobacco Pilot Project activities are ongoing,

preliminary analysis of the hydrologic effectiveness of four of Deerwood's dams has taken place. Major

Summer storm events occurring in June 1990, June 1991, and July 1991 tested the effectiveness of these

structuræ. Peak flow reductions ranging from 60% to g0% were obserued (PFRA, 1992, 1gg1). Figure 4h

shows two dams which are representative of these significant peak flow reductions.
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5. Rrsulrs

Documentation of Provincial Costs

Through discussions with Provincialofficials it was discovered that records relating to the costs of maintaining

specific drainage waterways in the Deerwood region were not feasibly obtainable. Additionalty, understanding

the local drainage regime from a Provincial perspective would require solid historical flow data from several

watersheds (Barlishen, 1994). As these issues were deemed to be beyond the established terms of reference,

it was decided to abandon this aspæt of the study. Additionally, as there are very few kilometes of Provincial

waterway in the Deerwood project area (third order and above).

Documentation of Municipal Costs

Rural Municipalitv of Lorne

This R.M. is largely represented by an Upland physiographical landscape. While the municipality has

experienced significant flooding and erosion-related problems elsewhere within their jurisdiction, onÌy a very

small portion of the North and South Tobacco Creek watersheds drain from Lorne R.M. As Deen¡rood's dams

are located primarily along the Eastern edge of the municipality, the municipal council did not believe flooding

and erosion-related costs would be affected by dam construction. Further study was not relevant.

Rural Municipality of Thompson

, Although cost estimates could not be derived directly from the R.M. of Thompson accounts, the municipal

council was "confident and conservative" with the figures provided. The R.M. strongty believed Deerwood's

dams serve to significantly slow streamflows, reducing erosion and flooding within much of the municipality.

The R.M. of Thompson has contributed $10.0K each year in backhoe/grader & operator time towards

Deerwood's construction of multi-purpose or dry headwater storage dams. These costs were factored inh

Deerwood's totaldam construction costs in Chapter Six.
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The descriptive municipal survey gleaned data fairly specific to actual dam sites (Plate 4a):

North Tobacco Creek

One dam (#28) was deemed b/ the municipality to provide some cost savings in the form of reduced flooding

and erosion to a downstream road, but an acfual figure was impossible to determine.

South Tobacco Creek

On one tributary of the creek, three dams (f30, f31, #32) have resulted in reduced flooding and erosive damage

to an R.M. road. Operating & Maintenánce cost savings to the municipality have been $2000 to $2500 per year

over the past f¡ve years (1989-1993) in the form of :

. Reduced backhoe/grader & operator time spent repairing and maintaining the road;

. Downsizing of culvert pipes (as less flow capacity is required) and;

. Less money spent to purchase gravelfor road repairs and mainlenance.

ln the past five years, no culvst replacements and onty one bridge structure were required within the South

Tobacco Creek Watershed upstream from Miami. lt is the R.M.'s view, the upstream Deerwood dams (#3#20,

f4g, f39,#40,#41,#42, and#44)have extended the lifæpans of many stream crossings byfiveto ten years,

depending upon initial size and cost. Apparently due to reduced flooding and erosion, the one bridge which was

replaced, was permitted to be reduced in size by 50%, and as some components of the original sÍucture were

salvageable, a net capital cost savings of $5500 (1992)was realised.
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Graham Creek

Serious erosion of the municipal drainage ditch downstream of dam #37 occuned prior to its construction in

1989. The following is a poignant dæcription of the problem and its apparent solution:

Erosion was eating away the road North of the ditch along NE 244-VN. This dam created
enough flood control allowing us to reconstruct the ditch,lhus savinq he road. While it cost
us $5000 to rebuild the ditch;our cost of rebuilding the road wouH häve been $30,000. We
saved $25,000 (1990) because of this dam.

(R.M. of Thompson, April, 1994)

Deerwood dams #33, #U, f35,and #36 have combined to reportedly prevent much flooding downstream.

Based on the experience with Deerwood dam f37,lhe R.M. views these dams as a capital investment. Major

flooding and culvert & bridge damage, which occuned during a previous summer storm has not been repeated,

even within similar sized rainfall events. The cost savings have thus been considerable and were reported to be

$25,000 (1991) by the municipality. These benefits are summarised in Table 5a.

able 5a: R.M. of Cost Savinqs Attributed to Deerwood's Dams: 1989-1993

R.M. lnfrastructure ltem Dam No. (see Plate 4a) Cost Savings

Reduced road damaqe f30,f31,f32 $200G$2s00 Peryear (1 989-93)
Lxtefìdeû ltlespans 0T several
stream crossings by 5 - 10 years
and reduced required bridqesize

#3 - f2A,f29,f3g,#40 -#42, #44
trxlenoeo caprta vatue ano
$5500 for bridge reduction (1 992$)

Preservation of ditch ß7 $25,ooo(1990$)
tst¡matecl benef¡ts þased on
proven experience w ith f37 f33-#36 $25,000(1991$)
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Rural Municipalitv of Roland

ln response to the descriptÍve survey, the R.M. reviewed its works budget over two time periods: 197g-Bg and

1989-93. As with the R.M. of Thompson, the municipal councilwas "confident and conseruative" ín the

presentation of these numbers and; there was concem ürat figures not be exaggerated in any way.

Additionally, there was a strong belief that Deen¡rood's dams were responsible for the cost reductions.

Estimates for replacing bridges & culverts and dredging & maintaining ditches & stream crossings are

summarised in Table 5b.

Table 5b

The R.M. of Roland attributed this dramatic decrease in operating and maintenance costs largely to Deerwood's

work on the Tobacco and Graham Creeks, and two or three relatively large reservoirs on the Shannon Creek

further South. Roland also contributæ approximatety $10.OKilear in backhoe/grader & operator time lowards

Deerwood's management efforts, and these costs were factored into Deeruood's total dam construction costs

in Chapter Six. There was no doubt in the Council's view that Deen¡rood's dams are responsiblefor

approximate ly 45%of üris budget reduction. The Tobacco and Graham Creek Watersheds account for some

82 of the R.M.'s 180 square miles (45.6%) and;this is where most cost reductions have been experienced.

$1 1 1 ,000 - $Z+,860 - S6,140 @ 45.6Yo of municipality = $1 6,479.84 cost savingdyear.

: R.M. of Roland Reported costsavings Attributed to Deerwood's Dams:1gggg3

Budget ltems 1979- 1988 1989 - 1993
Çraì¡vler & Scraper lnClUdeS:
machine, operator, fuel

öw nours (9 l;uu/nr.
=$64,000&ear

562 hours @ $801hr.

=$44,960!ear

MaÞr¡als tncludes: culverts,
couplers, gravel, concrete, etc. =$40,000/year =$25,000{ear

I radoíHacKnoe/ I rucK tncludes:
machines, additional operator, etc. =$7000&ear =$4900rVeu

Total $'111,0004/r $74,86ûVr
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The municipality was able to cite several examples of reduced flooding damage. lt was also reported that a

general perception exists among many residents in the area that flow rates of both the Graham and Tobacco

Creeks have slowed down considerably:

' 'we no longer have flooding in the lower, Eastem part of the municipality"

"Up tg 1989-90,.washouts have been a-mapr problem;during 1980 and 1981, we replaced several
culverts each year, at $10.0K to $12.0K per yeaf

' 'We sincerely believe the water has slowed down; there is now less stress on culvertsibridges"

'lVe would like to see Deerwood finish the job up there. lt's really only 50% completed".

(R.M. of Roland, April, 1994)

Documentation of lndividual Landowner costs, Benefits, and values

Response rates differed for North Tobacco and South Tobacco Creek landowners pafticipating in the analytical

suruey. ln the North Tobacco, 48 questionnaires were distributed with 17 ræpondents, for an overall response

rate of 35.42%; while 55 South Tobacco residents received the questionnaire with 28 respondents, for an

overall response rate of 50.91%. Raw data results were spreadsheet-tabulated fiablæ 6a, 6b) on a question-

by-question basis (columns), with the questionnaire number of each respondent listed (rows). Responses were

grouped according to physiographic unitwithin each respætivewatershed (i.e. Upland, Eæarpment, and

Lowland). Response rates for each "a" (yes/no) question were determined in terms of physiographic unit, and

cumulatively. Finally, the presence of additional comments was also noted on the spreadsheets.
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Questionnaire structure was also reflected on the raw data spreadsheets. Three groups of respondents

completed specific components of the questionnaire:

DanlownerRespongelts:completed questions rEarding Dam Uses, Dam Costs, and Dam
lmportance & Value;

All RespondeJlts,:comp.leted Gg¡er3!questions rEarding Flood Problems in Last Five years,
Erosion Problems in Last Five Years, Runoff 

-Rate 
Õhang_es in Last Five Vears, Waieidudity

Changes in Last Five Years, Conservation Methods, andÏarm lnformation ândi ----"r

Non-DamownerRespgndents; completedthe initialdam ownership question which resulted in
ræpondents' routing to either Ð-conlinue to question f2, or loskip to #17. Damowners did
not complete questions #29 - f32 (questions iEuding lmportancô and Value of Creek).

t-

The following landowner quætionnaire template summarisæ responses received within each watershed. The

number of respondents to each quætion is noted, in addition to particularly relevant respondent comments.

North Tobacco Creek

1 7 of 48 question nairæ returned (35.42%\

Survev Question Responses

l. a) ls a small dam usd to store water anytvhere on your properly which furders the Nlrth Tobacco Creek

ortheSouthTobaccoCyeqk(orupstreamchannets/tributaries)? Yes: 4 No; El
lf yes, please continue below. lf no, please go to question 17.

A total of 4 respondents had dams.

Dam Uses: (Completed by Damowners Only)
Is your dam used for the following purposes?

2. a) Flood Damage Rúuction:

b) lf yes, please describe how flooding is reduced with your dam:

TotalDamowners:4

Yes; E rVo: E

All 4 damowners reported the use of their dam(s) for flood damage reduction.

Summary Comments:

' "Noticeable stream bed containment during heavy rains reported by downstream landowne/'
. "lt (dam) is used to lessen damage on downsteam roads"
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3. a) SoilErosion Prevention: yes; El ilo: El
b) lf yes, please describe how erosion is prevented with your dam;

All 4 damowners reported üe use of üreir dam(s)for soilerosion prevention.
SummaryComments:

' "(the dam) limits overflow (of water).,,
. "Stream bed erosion is nonexis.tent below dam."

' "Previous to dam construction, grassed watenrvays were being eroded. They are now stabilized.,,

4. a) StockWatering: yes: Et ilo; EI
b) lf yes, please describe how catile are watered using your dam.

2 damowners reported he use of üre dam(s) for stock-watering.
Summary Comments:

' "Extension of water flowthrough downsteam pasture - more continuous supply."
' "lndirectly, the retained water is used to recharge a well which is directed into a hog barn.,,

5. a) Inigation(e.g.backflood,tnvelinggun): les; El rVo: El
b) If yes, please describe how you irigate with water stord by your dam.

3 damowners reported the use of their dam(s)for irrigation (alt backfloodl5).
Summary Comments:

' "(l have) future plans to irrigate sutssoil with my second dam, ifs installed on cultivated land.,,

15 Backfloods constitute a low earthen dam which impounds a low level of water over a relatively large area, typically for theirrigation of forage crops or pasture.
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6. a) Domestic Water Supply:

b) lf yes, please describe your system.

)'es; El No: Q

2 damowners reported the use of their dam(s) for domestic water supply.
Summary Comments:

' "Since dam construction, my well has never gone dry. Previously experienced seasonal
deficiencies almost every winter.,,

' "lndirecüy, the retained water is used to recharge a r¡rrell which is direcly into my home.,,

7. a) Waterfowl Habitat (e.9. ducks, geese): )resl E! No; E!
b) lf yes, please describe how waterfowl habitat is creatd or maintained.

3 damowners reported the use of their dam(s) for waterfowl habitat
SummaryComments:
. "Some ducks staying all summer long."

' "We notice ducks, mostly mallards, but also some red-heads and wood ducks. They use the
pond area during early season breeding when most larger water bodies are still trozen.,,

8. a) Fish Pond (e.9. trout): yes; E! No; El
b) lf yes, please describe, indicating type of fish stocked.

0 damowners reported the use of üreir dam(s) for fish rearing.

9. a) OtherWildlifeHabitat(e.g.deer,songbirds); ye.s; E No; E
b) lf yes, please describe how other witdtife habitat is created/naìntained.

2 damowners reported üre use of heir dam for other wildlife habitat
SummaryComments:
. "Deer and moose regularly visiting the dam site."

' "De€r, moose, prairie chickens, and rabbits regularly visitthe water source;as well as living in
nearby bush and grassland."
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10. a) OtherPurpses:

b) lf yes, please explaÌn the role of your dam.

0 damowners reported any ofter uses for heir dam(s).

Yes: Q rVo: EI

Dam Costs: (Completed by Damowners onty) Total Damowners:4
11. a) Haveyouexperienceddamoperatingormaintenancecosts? yes; El ffo: E

lf yes:

b) Are these costs experiencú annually or spndicaily?
c) Please describe these costs.- N .

0 damowners reported any operating or maintenance costs experienced with their dam(s).

12' a) Haveyouexperiencdunforeseenproblemswithyourdam? )res: E No; El
b) lÍ yes, please describe the nature of these problems

1 dam owner reported experiencing unforeseen problems wiür their dam(s).

SummaryComments:
. "Some repairs needed to stabilize shutotf contol."

DamlmportanceandValue:(CompletedbyDamownersOnty) TotalÐamowners:4
13. a) Doyoubelievethisdanhascausedgroundwaterlevelstorise? yes; El No; El

b) lf yes, please describe how you know

3 damowners believed groundwater levels have risen because of their dam(s).

SummaryComments:
. 1) "Wellwater has remained stable and,

2) improved forage production on elevations below dam downstream."

' "lrì 1988, a nearby well went dry. As rong as the dam is full, this well stays
wihin 3'from the surface."
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14. a) Do you believe this dam has improved the esthetic value of the landscape?

Yes; E No; El
b) lf yes, please explain.

1 dam owner believed their dam(s) improved the esthetic value of the landscape.

Summary Comments:

. "ìJVe see more wildlife and waterfowl in the yard than before."

1 dam owner believed their dam(s) had both a positive and negative esthetic value. No comments

were provided.

15. a) Doyoubelievethisdamhasimprovdyourfamily'squalÌtyof tÌfe? Yes:4 rVo; EI
b) lf yes, please explain.

1 dam owner believed their dam(s) improved their family's general quality of life.

SummaryComments:

' "Marginally, lt (the dam) is another source of entertainment and education for our children, in

teaching them that water can be managed instead of just drained."

16. a) Doyoubelievethisdamhasincreasedthevalueofyourproperty? Yes; El No; El
b) lf yes, by what percentage since dam installation? _%

2 damowners believed their dam(s) increased üe value of their property.

Summary Comments:

. "Livestock security by 50% - no market value."

. "î/d'
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Flooding Damage: (Compteted by AII Respndents) Respondents: 17
ln the last fÌve years, has water flowing within/from the North robacco creek or the south robacco creek
(or its smaller upstream channels/tributaries) causú any of the Íottowing ftæding problens for you?

17. a) SedingProblens(e.g.delays,porgermination): yes: E! rVo; E!b) lf yes, please describe the nature of these problems.

3 landowners reported experiencing seeding problems attibutable to flooding damage.
Summary Comments:
. "Some small problems with beaver dams.
' "Floods about 7 acres in two places on my quarter section - delays seeding, washes crops out,

some erosion, requires reseeding."
. "Creek drowned out Canola seeded in June lgg3.,,

18' a) standingcropDamage(e.g.súÌmentation,summerftooding); 
)res; E! rvo; E!

b) lf yes, please describe the nature of this damage.

5 landowners reported expaiencing standing crop damage.
SummaryComments:
. "(Creek) overflow flooded most of my East quarter.,,

' "(Water) comes quickly out of hill after rain, jumps out of creek, thus crop damage!,,. "(Damaged) Canota (f 9$) and Wheat(1992).',

' "5 acres were flooded in .t993 - delayed swathing until ground dried.,,. "(Water) covered smallseedlings with soil.,'
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19. a) lntrcductionofWeeds:

b) lf yes, please explain thÌs problem Íurther.

Yes; El ffo; El

2 landowners reported experiencing the introduction of weeds via creek flooding.
Summary Comments:
. "More milkweed and leafyspurgeeveryyear."

" "Milkr¡td."

20. a) PropeilyDamage(buildÌngs,quipment,storúcrops/fú); yes; El rvo; El
b) lf yes, please describe this dlmaOe. 

,

I landowner reported expriencing property damage caused byflooding.
Summary Comment:

' "Before construction of dam, some deepening of gulley atedge of cultivated field."

21. a) Other:

b) lf yes, please explain.

Yes; El No; E

2 I andowners reported experienci ng oürer fl oodin g-related problem s.

SummaryComments:

' "Over the years, land which is regularly covered wiü water does not grow as well.". "Erosion of side hill."
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SoilErosion: (Completed by Ail Respondents): Respondents:17
ln the last five years, has water flowing within/from the North robacco creek or the south robacco creek
(or its smaller upstream channels/tributaries) causú any of the foilowing nil erosion pro¡ems for you?

2'a) GulleyErosion(watercreatesawettdefindchannelinfield): )res; E! ffo; E
b) lf yes, please deæribe the nature of this probtem.

6 landowners reported experiencing gu lley erosion.
SummaryComments:
. "(Water) dug channel in field in June lgg3.',. "Gulley forming from runoff. ,

' "Annualerosion from steeper slopes - problem corrected with grassed waterways and
alfalfa on higher slopes."

' "Water iumping the bank and running across the field parallel to the creek, causing
washouts for a quarter mile.',

z3.a) sheetErosion(rossofsoitoverawidespanonfrerd)?: yes; E! ffo; E!
b) lf yes, please describe the nature of this problem.

4 landowners reported experiencing sheet erosion.
Summary Comments:

' "ln places, water is frowing very fast sarine areas are increasing.', 
.' "Not over a wide span, but some areas had to filled in with a frontend loader.,,. "Limited damage."

' "ln the Spring of 1990, Tobacco Creek rose high enough to go out over a 30 acre field
- we lost a fair bit of topsoil."
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24' a) ExtensiveRMditchdamageoccurrednearyourproperty?: yes; El ffo; E!
b) lf yes, please describe if/how your land or other properly was affected.

3landowners reported extensive ditch damage nearüeir property.
Summary Comment:

' 2 or 3 miles West, the R.M.'s road was nearly washed out; a very deep ditch cut into the shoulder.

I landowner reported serious damage further downstream. The comments are most poignant
SummaryComment:

' "ln the 1950's the creek running East from üe Five Corners was no deeper than a man,s height
Now it is unsafe to drive alongside. Many other drains in the area have experienced
the same effect"

25. a) Other:

b) lf yes, please explain.

)'es; El rVo; El

2landowners reported oheretfects of erosion.

Summary Comments:

' "Contol dams are great but; beavers are causing alot of damage to standing ûees,
with more lost every year. Trappers should be compensated to trap beavers.,,. "Need more dams upstream, ditch gradually getting worse.,,
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General: (Completed by all Respondents): Respondents:17
26. During the last five years, have you noticd changes in the following?

a) Thelengthofspringrunoffinthecreekdrainingyourland? yes; El rVo; EI
b) lf yes, please explain.

5 landowners reported noticing changes in the lengür of Spring runoff in the creek
Summary Comments:
. "Spring runoff has been very short and small.". "No snow."
. "ln general, a shorter period of time."

' "Water drains slowly all summer. Before, the creek stopped running in.July.,, (dam owner)' "Dam on the creek extends fte runoff period well into late June.,' (dam owner)

c) Thequalityofwaterwiiltìnthecrækafterasummerstorm? )res; E! No; El
d) lf yes, please describe.

3 landowners reported noticing changes in creek water quality after a summer storm.
Summary Comments:
. "(Creek)contains more soil."
. "Verymuddy."

' "Observed water from my drainage basin compared to Boyne Creek West of Roseile
- very ditferent in colour (respondent's drainage much clearer) after a major rain.,, (dam owner).

27' a) Doyoupncticeanymeütúsoflandandwaterconseruation? yes; E ffo: El
b) lf so, please describe which types, and for how long?

12 landowners reported heir practice of land and water conservation.
Summary Comments:
. "Reduced tillage - try to leave more slraw on fietd.,'. "Built a small dam myself - but ¡t is hard to maintain.,,. "Minimum tillage." . ,,Everything 

I do.,,
' "Forage on steeper land; shelterbelts; grassed waterways; minimum tillage; want to do contours.,,
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28. a) Please indicate the type of farm you operate.

Cash Crops:Q Livestock:4
b) lf Mixed, please indicate which areas.

Dairy:4 Mixed:Q

An even mix of landowners reported operating cash crops or mixed (catfldfrogs & grainvoilseeds).

29. a) ls the creek imprtant to your farming opention?

b) lf yes, please explain how.

ffo; El

6 landowners reported the creek was important to their farming operations.
Summary Comments:

' "The potential exists to irrigate crops; raise the water level and slow down floding."
' "l would like to start a small amount of Saskatoons - interested in selling garden

vegetables and waterfowl."

"Drainage."

"Waterforcatüe." (3)

30- a) Do you believe the creek improves the overall esthetic value of the tocat :andscape?

Yes; E ilo; E
b) lf yes, please describe.

I landowners reported their belief the creek improves esüetic vatue.

Summary Comments:

' "The original plan was not far off. we should quit tampering with it.". "Water, plant life, water for wildlife."
. "Beauty."

creek Importance and value: (comptetú by Non-Dam owners only)
Total Non-Damowners : I J
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31 . a) Do you believe the creek improves the generat quatity of tife for you and your famity?

Yes; El No; El
b) lf yes, please explain.

I landowners reported believing fte creek improves general quality of life.
SummaryComments:
. "Water recharge - can't live wittout water."

' "l enioy walking in the bush, seeing various wildlife. Windbreak effect of trees is great.,,. "Enjoyment of creek presence, wildlife etc.',
. "Beauty."

32. a) Do you believe he creek increases the value of your property? yes; El No; El
b) lf yes, by what percentage if compared to simÌlar land without a creek? %

2 landowners reported believing their property values are increased by the creek's presence.
Summary Comments:
. 'Wi'
. ,E/d,

AdditionalComments (Completed by AllRespondents) Respondents:17

5 respondents provided additional comments.

Summary Comments:

' "Land with no creek is worth more (easier to farm). Owners should be helped
to keep creek functional.

' "lthink Deerwood swMA should build a few more dams upstream. They seem
to be çost+tficient."

' :'A small dam would improve our stock watering capacity. ln dry years, our water flow
is reduced to springs, especially during July and August."

' "our land is all bush and rolling hills. lt pleases me to have a creek nearby."
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Souür Tobacco Creek

28 of 55 questionnaires returned (50.91%)

Survev Question Resoonses

l. a) ls a small dam used to store water anywhere on your property which furders the North Tobacco Creek
ortheSouthTobaccoC¡eqk(orllpstreamchannels/tributaries)? yes; El No; E
If yes, please continue below. lf'no, please go to quràsløi tl.

A total of 15 respondents had dams.

Dam Uses: (Completed by Ðam Owners Only)
ls your dam used for the following purposes?

2. a) Flood Damage Rduction:

b) lf yes, please describe how flooding is rúuced with your dam:

Total Damowners:15

)'es; El ffo: E

All 15 damowners reported the use of their dam(s) forflood damage reduction.
Summary Comments:

' "Slowed flow of water into South Tobacco Creek which helps reduced flooding downstream.,,
' "(Dam is) used as a flow inhibitor. Water is s'tored and released over a period of several days.,,
' "Runotf is controlled in proper channel. water walks. does not run otf.". "lt reduces the flow rate atüe bottom end."
. "Volume of water flow is significanty reduced."

' "lt (dam) slows down water that enters the main Tobacco creek vein.". "(Dam) slows water up."
. "The dam is above a field road;the pipe doesn,t wash out.,,
. "The flow is reduced, or limited to a12,, flow.',

' "Dam controls Spring runoff - keeps drainage from an 80 acre bush in stabilised gulley.". "Dam stores runotf for release later in Spring."
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3. a) SoilErosion prevention: 
yes: e rVo; E!b) rf yes, prease describe how erosÌon is preventd w¡th your dam:

12 damowners reported fte use of their dam(s) for soirerosion prevention.
Summary Comments:
. "Dam slows down runoff of water.,,

' "Downstream erosion prevented by allowing a smaller volume of water instead of a
larger volume all at one time.,,. "Water is conûolled. prevents flash flooding.,,. "lt (dam) reduces the flow of water at the bottom end.,,. "(Dam) contols steam bankerosion downsteam.,, r .. "Downsteam erosion along üe watershed is reduced.,, l

' "(Dam) srows the speed of water to the main Tobacco vein.,,. "Slows water up.',

"Prevents creek bank erqsion."
"(Dam) reduces runotf throu gh 12" pipe so runoff stays in stabirized guiley or

drain hat crosses rest of quarter section.

4. a) Stock Watering: yes; fl rVo; E!b) rf yes, prease describe how cattre are watered using your dam.

9 damowners reported the use of their dam(s) for stock-watering.
Summary Comments:
. "Pump water out of dam to watering trough.,,. "Mostly direct watering. A pumpout would be better.,,. "They (catfle) help themselves."

' "cattle have free access to water in dams. Fencing and water troughs are planned for the fufure.,,. "Solar-powered pump and ûough.,,

' "cattle water directly at dam - part of a rotational pasture system. Dam is only source of water.,,
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5. a) lnigation (e.9. backflood, tnveling gun): yes; El ffo; EI
b) If yes, please describe how you Ìrrígate with water stord by your dam.

3 damowners reported the use of their dam(s) for irrigation (all backflood16).
Summary Comments:
. "Some bacHlood on pasture.,'
. "BacHlood on pasture."
. "Pasture backflood recharges subsoilwith Spring runoff."

6. a) Domestic Water Supply:

b) lf yes, please describe your system.

Yes: El ilo; El

0 damowners reported the use of their dam(s) for domes'tic water supply.

7. a) Waterfowl Habitat (e.9. ducks, geese): yes; E! ffo; E!
b) lf yes, please describe how waterfowl habitat Ìs creatú or maintained.

11 damowners reported the use of their dam(s) for waterfowl habitat.
Summary Comments:

' "Grass and rushes grow around dam for shelter and nesting ground.". "(Dam) replaces prairie slough which have been drained.',
. "Nesting area - water available for a longer p€riod."

' "Notice more ducks and geese - mallards, canadas, wood ducks etc."
' "water is stored and plant life is maintained around pond for cover."
' "Dam creates a pond. The pond has been habitat for waterfowl.,'. "Ducks and geese nestfüere.,' . ,,Wood 

ducks attracted to nest boxes.,,
' 'Two wood ducks maintain a nest each year. All sorts of wildlife around dams.,,
' "Dam creates a slough. Water levels are maintained year-round - catile are fenced out,,

16 Backfloods constitute a low earthen dam which impounds a low levelof water over a relatively large area, typically for theirrigation of forage crops or pasture.
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8. a) FÌsh Pond (e.9. frout): yes; EI rVo; E!
b) lf yes, please describe, indÌcating type of fish stocked.

5 damowners reported üe use of üreir dam(s) for fish rearing.

Summary Comments:

' "Presently have minnows. May stock with fingerlings in future."
' "Rainbowtrout. Have harvested trout in the Fall fortwo years."
. "Willstockthe dam this year wiür trout."
. "Tried trout for two years, but harvest was unsuccessful."

9. a) OtherWÌldlifeHabÌtat(e.g.deer,songbirds); ye.s; E! No; E
b) lf yes, please describe how other wÌldlife habitat is creatd/maintainú.

11 damowners reported the use of their dam for oürer wildlife habitat.
Summary Comments:

' "There are deer in üris area. Dam will be a water source if Souür Tobacco Creek fails to flow.,'
' "Enhances wildlife habitat somewhat comparable to what beaver dams did in the past". "Moreshorebirdsetc."
. "Excellent water source for deer, raccoons, etc.,,

' "Deer water and have their young nearby. Great watering hole for all birds and animals.". "Fenced wildlife slough area around dam."

10. a) Other Purpses:

b) lf yes, please explain the rote of your dam.

3 damowners reported any other uses for üeir dam(s).

Summary Comments:

' "Earü1 dam provides access to fields isolated by steep terrain."
. "lt beautifies the valley and surroundings.,'
. "lt has improved our house water well level."

Yes; El No; E
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Dam costs: (completed by Damowners onty) Total Damowners: l5
ll. a) Haveyouexperienceddamoperatingormaintenancecosts? yes: Q ffo: El

lf yes:

b) Are these costs experienced annuatty or spradÌcaily?
c) Please describe these costs.

3 damowners reported operating or maintenance costs experienced with their dam(s).
SummaryComments:

' "Old dams built in the 1950's were repaired bythe Conservation District in 1992 @ $S.gK each.
Were repaired again by Deenrood in 1993 @ $S.0K totat (paid by PVCD)1z

' "overflow culvert was too smalt and washed out in 1992. I replace @ $500. I would like to install
another but cannot afford it. Deerwood would not fund this damis, and I made a mistake
installing too small of a culvert and no spillway, for complete water storage. I guess
Deenvood was right and; they can go to hell.,'

. "OncÆ in I years, Spring ice bentthe gate intet."

12' a) Haveyouexpeiencdunforeseenproblemswithyourdam? ye.s; E ffo; E
b) lf yes, please descibe the nature of these problems

5 damowners reported experiencing unforeseen problems wiür their dam(s).

Summary Comments:
. "Outletgate is leaking."

' "Culvert has broken apart, and dam cannot hold water (for a long period of time)."
' "lmproper repairs by PVCD required additional repairs, which Deerwood carried out. Dams appear

to be holding well now'le
. "Overflow is too small and in the wrong placeæ

17 A,tth,ough t[ey- now form part of the Deerwood network, these dams were not built bv Deen¡vood
(likefv bv the R.M. of Thompson in the 1e50's). consequeirtty, its ðoiii aré reieväiiiòiÉir r-ùävl--
18 Th¡s is another dam which contributes somewhat to headwater storage in the South Tobacco Creek watershed. lt
however, was not funded by Deerwood, and its costs are not retévãnitô"ttrii stuoy.
19 These are the same dams reÞrenced in footnote #12.

20 This is the same dam reference d in #12.
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Dam lmportance and Value: (Completed by Damowners lnly) Total Damowners: l5
13. a) Doyou believethisdamhascausú groundwaterlevelsto rise? Ies; EI ffo; El

b) lf yes, please describe how you know

9 damowners believed groundwater levels have risen because of their dam(s).
Summary Comments:
. "Water table seems to be higher.,'

"Springs have appeared downsteam.,'
. "Water (in dam) is soaking away."

' "Nothing obvious with my dam, but I have seen my neighbour's well rise with his dam.,,
.,.Thelevelsarehigher.Wenow-havep|entyofwaterforgardenetc.',

' "lJì dry years, our well supplies adequate water, because of a dam which bacHloods
our pasture, which is a lÆ mile away."

14. a) Do you believe this dan has improved the esthetic value of the landæape?

Yes; El No; El
b) lf yes, please explain.

11 damowners blieved their dam(s) improved the esthetic value of he landscape.
Summary Comments:
. "Water is our life blood for farming.',
. "Greater abundance of birds and animals in the vicinity.,'

' "lncreased wildlife populations - ability to increase vegetative growth adjacent
to dams and downsteam.,,

. "Permanent water where water normally is not.',

' "seeing stored water in the spring makes you appreciate water as a resource,
not as a drainage problem.',
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15. a) Doyoubelievethisdanhasimprovúyourfamily'squatityoflife? yes: Q ffo; El
b) lf yes, please explain.

8 damowners believed their dam(s) improved üreir famil¡/s general quality of life.
SummaryComments:

' "we lookforward to canada geese nesting and watch üem daily.,'. 'Wehope!!"

' "Dams have increased our pasture carrying capacity. Thøefore, increased net income.". "Having fish in üe dam, and knowing ducks are using it,,
. "We made a campsite dovun at our dam, and visit it otten.

' "we go row boating on one dan, or just visit ürem (dams) for an outing.,, -

. "Having more wildlife around."

' "Every Spring we tour the dam as a family to do bird counts. We do alot of wildlife
watching in the summer; and the kids keep bird nesting boxes."

16. a) Do you believe this dam has Ìncreased the value of your property? yes; El No; E
b) lf yes, by what percentage since dam instaltation? _%

8 damowners believed ürem dam(s) increased the value of üreir property.

SummaryComments:

' 'T/;'
' "l-?/o"
. ,5t

. '1(l'
a ,T'
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Flooding Damage: (Compteted by AII Respndents) Respondents:2g
ln the last five years, has water Ílowing withirlfrom the North Tobacco Creek or the South Tobacco Creek
(or its smaller upstream channels/tributaries) causd any of the foltowing flooding problems for you?

17. a) Seeding Problems (e.g-delays, poorgermination): yes; El No; E
b) lf yes, please describe the nature of these problems.

3 landowners reported experiencing seeding problems attributable to flooding damage.
Summary Comment:

' "Creek banks are higher than üre fields. When it spills over the banks, water runs across the field.,,

18. a) standingcnpDamage(e.g.sdimentation,summerflooding): yes; E No; E
b) lf yes, please describe the nature of this damage.

S landowners reported experiencing standing crop damage.

Summary Comments:
. "Gate on culvert lets water out of R.M. ditch and on to field."
' "Gulleying and siltation were the major result of Summer flooding from South Tobacco Creek

overtopping its channel (and from localflooding - highway and R.M. ditches.)
' "Trees and sticks along with sediment on a few acres of grassland.',

' "Runs have been cut in field which causes sedimentation in tower areas."

19. a) lntroduction of Weeds:

b) lf yes, please explain this probten further.

les; El No; E

4 landowners reported experiencing the introduction of weeds via creek flooding.
Summary Comments:

r "Verylitde."

i . "M¡lkweed."

' "Leafy spurge showing up near creek in pasture, presumably brought in by creek waler.,'
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20. a) PropertyDamage(buildings,equÌpment,storedcrcps/feú): ye.ç; E! rvo; E!
b) If yes, please describe this damage.

2 landowners reported experiencing property damage caused byflooding.
Summary Comments:
. "Flooded my machine shed and some grain (500 bu.)". "(Lost land due to) stream bank erosion.',

21. a) Other:

b) lf yes, please explain.

Yes; E No: El

4 landowners reported experienci ng oüer fl ooding-related problem s.

Summary Comments:

' "field siltation from R.M. ditch flooding onto filed left a layer of silt up to 3,' deep on 5 acres. Lost
productivity for two years.,,

' "Beavers have dammed up a considerable amount of water. However, no farmland damage yet.,,. "Field near road culvert was partially washed out."
"The usual pot-hole flooding etc."

Soil Erosion: (Completed by AII Respondents): Respondents:2g
ln the last five years, has water flowing within/from the North Tobacco Creek or the South Tobacco Creek
(or its smaller upstream channels/tibutaries) causd any of the followÌng soil erosion problens for you?

2.a) GulleyErosion(watercreatesawetldefinedchannetinfietd): )res; El No; El
b) If yes, please describe the nature of this probtem.

4 landowners reported experiencing gulley erosion.
Summary Comments:
. "Where trees have been cut, it has washed.,,
. "Water spills over the banks and runs down the field."

' "Mainly Spring flooding from Sor¡th Tobacco Creek cut a 3' deep gulley across field.
' "Runs have been cut in field which cause sedimentation in lower areas.,'
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23. a) sheet ErosÌon (loss of soil over awide span on fietd)?: yes; El /vo; E
b) lf yes, please describe the nature of this problem.

5 landowners reported expriencing sheet erosion.

Summary Comments:

' "Heavy rains in shorttime. I doubt if these dams will help. Hard to debnd against a cloudburst."
' "Heavy spring rain afterseeding in i991 caused significantsheeterosion."
. "Mostly hill areas in field have had the most soil loss."

24. a) ErtensiveRMditchdamageoecurrednearyourproperty?: )res;"El No; E
b) lf yes, please describe if/how your land or other property was affæled.

4 landowners repofted extensive ditch damage near their property.

Summary Comment:
. "S¡lt setües along the ditch."

' "R.M. is changing water from natural water channels across private property into ditches
-sending too much water where it was not intended to go.

' "Water leaves highway #23 ditch and crosses field, resulted in siltation twice in l9gl. Dam
since built should prevent problem."

' "Water is running from ditch across a field and washing out topsoil into another ditch."
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25. a) Other:

b) lf yes, please explain.

Yes; El ffo; EI

I landowner reported other effects of erosion.

Summary Comment:

' "We try to keep fte creek as is wiür trees etc., but on some curves (meanders) there is wash."

General: (Completed by allRespondents): Respondents:Zg
26. During the last five years, have you noticú changes in the fottow¡ng?

a) Thelengthof springrunoff intheueekdrainíngyourtand? )res; El No: Q
b) lf yes, please explain.

14 landowners reported noticing changes in the length of Spring runoff in the creek.
SummaryComments:
. "The watertakes long to get here."
. "Creek does not get as high and runotf lasts longer.,,
. "Creek runs for a longer period of time.,'

' "Seems to me, creek flooding is reduced and creek flows for longer time at reduced flows.
Keeping creek running hetps keep creek clean.,'

. "Slight lengthening of runotf."

" "The water is holding in dam."
. "Beaver dam hold water back.',
. "Watertakes longerto move. ltdoes notgg itwalks."

' "Creeks are running longer through season due to controlled release from dam.',. "The dams slow the flow of water."
. "Dam slows Spring runotf."

' "The creeks have run longer, but as a result of more snow and slower melt.". "lt runs longer because of the control pipe (12").,'
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c) Thequalityofwaterwithinthecreekafterasummerstorm? )res; El ffo; EI
d) lf yes, please describe.

8 landowners reported noticing positive changes in creek water quality after a summer storm. Two
landowners noticed negative changes in creek water quality

Summary Comments:
. "The water stillhas silt in it, but has improved some."
. "l am sure creek water is clearerthan in the past."

' "St¡ll significant streambank erosion - hides benefits of reduced tillagdtrash management
in rest of watershed."

. "The water is cleaner." ,,ffsctearer.,, 
"

' "Any improvement in water quality woutd be directly attributable to upstream farming practices.". "Had dam only two years, but water flow tooks clean and blue.,,. "Usually quite d¡rty - siltfrom upstream."
. "Alot more sediment, such as dirt and shale in creek bed.',

27. a) Do you pnctice any methods of land and water conseruation? Ies; El ffo; E!
b) lf so, please descibe which types, and for how long?

22 landowners reported üeir practice of land and water conservation.
SummaryComments:

' "we seeded the grass by the creek and; we don't cut any træs in the creek."

' "Planted salinetolerant grasses and legumes in saline areas."
. "Leave grass in small water runs in field."

' "we have always used grass in our cropping programme. we also builtthe dam

to slow water down and help groundwater.',

' "conservation tillage, no stubbre burning, continuous cropping etc. -ls years.,'

' "Reduced tillage, sewed forages, shelterbelts, stabilized gulley -10 years."

' "Minimum till, straw managemen[ grassed waterways etc. -30 years"
"lncreased surface residue on crop land -3 years. working toward NoTill."

' "Trees. Nobody cuts live trees on my land. I cut only dead ones.". "Land is in hay meadow orforages."

' "continuous cropping and no stubbreburning. -20 years, it works well!,,
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28. a) Please indicate the type of Íarm you operate.

Cash Crops:Q Livestock:Q Dairy:Z Mixed:Å
b) lf Mixed, please indicatewhich areas.

An even mix of landowners reported operating cash crops or mixed (catildlrogs & grains/oilseeds).

creek lmprtance and value: (compteted by Non-Dam owners only )
Respondents: l3

29. a) ls the creek imprtant to yourfarming opention?

b) lf yes, please explain how.

/es; EI ffo; El

3 landowners reported üe creek was important to their farming operations.
Summary Comments:
. "Water for livestock in Summer.,'
. "Livestock and; I also use itto water garden in the Summer."
. "lrrigatingüregarden."
. o'Supports 

hardwoods ürat supplyfuel."

30' a) Do you believe the creek improves the ovenll esthetic value of the local ;andscape?

Ies; El No; EI
b) If yes, please describe.

7 landowners reported their belief the creek improves esüetic value.

Summary Comments:

' "As compared to flat prairie land, it is mostly treelined and pleasant to look at.". "Wildlife mainly."
. "Attractswildlife."
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31' a) Do you believe the creek improves the generat quatity oÍ lìfe for you and yourfanily?

Yes; El No; El
b) lf yes, please explain.

7 landowners reported believing ûre creek improves general quality of life.
SummaryComments:

' "Spiritually." . "Esüìetics."

' "wildlife such as ducks, deer, beavers etc. can be seen regularly.". "Place to go on hikes, nature walks."

32. a) Doyoubelievehecreekincreasesthevalueofyourproperly? )res; E! No; E!
b) lf yes, by what percentage if compared to similar land without a creek? %

4 landor¡vners reported believing their proper$ values are increased byüre creek,s presence.
SummaryComments:
- "f/i'
' 'T/J'

AdditionalCom¡nents (Completd by Ail Respondents) Respondents:2g

l 0 respondents provided additional comments.

SummaryComments:

' "l would like to see more small dams in our area. Since the dams have been put in. ln the last
two years, our creek ran all summer. we atso have had more rain.,,

' "lrì the 1950's üe creek was a small runway that was in grass. The R.M. has süaightened it,
pushed up its banks, and has to be cleaned out with a dragline.
This happens every few years."

I ' "l think all dams should have a holding area in front of them, in order to get üe most use.' "Small dams, although important, are a small partof the overall farming practices
necessary for soil conservation or the "btJzzwords" today - su*ainable development
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6. Arunlvsls AND Dscussloru

AnalysisFrarnework

As discussed in ChapterThree, Krutilla and Fisher's review of commodity and amenity resource valuation

(1975) provided an excellent framework for the analysis of small scale headwater storage initiatives of the

Deerwood Soil and Water Management Association. This model recommended comprehensive analysis of the

"ostensible" or'True" costs and the apparent (readity measurable) benefits of resource management and

development projects which are dependent upon public capital. Krutilla and Fisheialso noted, profæsionally

competent analysis of tangible costs and benefits can make the task of analysing environmental and social

values unnæessary; thesevalues are often intangible.

The evaluation process was designed to build a ralional case in support of Deerwood's small scale headwater

retention model of watershed management. lf the existence of such tangible benefits could be proven to

exceed actual smalldam costs, detailed estimates of environmental and social benefits would not be required to

prove overall project worth. However, noting and describing the presence of intangible benefits and costs would

serve to strengthen the analysis.

An overview of data generated via the landowner survey provided evidence in support of a control scenario

between the North and South Tobacco Creek Watershds. After a review of each landowner survey question,

the tangible benefits and costs of Deerwood's dams were analysed using municipal data and Deerwood dam

cost information. Generally intangible, the perceived environmental and social benefits of these structures were

' then discussed according to information gleaned from the landowner survey and case study information.

Finally, a review of potential intangible costs was provided.
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Small Dam lmpacts Reported Via Landowner Survey

Tables 6a and 6b represent landowner responses to survey questions from the North and South Tobacco Creek

Watersheds. Figure 6a indicatæ questionnaire response rates within both watersheds; rates o,t 85.42% and

50.91% were seen for the North and South Tobacco respectÍvely. While difficult to substantiate, the author

perceived a certain dEree of animosity toward and/or disinterest regarding Deerwood's activities among

landowners in the North Tobacco. This may partially accountforthe difference in suruey response rates.

There are a similar number of absentee landowners within each watershed area, nullifying the potential response

rate impacts of non-residency. The following comments covered the range of reasons for non-response to the

landowner survey, as determined through random follow-up tdeÛrone contact:

. "l didnï have time - too busy."

. "l didn't understand why it was relevant to my situation."

' '1 solved my water problems a long time ago. I drained my land and filled
the potholes as best I could in ordér to geitne water off aô fast as possibfe."

Figure 6a
Dam/Landowner
Survey Response Rates
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Table 6a
North Tobacco Cree¡i Sürvey Responses
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South Tobacco Creek Survey Responses
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Figures 6b and 6c indicate the distribution of survey respondents according to local Manitoba Escarpment

physiognaphy2l. As noted in Chapters Three and Four, physiography is a critical factor for understanding and

managing land & water problems in escarpmental areas. As the Manitoba Escarpment is Northwæt -

Southeast oriented, a larger proportion of the North Tobacco Creek watershed lies within he Lowland unit

relative to the South Tobacco22. The survey sample captured this fact, with máre Lowtand and less

Eæarpment physiography represented within üre North and South Tobacco suryeys respectively.

Figure 6b
North Tobacco Creek'
Physiographic Units
Represented in Survey

-94o/o n Lowland

ffil Escarpment

H uptano

Figure 6c
South Tobacco Creek
Physiographic Units
Repesented in Survey

14.29o/o
.14o/o I Lowland

ffil Escarpment

ffi uptano

35.29o/o

53.57o/o

21 While no official definition of the Manitoba Escarpment's three physiographic units exists, it may generally be determined
on a-site-specÍfic basis based on landscape slope. 

'For 
the purpodes of t'hb'study, geodetic äievåî¡än'Jat or below S75m

(1125') were used to mark the beginning otthe Lowland regíon,'with 500m (1500j'a"s tne ÚplãÀãl Ès*rrpreni¡óuñoãr,,

2.Estimating the relative number.of leqt.lol,s (1 square mile) within each physiographic region, the North Tobacco Creek is
lStql?l.fy comprised of 13.3% Lowlan d,32.6% Escárpment, ánd 4.1% uptano. Th-e South ró¡aôô wâtersnø ¡Jiompilsä ór
45. 1 % Lowland, 41 .2% Escarpment, and 1 S.t % Uplañd.

1 1 .7 60/o
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Confirmation of Control Scenario between Watersheds

As discussed in Chapter Four, similar environmental and climatic conditions were assumed exist within the

North and South Tobacco Creek Watersheds. While it was established trat soils in the Norh Tobacco may be

somelvhat more erosive, a relatively greater abundance of naturalvEetation found withín the elevated portions

of the No¡th Tobacco Watershed was presumed to reduce potential erosion impacts (Table 4d). Vegetative

cover was r+estimated for analysis purposes using a 1994 satellite land use map to confirm if similar cover

ratios cunenüy exist (Plate 6a). ltwas revealed that additional bush clearing had occurred since 1gg0.

Accounting for the adjustment in the North Tobacco Creek's drainage area, 1 994 vegetation cover above 1 125'

was approximately 3520 acres in the Ñorür Tobacco and 2560 acres in üe South Tobacco.

A substantialty greater proportion of the North Tobacco Creek Watershed was found to be remaining in natural

cover relative to fte South Tobacco. As discussed in Chapter Four, in 1980, natural vEetation covered 96.6%

and 17.6% of critical Upland and Escarpment physiography in the North and South Tobacco Creek Watersheds

respectivety. By 1994, natural cover areas had dropped to 30.6% and 14.8%. The vEetative cover

assumption of was thus still assumed to be reasonable.

Survey question f28 (typeof farm operation) was used to determine if significant differences existed between

the types of farms operated by landowners in the North and South Tobaæo Creek Watersheds. The survey

revealed approximately equaldistributions of farming operation types. This tend seemed to indicate similar

amounts of forage cover within each watershed, a possible factor affecting erosivity . The 1gg4 satellite land

use map (Plate 6a) confirmed his hypothesis. Farm operation type was thus not assumed to be a factor

affecting the control scenario assumption.
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survey question f27 (lndand waterconservation practices)was employed to identify differences in the type

and dEree of agricutturalconservation practiced withín each watershed. Survey ræpondents reported a variety

of conservation methods employed. According to respondents, a slighüy hþher dEree of land and water

conservation was found to occur in the South Tobacco Creek Watershed; reported rates of conservation

application were relatively high at71%in he North and79%in the South. The application of on{arm

conservation measures was not considered to be a factor influencing the ætablishment of a control scenario.

Causalitv: Determination of Deerwood Dam lmpacts

Questions# fi -ni(flooding, soilerosion, waterquality, and runoff period)assisted in determiningwhether

evidence of reduced erosion and flood reduction impacts of Deerwood's smalldam network could be elucidated

from survey respondents. lt was anticipated that comparison of this data to the pFRA hydrology model

discussed in Chapter Fourwould prove useful in analysis.

Perceived Water Quality Changes

Question f2& and#26d (post-Summer storm water quality) asked dam/landowners if they noticed water quality

changes in the North or South Tobacco Creeks during the past five years24. Of three respondents in the North

Tobacco who noticed water quality (turbidity) changes (18%), only one (6%), a dam owner,25 reported an

increase in waterquality (reduced turbidity). Conversely, in the South Tobacco Watershed, eight respondents

(29%) reported noticing improved water quality in the creek after Summer storms during he past five years

(Figure 6d)' Two South Tobacco landowners (17%) reported decreased waterquality ín the Lowland rEion.

24 As noted in Chapter 3, most of Deerwood's dams were buift during the Summer/Fall of 1ggg.

ã See notes # 9 and #12 r.egardingif'e lagq which lie within the Northwest portion of the North ïobacco Creek Watershedand subsequently, do not influence North robacco creek watersrreo manaöement.
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Figure6d:
Percentage of Respondents Noticinq
lmproved Creek Wäter euality
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According to the landownersurvey, substantially more Souh Tobacco Creek Watershed respondents noticed

increased water quality (reduced turbidity) during the past five years. Farfewer North Tobacco Creek

watershed respondents noticed waterquality changes at all. The only North robacco respndent reporting

reduced turbidity was a damowner whose land is longer part of the North Tobacco drainage area.
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Perceived Runoff Period Changes

Questions #26a and #26b (Spring runoff period) asked survey respondents if they noticed changes in the period

of creek runoff during the past five years. ln the North Tobacco creek watershed, two landowners (12%) (both

weredamowners)26 reported runoff period increases, and three other landowners reported shorter runoff

periods' One respndent (6"/) suggested the reason for shorter runoff is due to less winter precipitation in

ræent years' Conversely, in the South Tobacco, 1 4 respondents (50?â) reported increased runoff periods

(Figure 6e). Most were damowners (i.e. four of these were non-damowners located in the Lowland region) One

respndent (3.6%) suggestd the increase was due to "mlre snlw and slower me¡' in ræent years. Many

South Tobacco ræpondents directly mentioned the dams as the reason for the inireaseO runoff period.

Figure 6e:
Percentage of Respondents
Noticing Lengthened Creek Runotf
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Substantially more South Tobacco Creek Watershed respondents noticed increased periods of Spring creek

flow (lengthened runoff) during the pastfive years. Far fewer North Tobacco ræpondents noticed creek flow

changes. Two North Tobacco Creek Watershed respondents who noticed increased runoff periods were

damowners; one of these owned land now outside the hydrological boundary.

ä One of these dams in lies in the Northwest portion of the watershed.
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Reported lncidences of Erosion

Questions f22- f25 (soil erosion during past five years) were designed to elicit responsæ rEarding instances of

erosion occurTence on land owned by survey respondents in the North and South Tobacco Creek Watersheds.

Erosion instances could include: gulley erosion, sheet erosion, R.M. drainage ditch damage, or oher damage.

It is possible individual respondents may have "double counted" individual erosion events. Consequently, the

presence of one erosion event (i.e. one landowner) was tabulated if respondents reported one, two, three, or

four indÍvidual incidences.

Several interæting trends are evident. Table 6c represents the number of landowners reporting erosion

problems according to physiographic unit. With læs responses, more erosion incidences were reported in the

North Tobacco Watershed relative to the South. Boür Lowland and Escarpmental erosion within the South

Tobacco Creek Watershed is reported at much lower rates than within the North Tobacco.

able 6c: Number & t¡çt tt, of Landow¡ers Reporting Erosion Problems by physiographic Unit

Physiographic Area of
Erosion Occurrence

North Tobacco Creek
(lTRespondents)

South Tobacco Creek
(28 Respondents)

Lowland 10 (58.8%) I (28.6%)

Escarpment 5 (29.4%l 2 (7.1%\

Upland 0 (0%) 2 (7.1%l

TotalReported Erosion 15 (88.2%) 12 (42.9"/"\
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ln both watersheds, üre majority of reported erosion occuned within the Lowland physiographic unit, with South

Tobacco erosion reportedly oæuning at less than half the rate as within the North Tobacco. A more significant

trend relates to a comparison of Escarpmental erosion, which was reported to occur in the South Tobacco at

less than one quarter of the North Tobacco rate. Due to the North-South orientation of the Manitoba

Escarpment, the North Tobacco survey sample is over-represented in terms of tre Lowland physiographic unit,

and the South Tobacco is over-represented by the Escarpment unit. Thís fact particulady strengthens the

Eæarpment data, while the Lowland difference is also substantial. Overall, South Tobacco erosion appears to

be occuning at less than one hatf the rate as in the North Tobacco according to landowners surveyed (42.9%

vs.88.2%).

lncidences of Flooding

Questions #fi - n1(flooding during past five years) were dæigned to elicit responses related to the occunence

of flooding. Flooding instances could include: seeding problems (i.e. delays, poorgermination), standing crop

damage, introduction of weeds, property damage, and other damage. Again, given the possibility of 'double

counting" by respondents, the presence of oreflooding case (i.e. one landowner)was tabulated if ræpondents

reprted one, two, hree, orfour indÍvidual incidences.

One notable trend is apparent. While slightly less overall flooding appears to be occurring within the South

Tobacco relative to the North Tobacco (64.3% vs. 76.5% of survey respondents); there is a very significant

reported reduction of floodíng within the Lowland unit of the South Tobacco compared to the North Tobacco

(32.1% vs. 58.8% of ræpondents) (Table 6d).
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a & c

Physiographic Area of
Erosion Occurrence

North Tobacco Creek
(lTRespondents)

South Tobacco Creek
(28 Respondents)

Lowland 10 (58.8%) I (32.1%\

Escarpment 3 (17.6%\ 6 (21.4%l

Upland 0 (0%) 3 (10.7%)

Total Reported Floodinq 13 06.5'/"1 18 (64.3%)

Table 6d: Number

Again due to he geographical orientation of the Manitoba Escarpment, survey results over-represented Lowland

physiography in the North Tobacco and the Escarpment unit of the South Tobacco. While the results bore out

the expectation of a high number of flooding reports in the Lowland, a substantial difference between the two

watersheds exists in terms of reported ratæ. A similar rate of reported flooding occurence was seen on the

Eæarpment units of each watershed, and upland data was inconclusive.

Correlation with PFRA Flood Modelinq Research

The results of survey questions #17 - f26 (flooding, soil erosion, water quality, and runoff period) appeared to

support PFRA peak flow reduction studies on several Deerwood dams as discussed in Chapter Four. A

substantial numberof Souh Tobacco Creek Watershed landowners noticed: reduced flooding and soil erosion,

improved water quality (less turbidity), and lengthened creek runoff periods during the past five years.
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PFRA (1994) has completed a preliminary analysis of he effectiveness of Deerwood's small dam network

within the South Tobacco Creek Watershed fl-able 6e). At various rainfall runoff intensities, the modeled effect

of Deerwood's dams have been compared with those estimated for a larger structure (option f2 - Figure 49).

Projected peak flow impacts indicate comparable effects, particularly with more common runoff intensities (i.e.

1:2- 1:50 events). Trends of: reduced flooding and soil erosion, improved waterquality, and lengthened runoff

periods would be expæted according to the PFRA model, which predicts Deerwood's dams to be effective in

reducing peak flows by 25% and 15% in Summer storms and Spring snowmelts respectively (PFRA, 1gg5).

Table 6e: lnstantaneous Rainfall Runotf Peaks atthe South Tobacco Creek Hydrometric Station
Source: PFRA, 1994, Table 1.

27 All the small reservoirs with conservation pools were started at full supply level, while all other reservoirs were started
empty in the modeling exercise.

28 fte reservoir was started empty in the modeling exercise.

ä, Estimated from frequency anatysis of instantaneous peaks recorded and estimaled at lhe South Tobacco Creek near
Miami WSC hydrometric station (050F017).

Modeling Results
for Small Dams27

Modeling Results
for One Larqe Dam28

F{Un0ïï

Event
tslrmatec rrom
Freq. Analvsisæ

rnsulntaneous
Peak (ms/s)

Percent PeaK
Reduction

lnsliantane0us
Peak (m3/s)

Percent PeaK
Reductbn

1:2 7.0 6.1 13 6.4 I
1:5 17 14 1B 15 12

1:10 n 21 n 19 n
1.20 36 n 2 n ¿-ó

1:50 51 38 % u 33

1:100 u ß % ß 38

1:2ffi n 61 n 56 30

1:500 100 ß 2 p 18
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As the landowner survey data supported PFRA's peak flow reduction data (1995, 1gg4, 1gg2, 1gg1), a causal

relationship was reasonably assumed to exist between Deerwood's dams and the reduction of peak flows during

Spring runoff and major Summer storm events, üre primary causes of erosion and flooding damage in the

DeerwoodrEion.

Damowner Survey Questions

Questions #1 - #16 (damowner information) focussed on the range of perceived benefits and costs, and dam

uses and values reported by individual landowners participating in Deen¡¡ood', ,*rlldam projects. Only

damowners in the North and South Tobacco Creek Watersheds were required to complete this portion of the

survey. The majority of respondents owned dams built by the Deerwood Soil and Water Management

Association. A small number of respondents reported building dams on their own. Four North Tobacco Creek

damowners and 15 South Tobacco Creek damowners responded to the suruey. For an accurate representation

of damowner data, analysis was based upon the number of damowners responding to the survey.

Damowner Benefits

Questions #13 -#16 (dam benefits) were designed to indicate damowners'perceptions of tre benefits

associated with their dams. Respondents were asked to comment on the impact of their dam on local

groundwater levels, esthetic values, quality of life for their families, and property values.

South Tobacco Creek

Nine of 15 South Tobacco damowners (60%) believed local groundwater levels have risen because of heir

dams or those owned by neighbours. This trend was viewed positively (vs. nEative effæts of groundwater

rising, i.e. salinity). Several damowners reported increased well levels since dam installation, while one noted a

stabilised effect of groundwater supplies in dry years, and one noted the appearance of springs downstream.
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Eleven of 15 South Tobacco damowners (73%) believed their dams have contributed to the esthetic value of

the surrounding landscape. Three respondents cited the general importance of stored water as a ræource, and

two others reported increased wildlife presence due to theirdam.

Eight of 15 South Tobacco damowners (53%) believed their dams have improved the overall quality of life for

theirfamilies. A variety of reasons ranging from increased cattle carrying capacity and income to recreation to

wildlife habitat were noted. A theme of quality fanily time was strongly and directly associated with dams and

their water storage benefits.

Finally, eight of 15 damowners (53%) in the South Tobacco Creek Watershed believed their dams have

increased the value of their property. Property increases of 1% to 20%were reported.

North Tobacco Creek

Three of four Nofth Tobacco Creek Watershed damowners (75%) believed local groundwater levels have risen

because of their dams or those owned by a neighbour. Stabilised well levels and improved downstream forage

production were cited.

One of four North Tobacco damowners (25%) reported improved eshetic values associated with their dam. A

sæond respondent (25%) noted both positive and nEative esthetic impacts.

One of four North Tobacco damowners (25%) indicated their dam marginally served to improve the quality of

life for their famify, specificalty as a source of water management education.

Finally, two of fourdamowners (50%) indicated theirdams increased farmland property values. Livestock

sæurity was specificalÌy mentioned by one respondent.
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DamownerCosts

Questions #1 1 and #12 (dancosts and problems) were included in fre survey in order to get an indication of

operating and maintenance costs associated with Deerwood's dams. Additionally, it was hoped any unforeseen

problems experienced by damowners would be reported.

South Tobacco Creek

While three of 15 South Tobacco damowners (207d reported openting and maintenance costs, two of tfrese

owned dams not built by Deerwood. The one Deerwood damowner experienced very minorcosts associated

with culvert damage caused by Sprin(¡ ices0. Five of 15 damowners in total ($Y") reported unforeseen

problems. While some minorculvert leakage and drainage problems were experienced by Deerwood

damowners, the survey captured problems experienced by two damowners not associated wiür Deerwood.

North Tobacco Creek

Of four North Tobacco damowners, zero reported any operating or maintenance costs. One of four damowners

(25%) reported minor culvert problems.

Damowner Uses

Questions f2 - #10 (dam information) were intended to capture the tull range of dam uses reported by

ræpondents. Respondents were asked to indicate and describe the uses of their dam(s). Flood damage

reduction, soil erosion prevention, stæk watering, inigation, waterfowl habitat, fish pond (fish rearing), other

wildlife habitat, and other purposes were providd as survey options.

30 lt should be noted there is one Deerwood dam not captured by the survey which required repair costs of $5000.
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South Tobacco Creek

All 15 South Tobacco damowners (100%) reported using theirdam forflood control, and numerous examples

were provided regarding damage reduction effectiveness throughout thewatershed.

' Twelve of 15 (80%) reported he use of their dam for erosion control. Again, numerous examples were provided

to explain how waterflows are slowed considerably because of dams.

Nine of 15 (60%) used their dams for stockwatering. A variety of systems were reported to be in use, ranging

from direct watering to solar powered pumping of water to a trough. Cunent or ptanneO rotationalgræing

systems were mentioned by some respondents.

Three of 15 South Tobacco respondents (20%) used their dams for backflood inigation.

No South Tobacco damowners reported direcüy using dams for domestic water supply.

Eleven of 15 South Tobacco damowners (73%) reported the use of their dams for both waterfowl and other

wildlife habitat. A variety of species were mentioned and, numerous comments were provided to explain

exactly how the dam servæ to provide waterfowl habitat.

Five of 15 damowners (33%) reported the use of their dam for stockilg fish (e.9. trout) as an economic

enterprise. Of these, one indicated their past success with stæking, two indicated their plans to stock in the

near future, and one indicated a lack of stocking success during the past two years.

Three o[J 5 damowners (20%) reported other purposes for their dams including: access of fields isolated by

step tenain; esthetics and; improved well water levels.
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North Tobacco Creek

Four of four North Tobacco damowners (100%) reported using their dams for flood damage reduction. Positive

ímpacts on downstream landowners and roads were mentioned specificalty.

Four of four damowners (100%) reported the use of their dams for soil erosion prevention. Deæriptive

examples were provided by three respondents.

Two of four damowners (5tr/d reported using their dams for stockwatering. One indicated their dam recharges

groundwater to keep well water levels high enough to water catile.

Three of four North Tobacco damowners (75%) used their dams for backflood irrigation of pasture lands. One

of these respondents indicated future plans to inigate cultivated land in the future.

Two of four damowners (50%) reported using their dams for domestic water supply. Boh indicated an indirect

relationship; groundwater levels had apparently been recharged by the dams in order to provide a constant

supply of domestic water in the home.

Three of four North Tobacco damowners (75%) reported the use of their dams for waterfowl habitat. Several

duck species were mentioned. Two damowners (50%) indicated the use of their dams for other types of wildlife

habitat including deer, moose, grouse, and rabbits.

No North Tobacco damowners reported using dams forfish rearing.
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Survey questions #29'f3z(creek importance to farming operation, esthetic value, quality of life, value of

property) were utilised in the survey to indicate general uses and valuæ attached to the North and South

Tobacco Creek by area landowners not owning small dams. Respondents from each watershed viewed the

creeks in their area similarly. Several respondents in each watershed cited the importance of he creek as a

source of water for cattle watering and garden-sized inigation. Esthetics were highly valued by respondents in

both watersheds. Beauty, wildlife, spirituality, and recreation were mentioned by a number of North and South

Tobacco landowners. Property values attributable to the North or South Tobacco Creeks ranged from 5% to

25%' Several additional comments nisuruey respondents indicated general support for üre concEt of small

scale headlvater storage.
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Analysis of Tangible Costs and Benefits

Economic Payback PerÌod Analysis was employed to analyse tangible benefits and costs associated with

Deerwood's smalldam network (Johnson, 1995, Gittinger, 1gg4).

Dam Costs

Capitalcosts for each dam built by Deerwood were provided by Deerwood's Technician (Tumer, 1gg3) and

verified by a Federal engineer (Zyla, 1993). Engineering design costs for all Deerwood dams were provided by

the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration as "in-kind" contributions. VVnile design costs reportedly declined

as more Deerwood's dams were built, it is important to note that new dams built in different environments may

require significant dæign costs (Alexander, 1995). As noted by the landowner survey, Deerwood's dams

appearto have very low operating and maintenance costs; this has also been confirmed by discussions with the

Deerwood Technician ffumer, 1994). The short lifespan of the dams is most likely a factor. The expected life

of Deerwood's dams has been accepted to be at least 50 years (Samp, 1gg4). No distinctions were made

between the hree types of dam construction:dry; backflood; and multi-purpose. All dams built by Deerwood

which exist within the NorÏh Tobacco, South Tobacco, and Graham Creeks were included in lhe analysis3r.

Dams situated within the Roseile Creek Watershed were excluded. Table 6f outlines the type, size, and costs

of all dams. 1986 was selected as the base year for dam capital cost deflatioñe. Table 69 represents

Deeruood dam capital costs discounted at 0o/o,5o/o,8%, and 15% over 50 years since 1g86 or "project year

zero." Sensitivity analysis resulted in present values (1986$) for Deerwood's small dam network of: 9346, 607.

$303, 983; $282, 970 and; $243, 791 respectively. Allfinancialcontributions toward Deerwood's dam costs

(Federal, Provincial, Municipal, private conservation agencies, and private landowners)were included in costs.

31 Th¡s figure includes all direct construction costs as paid out by all involved agencies, local governmenb, and individual
landowners.

32 Deflat¡on was used to standardize all dam costs and benefits to 1986 dollars. Otherwise, differential year-dollar values
would distort the analysis. This is efüct is distinct from discounting, as discussed in Chaptei Thiee.
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CHlpren Sx: A¡¡alysls AND Dlscussro¡¡

Municipal Benefits

As reported via he municipal survey, Tables 6h and 6i indicate total estimated benefits arising because of
avoided road, bridge, and ditch damage and maintenance costs in the Rural Municipalities of Thompson and

Roland from 1989 to 1993. All three suÞwatersheds in which Deenruood dams exist were included in the

analysis' The south robacco, the North Tobacco, and the Graham creeks were discussed in chapter Four.

Lillî,9ïIlgrry$}teg¡grifs ExpeJienced From 1e8e - 1ee3 in 1e86 DorarsNTC (North Tobacco). STC ï GN

Watershed Creek Location and

Type of R.M Cost Savinos

Yeø Reported

Savinqs

Deflated

Savinss(19869)
NTC Road Damage Reduction

could not value

STC Bridge ReplacemenURed uction 1992 5500 4æ.67
STC Crossilg Lifespan Extension

æuld not value

STC Road/Ditch Damaqe Reduction 1989 zffi 1740.U

1990 m 1740.U

1991 2000 1740.M

1992 m 1740.U

19S M 17N.U
GC Road/Ditch Damage Reduction 1990 2ffi 21æ7.6
GC Valued Damage Reduction 1991 25000 20559.21

Total (1986$)
54,8æ.13

As discussed in chapter Five, the R.M. of rhompson provided several specific, but conservative examples of
reduced and/or avoided maintenance costs attributable to Deerwood's headwater storage structuræ. The R.M.

was able to identify individual sites within all three watersheds which drain the municipality. Erosion and

flooding related cost savings were reportedly experienced for roads, ditches, and stream crossings (stream

crossings may include bridges andiorculverl installations). As cost savings estimates were reported during

different years, deflation of each figure was necessary to accurately compare all data.
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CunpreR Sx: ATRIYsIs AND DIScUSSIoN

1986 was selected as the base yearfor comparison with deflation occurring in accordance with canadian Gross

Domestic Product deflation tables (statistics canada, 1994). ln the case of multiple-year benefits experienced,

one average figure was used where savings were reported by municipalofficials as "x dollars peryeai,(i.e.

src Road Damage Reduction). other cost savings were experienced because of single storm or runoff

events, while a value was also placed on anticipated cost savings (i.e. GC valued Damage Reduction). Some

areas of known cost savings could not be quantified by the municipality. During the period from l ggg to 1gg3

inclusive, üre R'M. of rhompson reported cost savings or benefits totaling $54,g20.13 (1gg6 dollars).

As discussed in chapter Five, the R.M. of Roland compared its overallconstructiån and maintenance budgets

during the periods between 1979 - 1988 and 19Bg - 1993. Municipal officials were not surprised to find a

substantial reduction in these costs, gîven the presence of Deerwood's dams. Conservatively, the R.M.

attributed 45% of this reduction to headwater retention by Deewood, based on the combined drainage areas of
the Graham and Tobacco Creeks with the municipality. An average annual R.M. cost savings of $16,479.g4

was found. Again, this figure was deflated to 1986 dollars. This figure was used from l ggg - l ggg for total

reported cost savings or benefits 0f 971,713.95 (l 9g6$). The cumulative impact of headwater retention by

Deerwood in the South Tobacco and Graham Creek Watersheds seemed to be apparent in the R.M. of Roland,

where a greater amount of municipal cost savings or benefits were reported relative to the R.M. of Tïrompson.

Table 6i: Roland RM Blnefits Experienced From rggg - 19g3 in r9g6 Doilars
TC lTobacco Creekì- GC lGraham croårrobacco GC

Watershed Creek Location and

Type of R.M Cost Savinos

Yeø Reported

Savinqs

Deflated

Savinss (19S6$)

Reduced Construction and Maintenance 1989 1U79.U 14U2.n
(TC and GC) 1990 1æ79.U 143/'2.n

1991 1æ79.U 14U2.77

19S2 16479.U MU2.n
1993 1æ79.U Áu2.n

Total (198æ)
$71,713.95
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CHRprenSx: ANALysts a¡¡o DlscusstoH

R.M. Benefits Summary

The expected life of Deerwood's dams has generally been accepted to be at least 50 years (Samp, 1gg4). lt

was assumed that municipal benefits attributable to Deerwood's dams would continue for this length of time.

Two approaches were used to estimate total municipal benefits bEinning in 1986 as "project year zero." The

first approach assumed a five year rotation of the Thompson R.M. benefit stream denoted in Table 6h while

Roland R.M. benefits continued annually ffable 6i). The second approach assumed average benefits to be

received each year. ln the R.M. of Thompson, major stream crossing repairs or replacements are typicalty

incurred every two years (Jackson, 1995); individual structuræ may be expected to have useful lifespans

ranging from 30 to 50 years (Alexandei, 1995; Jackson, 1995; and Saltzberg, 199b). Table 6j indicates thæe

two streams of benefits over the 50 year projæt life. Tablæ 6k and 6l indicate sensitivity analyses at0o/o,5o/o,

8%, and 15% discount rates for each benefit stream.
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Discussion of Benefits and Costs

Tanoible Benefits

At discount rates of 0% and 5%, a clear case was made for Deen¡¡ood's network of headwater retention

structures. Commencing ín 1986, "project year zero," the small dam network had a financial (undiscounted)

payback period of only 16 years. At a 5% discount rate, the economic (diæounted) payback period was

between 24 and 25 years. At these rates of diæount, the Deen¡rood dams proved their woñh solely in support

of avoided municipal infrastructural damages. The existence of municipal benefits is well understood by the

Rurai Municipalitiæ of Thompson and'Roland, given that both contribute substantial amounts of construction

time to the building of Deerwood dams.

After 50 years of opøation, and assuming a slightly higher diæount rate (8%), the Deerwood dam network

could be expæted to generate nearly enough municipal benefits to pay back initialcapitalcosts, being only

$6.01( to $8'0K short' Ata 15% discount rate, Deerwood's small dam network projectwould rquire between

$1 15.0K and $1 16.0K of additionar benefits to bæome economically viable.

Following the Krutilla and Fisher (1975) model it was not necessary to undertake the difficult task of quantifying

environmental and social benefits in order to prove the worth of Deen¡rood's small dam network at0% and 5%

rates of discount. ln order to enhance the analysis however, a review of other potential benefits was required.

Landowner Benefits Case Study

One landowner and his family served as a useful case study which indicated the potential value of a small dam

to a landowner in the Deerwood rEion. During a heavy June rainstorm event prior to construction of a dam by

an upstream neighbour, waterovertopped several crossings before entering the south Tobacco creek. This

caused flooding over approximately five acres of the landowner's farmland, with at least two acres of crop

completely lost. The remaining three acres were severely damaged by siltation. This five acre parcelwas

unusable for two to three years afteruard.
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CHapreR Sx: A¡,¡aIvSIS AND DIScUSSIoN

However, due to the small size of the claim, Manitoba Crop lnsurance would not cover production losses.

Since construction of the neighbour's dam upstream, no subsequent damage has occurred. There have since

been two major Spring storm events of similar size. According to this farmer, the upstream dam has been

worth approximately five acres at $150 per acre multiplied by two major storms within five years equals $l soo

in 1994$.

This same landowner also has a Deerwood dam on his property to provide flood protætion. He estimated

gaining production on three acres of lowerquality land every year; this land which formerly was damaged by

annual flooding (three acres at g1 00 equals $S00 per year in j gg4g). Finally, due to the 
,,metering" 

effect of the

dam on previously damaging runoff waters, this landowner has obtained approximately eight bales of hay from

the waterway below the dam at $25 per bale equals $200 per year in 19g4$. ln normal years, the added

moisture provided by this '?Eulated dam outflow" has been a benefit for cattle production. Otherwise, a dugout

would have to be built. Without the rEulated outflow of the dam, great potential for erosion and ¡oo6ng

damage would exist. The landowner has also seen significant irrigation benefits of forage grasses from dam

water.

With one Deerwood area landowner/damownerexperiencing such additional benefits over avery short period

(including $500+ per year or approximately $4000,* within a five year period), it is reasonable to assume other

landowners/damowners may ræeive similar benefits. Further evidence of the value of small scale water

storage was provided by the landowner survey where it was determined that two landowners had built dams on

their own, without any financial assistance from Deerwood. The Deerwood smalldam network projæt quickly

bæomes economically viable at the 8% discount rate, where only 96.0K to $g.0K in additional benefits over 50

years would be required to justify construction.
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lntanqible Benefits

Many Deerwood damowners within the South Tobacco Creek Watershed reported receiving numerous wildlife,

educational, recreational, esthetic, spiritual, and quality of life valuæ due to their dams. These values, while

extremety difficult to quantify, are exÛemely important. work by Dubos (19s6) and Taylor (1g86) has

highlighted many of the spiritual and quality of life values associated with natural environments. lndividual

damowners and their families have experienced similar values with 73% of South Tobacco damowners

reportedly believing that their dams have improved the esthetic value of the landscape; a majority also indicated

the role of the dam in improving their family's quality of life. Many survey respondents eloquenly described the

importance of their dam in terms of recreation, inspiration, and economic security. Many downstream

landowners indicated interest in wildlife and stabilised streamflows as enhancing theirquality of life.

The important role of many Deenruood dams in providing wildlife habitat was prevalent within the landowner

survey' Some ß% of South Tobacco damowners reported the use of their dams for bofr waterfowl and other

wildlife habitat. Support for wildlife habitat is a common trend across Canada, with approximatety g0% oÍ

canadians typicalfy expressing supportfor maintaining abundanthabitatforsongbirds, waterfowl, small

mammals, and large mammals (Environment Canada, 1993), This indicates great potentialfor Deen¡rood's

dams to provide substantial socialvalues.

Hovde's (1994) estimation of the economic value of prairie potholæ in Nofth Dakota raises intriguing

possibilities rEarding similar potential values associated with Deenryood's dams. Meanwhile, the State of

Minnesota's (1991) valuation of individualwildlife species could also strengthen the æonomic caseforthe

Deerwood's small dam storage network as a valuable wildlife habitat area. These trends raise important

considerations rEarding the maintenance of ecosystem biodiversity within the Agro-Manitoba landæape.

lnterestingly, local residents in Deerwood have reported that many Deerwood dams are located close to the

former sites of old beaver ponds. lt was also well known that the Manitoba Escarpment was once dotted with

marshy areas, particularly on the beach ridges of former Lake Agassiz (Orchard, 1995; McEwan, 19g5).
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These accounts suggest the construction of Deenryood's dams may well be assisting to recreate certain

aspects of the Manitoba Escarpment's naturaldrainage rEime, and this would have numerous wildlife and other

benefits. Similarly, the benefits of increased water storage potential on the Escarpment raise exciting

possibilities relating to drought mitigation. lronicalfy, the 19BB Assiniboine - South Hespeler Study

(Canada/Manitoba, 1988) determined hat a number of Escarpmental storage reservoirs could well be expected

to augment municipalwater supplies. However, the concept was not recommended for development

consideration given its inability to cost-effætively supply inigation water to South{entral Manitoba. A well

designed network of small scale water storage ræervoirs evidently has positive implications in terms of both

flood and drought mitigation, the defining hydrologic characteristics of Southem Månitoba's landæape.

Deerwood's dams are definitely providing drought mitigation at the farm level, as evidenced by the landowner

suruey reports of cattle enterprise security provided by stockwaterfrom Deerwood dams.

Additionally, it is important to note the apparent impact of Deen¡rood's dams in reducing the amount of 
,Toreign

wate/'damage caused to the municipality of Roland. This has many positive benefits in terms of inter-

municipal and community relations, not to mention the potential alleviation of burdensome cost-shared

maintenance agreements. As noted by O'grodnik (1984), inappropriate land clearing and drainage by

landowners and municipalities has served to compound flooding and erosion damage to downstream lands

since agricultural development bEan in Manitoba. This phenomenon is again evident today with similar

problems being experienced in the Assiniboine River Basin along the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border. The

Deerwood approach could well assist in the cost-effætive resolution of such contentious issues.

While detailed further research is required, it is plausible the social benefits associated with Deerwood's small

dam network could well ræult in æonomic pay back at the 15% discount rate.
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lntanqible Costs

Some potential, but difficult to measure costs may well be associated with Deerwood's small dam network.

These could include: íncreased salinity problems related to rising groundwater levels and the risk of

simultaneous failure of dl sfuctures during a major rainfall or runoff event. lncreased 0r stab¡lised groundwater

levels were mentioned by several landowner survey respondents as a benefit, but widæpread occunence could

well become a nEative effect as natural salts common in local soils are pushed to he surface. This effect

seriously dErades agricultural land.

The risk of watershed-wide structure fãilure seems remote. However, a majority åt Oeerwoø's dams are multi-

purpose structuræ, and these are designed to store a "conseruation pool" of water throughout the Summer

months. A rainfall event massive enough to breach all, or a substantial number, of Deerwood dams would in

turn cause the release of additional water stored in the multi-purpose conservation pools. This would have the

effect of exacerbating flooding and erosion damages associated with the storm.
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Summarv of all Benefits and Costs

Table 6m provides an overuiew of all tangible and intangible benefits and costs associated with Deerwood,s

smalldam network. lt is apparent that a range of environmenrd, economic, and socialvaluæ are generated

bæause of Deenrvood's small dam network. They may be classified as either tangible or intangible.

of Benefits and costs Associated with he Deerwood Dam Nerwnrk
Type

Tangible

Benefits Cos{s

| . Municipal Cost Savings Associated with

I Reduced Flooding and Erosion 1e.g. teii
I damage and maintenance to municipal

I 
roads, bridges, and culverts.

. Landowner Benefits Related to
Reduced Flooding and Erosion (e.g.
reduced damage and enhanced' 

-
production). 

l

. Agricuttural Diversification Oooortunities I
for Landowners (e.q. trout farririno I
irrigation of speciatf crops). I

. Conslruction Costs.

. Operating and Maintenance.

lntangible
| 

.Waterfowland Other Witdtife Habitat.

| 
. qrpr Management, Environmentat,
and Sustainable Development Education.

. Recreational Opportunities.

. Esthetic, Spirituat, euatity of Life Values.

. Economic Security for Livestock Owners.

. lncreased Land Values.

. Drought Mrtigation: Stabilised/lncreased
Groundwater Levels and Stored Water
Supplies for livestock, irrigation, and
oomesltc consumption. 

,

. Beduced Municipal Disputes Reoardino I

Foreign Water Damage Costs. " 
I

. Salinity due to Rising Groundwater.

, Bisk of Network - Wide Faiture During a
Massive Bainfall Event.

Table 6M
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7. sun¡uany, cot'tcLUSroNS, nruoRrcoMMENDATroNS

ResearchSummary

A review of related literature traced he historical roots of the watershed concept, and the evolution of policy

and management planning. Various environmental, æonomic, and social issues pertinent to soil& water

conservation were also examined. Some key themes, especialty those relating to property rights questions,

values, and attitudes held by owners of farmland were reviewed. Additionally, some innovative cases of

community involvement in watershed management were discovered. Available research relating to soil & water

management within small agriculturalwatersheds was reviewed, and previous work along the

Manitoba/Pembina Escarpment was studied in detail. Finally, quantification of costs and benefits were

identified as important and problematic factors associated with effective watershed management. Techniques

were reviewed in search of an appropriate analysis framework for the study. A detailed review of the Deerwood

project area included an indepth site description, prior research on the region, and land and water management

history of the North and South Tobaæo Creek Watersheds..

Evidence supponing the causality and effectiveness of Deenruood's smalldam network was collæted via a

comparative study approach involving tre adjacent North and South Tobacco Creek Watersheds. After

comparing historic strearnflows, major runoff events, agriculturalconservation practicæ, soiltypes, and

vEetation cover, a control æenario was assumed to exist with the South Tobacco Creek under a management

rEime involving 30 stratEically placed headwater retention structures (Deenvood's smalldam network).

Survey data collected from watershed landowners appeared to indicate. significant reductions in downstream

erosion and flooding damage, lengthened runoff periods, and reduced creek turbidity. Thæe trends supponed

recent Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration hydrology modeling which has proven the effectiveness of

Deerwood's dam's in reducing peak runoff rates following Spring snowmelt and Summer rainstorm events.

Damowners responding to the landowner survey were asked to indicate the range of uses, operating &

maintenance costs, and benefits associated with their dams.
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The two Rural Municipalities lying within the Tobacco and Graham Creek drainage area were contacted for cost

information relating to the maintenance of ditches, roads, and stream crossings within the region. Cost data

attributable to Deerwood's dams formed the basis of reasonable estimations received from the municipalities of

Thompson and Roland.

Analysis was carried out based a framework focussing on the tangible benefits of Deerwood,s small dam

network (Krutilla and Fisher, 1975). Municipalcost reductions (tangible economic benefits) attributable t0

Deenivood's dams were both deflated to 1986 dollars and discounted to 1g86 as the initial projæt year.

Economic Payback Period Analysis (johnson, 1995 and Gittinger, 1994)was urø to assess these benefits

and costs. lntangible Deerwood dam benefits reported within the landowner survey were also discussed, as

were some potential intangible costs. The overall impact of the Deerwood dams was then considered in

environmental, economic, and social terms.

upon completionol An Evaluation of water Management lnitiatives lJndertaken by the Deerwæd soit and

Water Management Association, the following conclusions were determined, and a set of recommendations

offered.
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Conclusions

1' This evaluation has demonstrated üat the benefits of Deenuood's small dam network exceed theircosts at low and medium rates of discount. rõcàl mmrc¡paitirJd;iräbstantiat benefits.

2' Based on municipal cost savings alone, the Deenvood small dam network has a financialpayback period-oi 16 years (und-iscountéoi áña ãn ;õ;oric payba.ck period of 2s years(discounted at5"/ù. lño¡v¡oual landowner'benetiis ãál be expected tg.generate enough vatue tomake the dams viable at the 8% rate. lt is'Ã, ã iü¡ãiärtal amount of environmentat and socialbenefits are required to make the dams cost-êremvã. áenefitsof tnis mãöñ¡tude may well exist.

i:ä{iJfl tüö!.'rK!î.i,f tr'rffi :itiis!H,ilî'gíf,,iåiî:,'î,.,,ysr';llågj,rn.;,',;
network may also exist, but üese cannot oe mèàJuira åitn¡. time due to a lack of information.

3' Deerwood dam-s are used.tqpa¡age approximately 9% of the local drainaqe arutirisø: ory d¡gl (s_e_ven);zs multipurþ9pg qqmsi ãno oacrnoø oariliõnj:i;l3tlirltjri$i,
ilJË:iilX',,'.1ll1ljå',ti;ffit¿rilil83l'Jr*iltn*n*ü*oäïüitläms rrave cãôiái-"

4. The Deerwood soirand water Management Association is

ilffi{i*;üiffi i'*rffi #''dfr ffi s*iiffi tri'ilifç;il#r¿'¡,1**'
5. a) 

. 
watershed m.anagement has been occurring for üous

rnstancei si¡ire-i;itõiå;;Ë"îî;1'*ateisneã*',ffiîitil|!¡tiål#Sifr$,1i:worrd'
address soil erosion and- ftoodinq, anO togeneralty lmdoi, their quality of life throughsustainable agricultural productióh.

b) Several excellent small agriculfural watershed management case studies exist along theMa n itobdPem b i na 
Escarpm e-nt ¡¡ one tr owáv-e;;ìpñili; rrave ðôñ s¡ oãreã iriä poæntiareffectiveness and etñcien'cy of a networt of smai¡ lìäaowater retention strùaüies managed by anorganisation of volunteer lãndowners.

c) Analytical techniques exist for the economic evaluation of agriculturat soil and waterconservation projects. As there are often data piobters aisoc¡ai:Ñäil îËöuäntification ofmany-.benef¡lq anO costs, analysis methods wñct toöusio'i'?¡lJä'e r'-k;ry to piòí¡oeinã*ó'io.t*siuiãànããiãoi[ßiî'å!i'|io!;îlinJ:ii:?31"-''

6' The establishment of a control scenario/co{parative study þetween two adjacent watersheds,municipal and landowner survey data, corréiãt¡oi óiré'cerítÞ-FCÃöilälö'', i..ä.ting research,and consideration of tangible.ano intáng¡Þie enu¡róirmãiiä1, ..onomic, and social benefits andcosts proved usetur and õuitabre in anarlsis ano euãiüàiàñ.

33 Not including prairie Farm Rehabilitatíon Administration engineering desgin costs.
g 

capital costs were contributed by the Federal and Provincial Governments, while prrvate conservation agencies and localRural Municipalities have also contiibuteoiu¡Jtani¡ãllv. tä;d.*;ð'óärtiåìp.ting in Deerwood,s projecrs contribute theirland, a percentage of construction costs, año moìi ruture operating and maintenance costs.
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Recommendations to the province of Manitoba

i) lvhe¡e appricabre, the province of Manitoba shourd stro' rocaruoä,ãleerassociationiõia.q,ìcùrTù;ãrñõ*;;i:flvrü::'åffii,f#iil$,ffi,ff¡ï,ñ,i
together to collectively improve lãnd and *rt l' ;;äõment efforts within small watershedsalong the Manitoba Eslcaróment. similáiffiçrtötiyorriñgìn-ãrhää;å, orAgro'an*obamavas"-[tfå**'ii*äfflt#f'';ili'üriiii:riï*tffi 

'l#*iä,"üd.,

empowermen
landowners cr
Manitoba' This could contributeió tnã àórr¡ävãränt öi.nuironmental, economic, and socialgoals on the AgreManitoba landscape.

¡i) Based on the Deerwood soil and w_utgt Management Association model, ,,successful 
Localwatershed organisation criteria" coutd ¡e êit"a¡iiðüèå:-iËilöiËïi'Màätoba shoutd üenconsider unde-rtaking a reu¡e* ôi nlremaniiõba üõ;s tre eiÈiènê'anãiär teasibirity orsupporting local watérshed organiútions atõñg thtúÉ;¡tobã È;6rdffiiäälsewnere.

iii) The Province of Manitoba should cc' 
rerationsrr¡p 

-¡à**n 
ioðar *âiðiiñ#:li:l,i,itr','t':flf8;i,åi":ï:iT,:ffåld formarise the

local waterãhed tsä$atió'räJü''ip¡o"n or;rb-äi:trìä òonservation o¡.ù¡rii3:ff'å[:i:ïntpilot project between Deerwood ano pem¡inãïrìibî'ðïiærvation 
Disd¡cr wòulo be togicat.

iv) The Province of Manitoba should strongly consider detailed monitoring of costs associated withThird order and above waterwavdãmqæln{ ra¡ñteìãice costs. This should be carried outaccording to watershed areas in order tó rac¡l¡táte iutuiË ièsearcn related to the economic benefitsor watershed management (i.e. arthe conù,vàl¡oiö,rti¡äii.üeul 
'-'-*- '- "'-

v) A network of small headwater retention sûuc'tures managed by an organised association ofcommitted landowners (i.e' the Deenvood modeti;h;uiãi. ioni¡ãeîôo ñ;ithe capitatstockor public inrrastructure.'The prov¡nce sho,i¡ãä;ioä;;t-d;ó'ü¡tt'nilri'ùinicipalities and theFedera I G overn m ent towa rd s tutu re i nfráiúra,i,.ä'pì:ðõi*,n o focuss in g on s m ar r scar eh ead water retenti on an d wate rsheo m a n a gem ent a! . Ëoit-.äãcd'üJ;ä;äi;oi d m u n i c i p atinfrastructural damages and costs. con$rvation o¡ùiicti srrouio beì;iótuãd *here apptícabte.

vi) Given the reoorted number of economic lpportunitìes related to Deenrood,s damg the province
or Manitoba'should cont¡ñue tó món¡ior,,l. pgË.drúäi'iocal ecoñôm¡r-oeuðtopment throughimproved productivity and on-farm o¡versit¡cãtlon nãseä on smalt scâte wãter siorage. Thep rom oti on of "watershed com m un ity develoþm ilf , õi,lii
botn ðon.seiú'tìöäñä;ärd;iäs,nd,ö- fnôni,Iiiã¡åii1üJåiiä:,iiJff:lå,lg:îîifl,
be given serious consideratioñ.

vii) Periodic review of.Deen¡rood's small dam network should be undertaken by he province.

ô1iå:iåi'i:3ii{,il{,!if"',fi:ï:'åii,ffi¡*:iî[fl1,'ililltrúr;5.i#î1!jjf,,$i****,
Deerwood's'sñarI oãm nêt iäir ;ñöii;iö Ë ffiü#ä:
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TIG lleetuood Proiect

General 0utline ol 0uestiqrs lor
I¡æal Ert¡ît lllun¡ripalities Rqarding

the Gosts of f,lt lUater.Relãtd Proble-ns fiÉociated
uith WãÍerways lhaining Eastwarü Írom
the frlanitoh Esca¡pnm-tl Fenûina IIiIls

t. Prior to 1984, on average, how much money has been spent annually within your
municipality to address the following water-related problems? (this may include Provincial
w-aterw-ay maintenance costs and/or Provincial contributions to your municipality).
Please itemize costs if possible:

Drainage Ditch/Streambank Erosion ;

Dredging of Soil from Diainage Ditches due to Sedimentation; ''

Flooding Damages Including Road/Bridge Washouts and l^andowner Compensation;

Your Contributions for Maintenance Agreements with Municipalities Downstream;

Community/On-Farm Water Supply Shortages due to I.ow Groundwater l-evels

Other

Can you provide a number of specific examples in which adressing the above water-related
problems has been particularly costly for your municipality or the Province of Manitoba?

Since 19{38, on average, how much money has been spent annually within your
municipality to address the problems described with Question #1? 

-

Can you provide a number of specifìc examples in which the above water-related problems
have significantly improved since 1988. In your opinion, what caused for these
improvements?

In addition the above economic questions, are you aware of any additional social/culntral
or environmentallecological changes occuring within your rural municipality since 1988,
which are related to small scale water management along the Eastern sidè of ihe Manitoba
Escarpment? In your view, are these changes positive?

socíallcultural:
means chnnges which maTt be generally affecting the community or society at large.

e nv ir o ntne nI al / e c o lo g i c al :
me(tns changes which have impact on local ecosystems or the broader environment.

2.

J.

4.

5.







.8, 
a),b) ls5' LJ No: flFishPond(eg.trout): ., ' . .', .,

If.yes; please describe, indicating type of fish'stocked.

9, a) Other,,Wìldlife Habitat (qg. deer, songþlJdq): , , ,yes: E No; fl
, n) lf yes,,please,desçribe how other witdlite fraOitat is cr:eated/maintained.'. . ' 

-

10, a)
. . ,,,b)

Other Purposes:
lf yes, pleàse explain the role of your dam.

Yes: EI No: EI

Dam Costs: .,
11, ai ' Flave ióu.experienced dam operating or maintenance costs?

lf.yes:,' , ,,, -: ' ' r '

b) Are these costs experienced annually oi sporadically?c) Please describe these costs.

Yes: E No:" E

12. a)

,b)

General:

Have you experienced unfore5-een problems associated with your dam? l

,'' ' , il..:: 
., ' . : Yes: ,El 'ño: f]. -

lf yes; please describe the'nature of these problems ' I ' : .-' -r 'l'' l.

13. lì Pg.lor-Pr],_ruethis dam has caused groundwater,tevets to rise?b) lf yes, please describe how you know-
Yes: El No: E

14. a) Do you believe this dam has improved the esthetic value of the landscape?

b), : lf yes, please explain.
Yes:: El No:' E

15. a) Do you believe this dam has improved your family's generalquality of life?

Yes:' El No: rEI
b) lf yes, please explain.

1 6,, a)
b)

po you believe this dam has increased the value 0f your prooertv? yes: EI
lf yes, by what percentage since dam installation?

-2-

No: -EI
ot
/o



Flooding Damage:
tn tñe lãËt ¡ve yãqr;, has water flowing within/from the North Tobacco Creek or the South Tobacco Creek
(or its smaller upstream channelsitributãries )caused any of the following ttooOing froblems ñiVouZ-'"""

17, ?) $eeding Proþlems,(eg, delays,,poor germíúation): .b) tf ye.s, pleasg describe th.e,natufe of ihese probtêms,
Yes: E No: El

18.: a),b) Standing,Field.pqog.Dqmage {eg,:sedimentatlon,,iummòr ftrjOding)j yes: El
It yés; please desctibé:the ¡atuie'of thiS dâmage., ' '. ' !,1 : ' -'' -

No;'E

1,9, a),', b)
lntroduction of Weeds:
lf yêí, pleas.e expl ain thls:,probt em f urtlei,

Yes: 'El No:,'El

20. a)

,',b)
lto. !!rtl lq1 iq g lþ,yitq ingo, eq ui prn en r, stored c rops/feed) :

lï yes, please describe this damage.
Yes: E No; El

21. a)
:þ)

,lfryê-s, please expláin;
Yes:: E No: El

ln the last five years, has, water flowing within/from the North Tobacco Creek or the South Tobacco Creek(oi'its smaller upsiream channels/tributãries ) caused any of thafottôwing éóii eros¡ón piciörci*õ rüi ,,öã""

22. a) Gulley Erosion (water creates a well defined channel in field):b) lf yes, please describe the nature of this problem,
Yes: El, i l.': No; ,E

23. a)

.1,' ' . 
b)

Sheet Erosion (loss of soil over a wide span on field)?:
lf yes, please describe the nature of this'problem,

Yes: rE Nor E

24, a)
b)

Extensive RM ditch damage occuned near your property?: yes: El
ll yes, ,please describe,iflñow your lanO oi,<ítñei ilópéiú.was attæted.,- ,, ']] No: E

25. a) Other:

,,,r, ,,b) ,"lf yes, please explain.

.i3 -

Yes: E No:.:'E



ô-::--l-.Ueneia¡; :

2ô. Duiing ihe iasi fiVe y'ears, have you noticed changes in ihe íoiiowing?

-' c):' The quality,oî water, with¡nrthe creêk after:a sumnier,rstoim? yes: fi .n¡o: Ei
ci) ií yes, piease ciescribe.

27, â) , Do:you practiie any methods ol land and water conservation? yes: Ei, No: iJ
b)iÍso,piéasecjescribewhichtypes,ancjíorhowiong?

4{! -! l !+++- !-¡:ê-¡^ ¡L - r.-^ ^¡ f^--¿o, dì rfuilìrË [rutudtË Utu typu ut tail¡t yuu upEtalg.

cadh crops;,Ei, , ' .t-¡vèÈtoclr: Ei. : '', oairy: G Mixeo: ü
Lì l¡ I ¡1.^J -t^^^^ :-Jr^-r- ---L!^L --^^^u) il tv[Ãsu, ptçaüu lt¡utt;tite wl¡¡ci¡ atgas,

tA '.^" ^'.,- ^ J^- ^-J -À-:.- ^^--r^L^J 4..^^t,^â^ I 
^õ -r^--^ :--^-^ tL- t^ll^.-.:-^ 

^ 
t, ^LL^-^ -t^^^^ ^^-z:--.^tt YUU urytt il uätL dttu IIiTvë cúÌi¡p¡etdi üL¡eùI¡tilìS ¡-Zö, P¡eãSe iqäùe îie ,Ctiitwinq. rli¡ ûîrteíS: P¡eãSe Ctní¡rtüe.

29.,3). f¡.the cleek important t0 your iarming operaîion?
0) rr yes, prease explaln now. _

ves: Ëi ',No:,' E

3Û., â) Dc yoq beiieve.the geek improves the overaíi esthÈtic'vaii¡e,of the iocai iandscape?

ves:'.E'.' ' No: lÜ
L\ l¡ .;:^ -t^:.^^ t:-.^ltL;.u, !r yËì, pluaùç urùulruu,

'' ' 3i,'.a) 'Do ioi¡ beiieve lhe ci'eek improves Íhe generai qliaiity of iiíe fo¡ you and yoiji famiiy?-, -. ...- .-. ¿ -- -..- J -

hl !¡,,^^ ^r^^^^ ^.,-l^iñv) il yEÞ, prËaùu uÃptdilt.

32, 9) : !]o you believe the creek increases the value of your property? , y.es: r Ei ' No; 
=b)., iÍ¡¡¡es,:b¡¡ whai percentage iÍ cornpareci io sirniiai ianri wiihout a creek? ' %

¡ JJ:r:---r 
^-____t^_. fiuurUUiliil vuilt¡iluttr.s:




